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2D image arrangement

Field of the invention

This invention generally relates to a computer-implemented method of

visualizing and modeling a set of teeth for a patient. More particularly, the

invention relates to providing a 3D virtual model of the patient’s set of teeth.

Background of the invention

Visualization and modeling or design of teeth are knownin the field of dental

restorations.

When a patient requires a dental restoration, such as crowns, bridges,

abutments, or implants, the dentist will prepare the teeth e.g. a damaged

tooth is grinded down to make a preparation where a crown is glued onto. An

alternative treatment is to insert implants, such as titanium screws, into the

jaw of the patient and mount crowns or bridges on the implants. After

preparing the teeth or inserting an implant the dentist can make an

impression of the upper jaw, the lower jaw anda bite registration or a single

impression in a double-sided tray, also known as triple trays. The

impressions are sent to the dental technicians who manufacture the

restorations e.g. the bridge. The first step to manufacture the restoration is

traditionally to cast the upper and lower dental models from impressions of

the upper and the lowerjaw, respectively. The models are usually made of

gypsum and often aligned in a dental articulator using the bite registration to

simulate the real bite and chewing motion. The dental technician builds up

the dental restoration inside the articulator to ensure a nice visual

appearanceandbite functionality.
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CAD technology for manufacturing dental restoration is rapidly expanding

improving quality, reducing cost and facilitating the possibility to manufacture

in attractive materials otherwise not available. The first step in the CAD

manufacturing process is to create a 3-dimensional model of the patient's

teeth. This is traditionally done by 3D scanning one or both of the dental

gypsum models. The 3-dimensional replicas of the teeth are imported into a

CAD program, where the entire dental restoration, such as a bridge

substructure, is designed. The final restoration 3D design is then

manufactured e.g. using a milling machine, 3D printer, rapid prototyping

manufacturing or other manufacturing equipment. Accuracy requirements for

the dental restorations are very high otherwise the dental restoration will not

be visual appealing, fit onto the teeth, could cause pain or causeinfections.

W0O10031404A relates to tools in a system for the design of customized

three-dimensional models of dental restorations for subsequent

manufacturing, where the dental restorations are such as implant abutments,

copings, crowns, wax-ups, and bridge frameworks. Moreover, the invention

relates to a computer-readable medium for implementing such a system ona

computer.

Visualizing and modeling teeth for a patient based are also known from the

field of orthodontics.

US2006127836A discloses orthodontic systems and methods for determining

movement of a tooth model from a first position to a second position by

identifying one or more commonfeatures on the tooth model; detecting the

position of the common features on the tooth model at the first position;

detecting the position of the common features on the tooth model at the

second position; and determining a difference between the position of each

commonfeature at the first and second positions.
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Thus orthodontics relates to movement of teeth, so the desired position of a

tooth or teeth is determined, and based on the presentposition of that tooth

or teeth, the movement from the present position to the desired position is

determined. Thus within orthodontics the desired or resulting position of a

tooth or teeth is/are is known before planning the steps of the movement.

It remains a problem to provide an improved method and system for

providing esthetically beautiful and/or physiologically suitable results of

modeling teeth, both within the field of restorations, implants, orthodontics

etc.

Summary

Disclosed is a computer-implemented method of visualizing, designing and

modeling a set of teeth for a patient, wherein the method comprises the steps

of:

- providing one or more 2D digital images;

- providing a 3D virtual modelof at least part of the patient’s oral cavity:

- arranging at least one of the one or more 2D digital images relative to the

3D virtual model in a 3D space suchthat the at least one 2D digital image

and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby

the 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image are both visualized

in the 3D space; and

- modeling the 3D virtual model based on at least one of the one or more 2D

digital images.

Consequently, it is an advantage that the 3D CAD modeling of the 3D virtual

model is based on a 2D digital image, since the 2D image determines or

indicates what kind of modeling is suitable, where the expression suitable

may comprise physiologically suitable or esthetically suitable or appealing.

Thus the 2D image is used to perform a correct modeling of the 3D model,
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since the 2D image functions as a benchmark or rule for what kind of

modeling is possible or how the modeling can be with the limits provided by

the 2D image. Thus the modeling of the 3D virtual model is decided and

performed based on the one or more 2D image, i.e. such as that the

modeling of the 3D virtual model is based on the visualization of the 2D

image.

The patient’s oral cavity may comprise at least the patient’s present set of

teeth, such as prepared teeth or unprepared teeth, if the patient is not

toothless, and maybe part of the gums.If the patient is toothless, then the

oral cavity may comprise the gumsof the patient.

It is an advantage that the 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model are

aligned when viewed from one viewpoint, since hereby the user or operator

of the system performing the method, can view the 2D image and the 3D

model from a viewpoint where they are aligned, since this enables and

facilitates that modeling of the 3D model is based on the 2D image. That the

2D image and 3D model are aligned when seen from a viewpoint meansthat

at least somestructures of the 2D image and the 3D model are coinciding

when seen from a viewpoint. Thus the 2D image and 3D model may not be

aligned when seen from any viewpoint, thus there may be only one viewpoint

from which the 2D image and the 3D modelare aligned.

Furthermore, it is an advantage that the 2D image and the 3D model are

arranged and remain as separate data representations which are not merged

or fused together into one representation. By keeping the data

representations as separate representations, time is saved and data

processing time and capacity is reduced. Thus the 2D image is not

superimposed or overlaid onto the 3D virtual model for creating one

representation with all data included. Prior art documents describe that the

data from e.g. a color image is added to the 3D model, such that the color
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content from the imageis transferred to the 3D model, whereby the result is

one representation, i.e. the 3D model including color. Creating such models

requires more time and exhaustive data processing.

Thus, it is an advantage that the present method may be performed faster

than prior art methods.

The method is for use when modeling teeth, but can of course also with

advantage be used by students within the dental field when learning how to

model teeth and whatto take into consideration when modeling teeth.

Modeling of teeth is defined as comprising modeling of one or more dental

restorations, modeling of one or more implants, modeling orthodontic

movement of one or more teeth, modeling one or more teeth in a denture,

e.g. a fixed or removable denture, to provide a visually pleasing appearance

of the set of teeth etc.

Thus the modeling may comprise modeling of restorations, orthodontic

planning and/or treatment, modeling of implants, modeling of dentures etc.

When the CAD modeling comprises for example restorations, the virtually

modeled restorations, such as crowns and bridges, can be manufactured by

means of CAM, and the manufactured restorations can then eventually be

inserted onto the patient's teeth by a dentist.

Arranging, placing, or positioning the 2D digital image on the 3D virtual model

is performed digitally on a computer and shown on a userinterface such as a

screen, such that the user or operator obtains a visual representation of the

2D image and the 3D model together in the samefield of view, whereby the

operator can perform the modeling based on the simultaneous view of the 2D

image and the 3D model instead of based on either one combined

representation or separate views of the 2D image and/or the 3D model.
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For facilitating the arrangement of the 2D image and the 3D modelrelative to

each other, edge detection may be performed, whereby the contour of the

teeth on the 2D image and/or on the 3D model is automatically derived. Edge

detection can be performed by means of a software algorithm. Edges are

points where there is a boundary or edge between to image regions, and

edges can thus be defined as sets of points in the image which have a strong

gradient magnitude. The contour of the teeth may thus be detected by

detecting the edge between image portions showing the teeth and the

gingival.

One or more 2D images may be provided in the method, and the 2D images

may e.g. show the patient’s face from different directions, show different

parts of the patient’s face, such as the lips and the eyes or nose for example

for determining facial lines, show different examples of new teeth which the

teeth of the 3D model can be modeled to look like, show the patient’s teeth

before preparing the teeth for restorations and after preparing the teeth, etc.

Whenaligning the 2D image and the 3D model, the 2D image may be of the

patient’s unprepared teeth, since it may be easier to align the 2D image and

the 3D model, when the teeth on the 2D image are unprepared. When

modeling the teeth of the 3D model, the 2D image may then be of the

patient’s prepared teeth, since e.g. restorations normally are modeled after

having prepared the teeth by cutting part of the teeth such that crownsetc.

can be attached to the prepared part of the teeth.

In some embodiments the 3D virtual model is generated by scanning a

physical model of the patient’s teeth, by scanning an impression of the

patient’s teeth, and/or by performing a direct scanning of the patient’s teeth. If

the patient is toothless, then the gums, a model or an impression of the gums

may be scanned for creating a 3D modelof the oral cavity.
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In 3D scanning the object is analyzed to collect data on its shape. The

collected data can then be used to construct digital, three dimensional

models. In 3D scanning usually a point cloud of geometric samples on the

surface of the subject is created. These points can then be used to

extrapolate the shape of the subject.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image comprises a patient-

specific image of at least part of the patient’s face.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the modeling can be based on an

image of the patient, such that the modeling is performed with respect to the

look or appearance of the patient, or with respect to some, a few ora single,

specific visual features of the patient, such as the lips.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image comprises a generic

imageof at least part of a humanface.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the modeling can be based ona

generic image, wherebyit is not patient-specific features which determine the

modeling, but instead it is a general image, e.g. of some visually pleasing

teeth from another person, or a drawing of someideal teeth.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is retrieved from a

library comprising a numberof imagesof teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that the 2D image, such as a generic

image, can be selected from a library which contains for example several

images of teeth, so that the patient e.g. can choose his/her desired new set

of teeth from the library. The library may be a so called smile guide library

comprising images of teeth and/or mouths which are shown while smiling,

since visually pleasing teeth may be most important when smiling, since this

may be when most teeth are shownto the surroundings.

The images of teeth in the library may be photos of teeth, may be drawings of

teeth, etc.
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In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is a template for

supporting designing and/or modeling the patient’s teeth.

An advantage of this embodimentis that when the 2D image is a template,

then the operator can arrange and model teeth using this template for

obtaining a visually pleasing result of the modeling.

In some embodiments the template comprises the midline of a face.

In some embodiments the template comprises a horizontal line passing along

the anterior teeth.

In some embodiments the template comprises the occlusal plane of a face.

An advantage of the embodiments where the template comprises some

feature, such as the midline of the face, a horizontal line, an occlusal plane

etc, is that these features may assist in arranging the 2D image and the 3D

modelrelative to each other and in modeling of the 3D model.

In some embodiments the template comprises boxes adapted to fit the

centrals, the laterals and the cuspids.

An advantage of this embodiment is that it enables the operator to easily

model the different anterior teeth to be visually pleasing. For example the

laterals can with advantage be 2/3 of the width of the centrals, and the

cuspids or canines can with advantage beslightly narrower than the cenirals.

In some embodiments the template comprises one or more long axes of

anterior teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that the long axes can be used for

indicating the long axis alignment of teeth and/orthe vertical direction of teeth

for support in modeling.
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In some embodiments the long axes of at least the upper anterior teeth

converge toward the incisal edge or biting edge.

An advantage of this embodimentis that it is visually pleasing when the long

axes of at least the upper anterior teeth converge toward the incisal.

In some embodiments the template comprises a contour of teeth.

In some embodiments the contour comprises a shape of one or moreteeth

seen from the front.

An advantage of the embodiments relating to the contour of teeth is that

using the visually pleasing contour of some suitable teeth may be a simple

and easy way to modelthe teeth of the 3D model.

In some embodiments the template comprises a curve.

An advantage of this embodimentis that by means of a curve, distances and

angles can be measured or viewed. For example a distance can be

measured from the centre of the curve, and in one example the operator may

measure x mm from a certain point on the curve, and at this distance

something specific may be arranged, such as a distal point on a lateral.

Furthermore the curve may a symmetry curve for ensuring that the modeled

teeth will be symmetric.

In some embodiments the curve comprises an arch following the upper

and/or lower anterior teeth seen from the front or from above.

In some embodiments the curve comprises a smile line adapted to follow the

lower lip in a natural smile and the incisal edges of the upper teeth.
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In some embodiments the template comprises one or more curves for

indicating the position of the gingival tissue.

An advantage of these embodimentsrelating to curves of the teeth and/or of

the mouth and lips is that using some kind of curve(s) may be a simple and

easy way to modelthe teeth of the 3D model.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image shows at least a

numberof front teeth.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is a photograph

showing at least the patient’s lips and teeth seen from the front.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 2D image shows the

patient’s lips and existing teeth, then the modeling of the teeth can be

performed such that they suits the patient’s lips and unchanged teeth

providing a visually pleasing result of the modeling.

In some embodiments the method further comprises virtually cutting at least

a part of the teeth out of the one or more 2D digital image, if the 2D image

comprises teeth, such that at least the lips remains to be visible in the 2D

digital image.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the lips and no or only some

teeth are visible in the 2D image thenit is easy to visualize the modeled teeth

with the patient’s lips and determined whetherit is a good result of modeling.

The cutting of teeth out of the 2D image may be performed virtually or

digitally such that the information in the 2D imagerelating to the teeth is

removed, deleted, madeinvisible etc..

In some embodiments the 3D virtual modelis visible behind the lips.
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An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 3D model can be seen

behind the lips, then the modeling of the teeth can be performed while

viewing the lips for determining if the modeling is satisfactory.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image shows the face of

the patient such that facial lines, such as the midline and the bi-pupillar line,

are detectable.

An advantageof this embodimentis that facial lines determines the geometry

of the patient’s face, and for obtaining a visually pleasing result of modeling,

the teeth should fit with this overall geometry.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is an X-ray image of

the patient’s teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when using or applying an X-ray

image of the patient’s teeth, the entire teeth with roots under the gingival can

be seen, and thus broken or weak teeth or roots can be detected. Hereby for

example implants exerting force on the teeth and roots can be planned to be

arranged to exert force on non-broken or strong teeth and teeth roots instead

of on the broken and weak teeth and roots.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing a 3D

computed tomography scan of the patient’s face for facilitating aligning the

one or more 2D image and the 3D model and/or for modeling the 3D virtual

model.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital imageis a still image from

a video recording.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is derived from a 3D

face scan.
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In some embodiments the method further comprises providing a 3D face

scan of the patient for facilitating aligning the one or more 2D image and the

3D model and/or for modeling the 3D virtual model.

In some embodiments a face scan of the patient provides a measure of the

distance that the upper and/or lowerlip moves when the patient smiles, and

the distance is adapted to be used for measuring the ideal length of at least

someof the teeth.

An advantage of this embodimentis that at least the length of the front teeth

is important for the visual appearance of the teeth.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing at least part of

the one or more 2D digital image to be at least partly transparent, such that

the 3D virtual modelis visual through the 2D digital image.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is adapted to be

smoothly faded in and outof the view.

An advantageof this embodimentis that wnen smoothly fading the 2D image

in and out of view this provides that the visualization of the 2D digital image

changes from being entirely visible to be partly visible and then maybe

invisible and vice versa. Hereby the 2D image can be viewed as the user

wishes.

In some embodiments the 3D virtual model comprises the patient’s set of

teeth.

In some embodiments the method further comprises scaling the one or more

2D digital image and the 3D virtual model to show at least part of the teeth in

the samesize.

An advantage of this embodiment is that the 2D image and the 3D model

should be shown in the same scale in order for optimally performing the
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modeling. The scaling may be an automatic modification of the size of e.g.

the 3D virtual model to the size of the 2D digital image or vice versa.

Alternatively, the scaling may be of both the 2D image and the 3D modelto

resize them to a predetermined scale.

In some embodiments the method further comprises aligning the one or more

2D digital image and the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 2D image and the 3D

model are aligned then modeling may be performed easier and with a better

result. Alignment may be defined as the adjustment of an object in relation

with another object, such that structures of the objects are coinciding. Thus

commonoralike structures of the 2D image and the 3D modelare aligned.

In some embodiments the silhouette of the biting edge of at least the upper

anterior teeth on the one or more 2D image and on the 3D virtual modelis

used to perform the alignment of the 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodimentis that in many casesthe biting edge of the

upper anterior teeth are seen on both the 2D image and on the 3D model,

and therefore this biting edge may be an advantageous physical point of

alignment.

In some embodiments the method further comprises projecting the plane of

the one or more 2D digital imageto the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when projecting the plane of 2D

image to the 3D modelor to a plane of the 3D model, the 3D model and the

2D image can be viewed in the same plane which may be an advantage

when modeling the teeth. The viewing of the 3D model and the 2D imagein

the same plane may otherwise be complex.
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In some embodiments the method further comprises changing the

perspective view of the one or more 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual

model to obtain the same perspective view.

An advantage of this embodiment is that modeling may befacilitated when

the 2D image and the 3D model can be seen in the same perspective view.

In some embodiments the method further comprises de-warping the

perspective view of the one or more 2D imagefor visually aligning the 2D

image and the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when de-warping or correcting the

perspective view of the 2D image, then the viewis digitally manipulated, and

hereby points on the perspective view of the 2D image can be mapped to

points on the 3D modelor its plane. After de-warping or correcting the

perspective of the 2D image, the 3D model can be re-aligned, such that the

2D image and the 3D model are aligned again.

In some embodiments scaling, aligning, projecting to a plane, de-warping

perspective and changing perspective are defined as virtual actions for

arrangement.

In some embodiments one or more of the virtual actions for arrangement

comprises rotations and translations left/right and back/forth of the one or

more 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodimentis that by providing rotations, translations

etc. then different movements of the 2D image and/or of the 3D model may

be performed for facilitating the scaling, aligning, perspective changing and

ultimately for facilitating the modeling of the teeth.

In some embodiments the method further comprises the stepsof:
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- detecting anatomical points on the teeth, where the anatomical points are

present and detectable both on the one or more 2D digital image and the 3D

virtual model, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement based on_ these

corresponding anatomical points.

An advantageof this embodimentis that using common or mutual anatomical

points on the 2D image and the 3D model may be an easy way to perform

alignment of the 2D image and the 3D model, where after modeling of the

teeth can be performed.

In some embodiments at least one corresponding anatomical point is

selected to perform the virtual actions for arrangement.

An advantage of this embodimentis that one common or mutual point on the

2D image and the 3D model may be sufficient for arranging the 2D image

and the 3D model relative to each other. However in other cases the 2D

image and the 3D model should be aligned using more points, such as two,

three or four points. In general three points may be suitable. Four points can

be used for performing an even better arrangementor for use in more difficult

cases.

In some embodiments the method further comprises the steps of:

- providing a virtual measurement bar, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement of the one or more 2D digital

image and/or of the 3D virtual model by means of adjustmentto the virtual

measurementbar.

An advantage of this embodiment is that it may be easy and fast to use a

virtual measurement bar to perform the virtual actions for arrangement such

as scaling, where the sizes of the 2D image and the 3D model are adjusted

to correspondto eachother.
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In some embodiments the method further comprises that a user performs the

virtual actions for arrangement of the one or more 2D digital image and/or of

the 3D virtual model by means of eye measure.

An advantage of this embodimentis that just by using simple eye measure,

the operator can very quickly and reliably perform the arrangement of the 2D

image and the 3D modelrelative to each other or perform a rough starting

point for a more detailed adjustment.

In some embodiments the anatomical points are upper and/or lowerdistal

and/or mesial points on a numberof specific anterior teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that anatomical point on the upper

and/or lowerdistal and/or mesial parts of the anterior teeth are normally easy

to detect both on the 2D image and on the 3D model.

In some embodiments the modeling of the 3D model is performed

automatically based on the one or more 2D digital image.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the user does not need to perform

any manual modeling of the 3D model on the screen, when the modeling can

be performed fully automatic. However, typically if an automatic modeling

takes place, then the user may check that the modeling is satisfying, and

maybe perform small corrections to the modeling.

In some embodiments the method further comprises automatically selecting

one or more 2D digital image which provides an optimal fit to the 3D virtual

model.

An advantage of this embodimentis that a 2D image with an optimal, good or

the bestfit to the 3D model can automatically be selected, and hereby a good

result of modeling can be obtained, and furthermore the time used for

performing the modeling can be reduced, since no person needs to spend

time on looking through a larger number of 2D images. The 2D image may

be selected from a library of 2D digital images, or from any source
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comprising a number of images of teeth and smiles. The library may

comprises templates, photos, drawingsetc.

In some embodiments the optimal fit is determined based on specific

parameters for providing an esthetically, visually pleasing appearance.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the optimal, best or just a good fit

can be determined based on different parameters, such as the present size

of the patient’s teeth, on the curves of the patient’s present teeth set, etc.

New teeth which are very big may not suit a person who used to have very

small teeth or a person who hasthin lips. Likewise a new teeth set with a

strong composition may not suit a person who usedto have a teeth set witha

soft composition or a person who hasfull lips etc. So based on the present

structures, features, shapes etc. of the patient's teeth, new teeth which will

look natural and suit the patient can be determined from e.g. a template

library of photos, drawingsetc.

In some embodiments the alignment of the at least one 2D image and the 3D

modelis performed automatically.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing at least part of

the 3D virtual model to be at least partly transparent, such that at least one of

the one or more 2D digital images is visual through the 3D virtual model.

In some embodiments the method comprises fading the 3D model smoothly

in and out of the view.

In some embodiments the 3D model and two or more of the 2D images are

aligned relative to each other, when there are more than one 2D image.

In some embodiments the 3D model and each of the 2D images are aligned

relative to each other.
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lt is an advantage that the 3D modelis aligned specifically to each of the 2D

images, such that if shifting between the different 2D images, the correct

alignment of the 3D model relative to the selected 2D image may

automatically be presented on the userinterface.

In some embodiments the different alignments of the 3D modelrelative to the

two or more 2D imagesare stored in a data storage.

In some embodiments the alignment of the 3D model and a specific 2D

image is retrieved from the data storage, when the specific 2D image is

selected for view.

In some embodiments two or more of the 2D images are 2D images ofat

least part of the patient’s face seen from different directions.

In some embodiments the method further comprises sectioning at least two

or more of the teeth in the 3D model and/or in the one or more 2D images.

In some embodiments the method further comprises modeling a restoration,

such as a virtual crown, a virtual preparation, and/or an area of virtual

gingival on the 3D model.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are adapted to be

arranged and/or viewed from one or more perspective views.

The perspective views may be from the front, from behind, from the side,

from above, from below, and any combination of these view. A visual or non-

visual point e.g. a center point, a line e.g. a centerline or a region e.g. a

center region in the 3D model and/or in the 2D image may determine the

point of reference for the perspective views.
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In some embodiments the method comprises determining an angle of one or

more of the perspective views.

The angle may bethe angle relative to a center point of the 2D image and/or

the 3D model. The angle may be an angle relative to a horizontal plane,

and/or a vertical plane etc which virtually intersects the teeth in the 2D image

and/or in the 3D model.

In some embodiments the method comprises predefining an angle of one or

more of the perspective views.

In some embodiments at least one of the one or more 2D imageis from a

video stream of 2D images.

In some embodiments the 2D images from the video stream are from

different perspective views.

In some embodiments the 3D model is configured to be aligned relative to

one or more 2D imagesin the video stream.

In some embodiments the alignment of the 3D model and one or more 2D

images for one or more perspective view is performed by means of

interpolation and/or extrapolation of other perspective views.

Itis an advantagethat already determined perspective views can be usedfor

alignment of other perspective views. The perspective views may be present

or arranged on a virtual trajectory or curve and/or on a virtual view point

sphere. Thus if two perspective views are already determined, a third

perspective view located between the two perspective views can be

determined by extrapolation or interpolation and the 3D model and the 2D

image can be aligned relative to this or based on this. The perspective views

or angles may be provided by a shift in angles, view directions etc, and the

shifts may be smooth and continuousorin discrete steps.
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In some embodiments the method comprises zooming at least one of the one

or more 2D images and the 3D modelin/out of view.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D virtual model are adapted to

be zoomedin/out simultaneously.

It is an advantage that the 2D image and the 3D model can be zoomedin/out

simultaneously, and/or jointly, and/or together, and/or concurrently, and/or

synchronously. Thus the increase or decrease in the size of the 2D image

and the 3D model may be similar when zooming, the 2D image and the 3D

model may follow each other when zooming, and the center point or center

region of the zoom maybe coinciding in the 2D image and the 3D model.

In some embodiments the zooming in/out is configured to be performed from

one or more perspective views.

In some embodiments the zooming in/out is configured to be performed from

one or more predefined angles.

In some embodiments the predefined angles determine the perspective

views.

In some embodiments the method comprises providing the predefined angles

in discrete steps.

In some embodiments the method comprises providing the predefined angles

in a continuous sequence.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are snapped together

in their correct alignment.
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It is an advantage that if for example the 2D image is seen from a side

perspective, then the 2D image is automatically snapped to the correct angle

relative to the 3D model.

In some embodiments the snapping together of the 2D image and the 3D

model is performed automatically.

In some embodiments each of the one or more 2D imagesis configured to be

snapped together with the 3D model in their correct alignment.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are aligned based on

one or more unprepared teeth, if unprepared teeth are present in the 3D

model.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are aligned based on

the teeth in the upperjaw.

It is an advantage to align based on the upper teeth because these are

typically the most visible teeth on a 2D image,in particular the front teeth in

the upper jaw are normally most visible and the alignment may therefore be

improved if these teeth are used for the alignment.

Alternatively and/or additionally the teeth in the lower jaw of the 3D model

can also be moved e.g. downwards to obtain a suitable alignment.

In some embodiments the angle which the 3D model and the 2D image are

seen from as default is determined by the perspective view of the 2D image.

The angel can also be denoted view, view point, perspective view etc.

In some embodiments the angle of the 3D model and the 2D image is

configured to adaptrelative to the perspective view of the 2D image.

The angel can also be denoted view, view point, perspective view etc.
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In some embodiments the view of the 3D model is configured to adapt to the

perspective view of a second 2D image,if this second 2D imageis replacing

a first 2D image.

Itis an advantage that the view may change automatically when a second 2D

imageis selected for view, alignmentetc.

In some embodiments the method further comprises generating a 3D image

by combining at least three of the 2D images.

In some embodiments the method further comprises rendering the 3D model.

It is an advantage to perform rendering of the teeth in the 3D model, such as

photo-realistic rendering, since hereby the 3D model is made to look more

realistic and nicer. The 3D model may be for example yellow or gray by

default, so by rendering the teeth in the 3D model to be for example more

white, the 3D model teeth looks better and realistic.

The rendering can be performed by meansof well-known methods performed

using well-Known computer programs.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing textural

features on the 3D model.

Itis an advantage to provide textural features on the 3D model for making the

teeth of the 3D model look more realistic and real. The textural features of

the teeth may be obtained from a 2D image of the patient’s existing teeth, the

textural features may be from a standard template, may be generated

specifically to the specific 3D model based on size, shape etc of the teeth.

Furthermore, other parameters such as shadow, geometry, viewpoint,

lighting, and shading information can be provided to the 3D model for making

the teeth of the 3D model look morerealistic and possibly look more esthetic.

In some embodiments the rendering is a photo-realistic rendering.
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In general it is an advantage of the method and the embodimentsthatit/they

enable(s) dental laboratories (labs) to superimpose a patient’s actual face

and smile images in the design process and utilize both directly to produce

optimally esthetic and personalized restorations. Labs can show the dentist's

patients exactly how a new restoration will transform their smiles and get

feedback. The smile visualization is highly realizable because it may be

solidly backed by the manufacturable 3D model and not just 2D image

manipulations.

Personalized designs with patient specific 2D-image overlays can be

obtained by importing 2D images of the patient’s lips, teeth and smile to

design restorations that exactly suit the patient's personal look. Image

manipulation tools may be applied to mask away the teeth, and alignment

tools may be used to bring lips and new teeth design together as a perfect

personalized design guide.

High esthetics with generic 2D-image overlays can be obtained by using 2D-

image libraries that help in achieving high esthetics, even without pictures of

the actual patient’s smile. By means of the methodit is possible to select

from a variety of smile-guides and design-templates to recreate complete

smile compositions to apply with the restoration design.

Before-and-after visualization can be obtained for example by continuously

interchanging between situation views through gradual fading in-and-out,

wherebytechnicians, dentists and patients are easily able to detect even the

smallest alterations and smile details for optimal comparisons.

The present invention relates to different aspects including the method

described above and in the following, and corresponding methods, devices,

systems, uses and/or product means, each yielding one or more of the
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benefits and advantages described in connection with the first mentioned

aspect, and each having one or more embodiments corresponding to the

embodiments described in connection with the first mentioned aspect and/or

disclosed in the appendedclaims.

In particular, disclosed herein is a system for visualizing, designing and

modeling a set of teeth for a patient, wherein the system comprises:

- meansfor providing one or more 2D digital images;

- meansfor providing a 3D virtual model of at least part of the patient’s oral

cavity;

- means for arranging at least one of the one or more 2D digital images

relative to the 3D virtual model in a 3D space such that the at least one 2D

digital image and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed from a

viewpoint, wherebythe 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image

are both visualized in the 3D space; and

- means for modeling the 3D virtual model based on at least one of the one

or more 2D digital images.

Furthermore the present invention relates to a computer program product

comprising program code means for causing a data processing system to

perform the above method, when said program code means are executed on

the data processing system, and a computer program product according to

the previous claim, comprising a computer-readable medium having stored

there on the program code means.

Brief description of the drawings

The above and/or additional objects, features and advantages of the present

invention, will be further elucidated by the following illustrative and non-
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limiting detailed description of embodiments of the present invention, with

reference to the appended drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows an example of a flowchart of a computer-implemented method

of visualizing and modeling a set of teeth for a patient.

Fig. 2 shows examples of visualizing a 2D image and a 3D modeltogether.

Fig. 3 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 4 shows examples of arranging the 3D model and the 2D imagerelative

to each other.

Fig. 5 shows examples of 2D images as templates.

Fig. 6 shows examples of how to perform virtual actions for arrangement of

the 2D image and the 3D model.

Fig. 7 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 8 shows an example of how a 3D model can be arranged in a 2D image,

or how a 2D image can be laid over a 3D model.

Fig. 9 shows an example of a before-and-after visualization.

Fig. 10 shows an example of rendering of a 3D model of teeth arranged

relative to a 2D image.
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Detailed description

In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying figures,

which show by wayofillustration how the invention may be practiced.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a flowchart of a computer-implemented method

of visualizing and modeling a set of teeth for a patient.

In step 101 a 2D digital image is provided. The 2D image may be photograph

of at least part of the patients face, a template of teeth, a drawing of teeth, a

photo or image of an esthetic set of teeth etc. The 2D digital image may be

shown on a userinterface, such as a computer screen.

In step 102 a 3D virtual model of the patient’s oral cavity comprising the

patient’s set of teeth, if there are any teeth, is provided. The 3D model of the

patient’s set of teeth may be generated by scanning a physical model of the

patient’s teeth, by scanning an impression of the patient’s teeth, and/or by

performing a direct scanning of the patient’s teeth. If the patient is toothless,

then the gums, a model or an impression of the gums may be scanned for

creating a 3D model of the oral cavity. The 3D virtual model may be shown

on a userinterface, such as a computer screen.

In step 103 the 2D digital image is arranged or positioned relative to the 3D

virtual model for visualizing the 3D virtual model relative to the 2D digital

image. The arrangement or positioning is a digital, virtual arrangement,

performed by meansof software, such that the 2D image and the 3D model

can be viewed together.

In step 104 the 3D virtual model of the patient’s set of teeth is digitally or

virtually modeled based on the visualization of the arrangement of the 2D

image. Thus the 3D modelof the patient’s existing teeth is modeled using

CAD, and the modeling may comprise restorations, orthodontic planning

and/or treatment, prosthetics, removable dentures etc. When the CAD

modeling comprises restorations, the virtually modeled restorations, such as

crowns and bridges, can be manufactured by means of CAM, and the
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manufactured restorations can then be inserted onto the patient's teeth by a

dentist.

Fig. 2 shows examplesof visualizing a 2D image and a 3D modeltogether.

Fig. 2a) shows a screen shot on which both a 2D image 201 and a 3D model

202 are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 201 is a photograph of a parta

person's face showing the mouth with lips 203 and teeth 204 behind the lips

203. The photograph may be of the patient himself or of another person.

Using a photograph of the patient may be advantageous if the patient’s teeth

have been broken and the patient then wishes to have his teeth restored to

look like they did before the damage. Using a photograph of another person

may be an option if the patient wishes to have his teeth restored, exchanged

by a new teeth set or treated by orthodontics in order for them to look

different than they do at present.

The 3D model 202 of the patient’s teeth comprises gingival 208 and teeth

207.

Fig. 2b) shows an example where the 2D image 201 is an X-ray image of the

patient’s teeth. The X-ray image showsthe teeth 204 of the patient. Since the

X-ray image showsthe teeth approximately on lines, i.e. not on curves as in

real-life, the plane of the X-ray image may be bended to be arranged relative

to the 3D model 202 with teeth 207.

Fig. 3 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 3a) shows a screen shot on which both a 2D image 301 and a 3D model

302 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 301 is a photograph or

drawing of a pair of lips 303 and an outline of teeth 304 behind the lips. A

vertical line 305 and a horizontal line 306 are drawn through the 2D image

301, and they may be used as guiding lines for modeling.

Fig. 3b) shows a screen shot on with the 2D image 301 is arranged and

aligned relative to the 3D model 302. The teeth 307 of the 3D model 302 can
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be seen through and betweenthe lips 303 and the outline of teeth 304 of the

2D image 301. When arranging and aligning the 2D imagerelative to the 3D

model, modeling of the 3D modelis facilitated. The vertical line 305 and the

horizontal line 306 are also seenin fig. 3b).

Fig. 3c) shows a sketch of a 2D image 301 and a 3D model 302 seen ina

perspective side viewillustrating alignment from a viewpoint.

The 2D image 301 and the 3D modelarein this figure attempted to be drawn

in a perspective side view to show that if the 2D image and the 3D model are

viewed from this viewpoint then they are not aligned. In the otherfigures, e.g.

fig. 3b) the 2D image and the 3D modelare viewed from a front viewpointin

which they are aligned. As seen there is a distance between the 2D image

and the 3D model to indicate that the 2D image and the 3D model are

separate representations and not one representation containing data from

two representations. The distance can be any distance, such as shorter or

longerthanillustrated in the proportion here.

The arrow denotedXillustrates the front view in which the 2D image and the

3D modelare aligned, as seenin e.g. fig. 3b).

The arrow denotedYillustrates a bottom view where the 2D image and the

3D model are viewed from below, and as can be derived from the figure, the

2D image and the 3D model are not aligned when viewed from the Y

viewpoint.

The end of an arrow,circle with cross, denoted Z illustrates a side view, and

as explained above with respect to the perspective side view, the 2D image

and the 3D model are not aligned when viewed from this viewpoint.

Fig. 4 shows examples of arranging the 3D model and the 2D imagerelative

to each other.

Fig. 4a), b) and c) show examplesof different arrangements of the 3D model

402 relative to the 2D image 401. The teeth 407 of the 3D model 402 is seen

to be movedrelative to the lips 403 of the 2D image 401 in the fig. 4a), b) and
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c). Whenthe arrangementof the 3D model 402 has becomesuitable relative

to the 2D image 401, the actual modeling of the teeth 407 of the 3D model

402 maybe performed.

Fig. 5 shows examples of 2D images as templates.

Fig. 5a) shows an example of a 2D digital image 501, which is a reference

frame for arranging and/or modelling the patient’s teeth. The reference frame

comprises a template 509 for the upper anterior or front teeth. The template

509 comprises the midline of a face 505 and a horizontal line 506 passing

along the incisal edge of the anterior teeth.

The template 509 comprises boxes adapted to fit the centrals 510, the

laterals 511 and the cuspids 512, also known as canines. The laterals 511

may ideally be 2/3 of the width of the centrals 510, and the cuspids 512 may

ideally be slightly narrower than the centrals 510.

Fig. 56) shows an example where the 2D image 501 is a template 509

comprising the long axes 513 of the centrals 510, the laterals 511, and the

cuspids 512. The long axes 513 converge toward the incisal edge indicated

by the horizontal line 506.

Fig. 5c) shows an example where the 2D image 501 is a template 509

showing a contour 514 of anterior or front teeth seen from the front.

Fig. 5d) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises a template

509 comprising a curve 515 of a smile line adapted to follow the lower lip ina

natural smile and the incisal edges of the upper anterior teeth 510, 511, 512,

as seen from the front.

Fig. 5e) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises a template

comprising three curves 516 for indicating the position of the gingival tissue.
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Fig. 5f) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises or is a

template 509 comprising a curvein the form of an arch 517 which follows the

upper teeth as seen from above.

Fig. 5g) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises or is a

template 509 comprising a curve 518 which follows the upper anterior teeth

as seen from above.

Fig. 6 shows examples of how to perform virtual actions for arrangement of

the 2D image and the 3D model relative to each other.

Virtual actions for arrangement can comprise the following:

- scaling the 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model to show at least part

of the teeth in the samesize on both of them;

- aligning the 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model;

- projecting the 3D virtual modelto a/the plane of the 2D digital image;

- changing the perspective view of the 2D digital image and/or of the 3D

virtual model to obtain the same perspective view for both of them when

visualizing the positioning;

- de-warping the perspective view of the 3D virtual model for visually aligning

the 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

The virtual actions for arrangement can be performed by means ofrotations

and translations to the left and right and back and forth of the 2D digital

image and/orof the 3D virtual model.

In one example (not shown) the silhouette of the biting edge of at least the

upper anterior teeth on the 2D image and on the 3D virtual model is used to

perform the aligning of the 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

Fig. 6a) shows an example wherea virtual action for arrangement such as

alignment is performed using detected corresponding anatomical points 619

on the teeth on the 2D digital image 601 and on teeth on the 3D virtual model

602. The anatomical points 619 shown in fig. 6a) are at the upper anterior
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teeth. One anatomical point is on the incisal edge at the distal side of the left

lateral tooth, where left is left as seen in the figure, but right for the patient.

Another anatomical point is on the incisal edge between the left and the right

central teeth. The third anatomical point is at the gingival between the right

lateral tooth and right cuspid tooth, where right is right as seen in the figure,

but left for the patient.

Whenthe corresponding anatomical points 619 are detected and e.g. marked

as in the figure on both the 2D image 601 and the 3D model 602, the 2D

image 601 and the 3D model 602 can be arranged relative to each other and

aligned to each other by providing that the corresponding anatomical points

619 on the 2D image 610 and on the 3D model 602 cover, overlap, match or

fit together. When corresponding anatomical points 619 are selected on the

screen, the software may automatically arrange the 2D image 601 and the

3D model 602 such that the points 619 are overlapping.

Fig. 6b) shows an example where a virtual action for arrangement such as

scaling is performed using a virtual measurement bar 620. The virtual

measurement bar 620 is seen on both the 2D image 601 and the 3D model

602. On the 2D image 601, the measurement bar 620 has a length

corresponding to the length across the upper two centrals 610 and the two

laterals 611. However, on the 3D model, the measurement bar 620 has a

length corresponding to both the upper two centrals 610, the two laterals 611

and the two cuspids 612. Thus in order to have matching sizes of the 2D

image 601 and the 3D model 602, the 3D model should be scaled up or

enlarged tofit the size of the 2D image.

Alternatively and/or additionally, the user can perform virtual actions of

arrangementof the 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual model by means

of eye measure.
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Fig. 7 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 7 shows a screen shot from a userinterface in which both a 2D image

701 and a 3D model 702 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image

701 is a photograph of a part of a patients face comprising the patient’s lips

703 and the patient's existing upper teeth 704 behind the lips. In the place of

the lower teeth the 3D model comprising the lower teeth 707 is arranged.

The 3D model 702 is arranged and aligned relative to the 2D image 701.

Fig. 8 shows an example of how a 3D model can be arranged in a 2D image,

or how a 2D image can belaid over a 3D model.

Fig. 8 shows a screen shot from a userinterface in which a 2D image 801 is

seen. The 2D image 801 is a photograph of a part of a patients face

comprising the patient’s lips 803 and the patient’s existing upper teeth 804

behind thelips.

If a 3D model of teeth should be arranged in the place of the lower teeth, the

area of the lower teeth in the 3D image can be marked and hiddenor deleted

by means of a non-transparent area 830. The marked area 830 can be

marked by drawing a line 831 along the edge of the upper teeth and the

lower lips. The marking of the line 831 can be performed automatically by

means of automatic contour and/or color detection of the 2D image.

Alternatively and/or additionally, the operator can draw the line 831 or

otherwise mark the area 830.

The same mayapply if more or less, e.g. all the teeth in the 2D image should

be replaced with the teeth of a 3D model.

Fig. 9 shows an example of a before-and-after visualization.

A before-and-after visualization can be obtained by continuously

interchanging between situation views through gradual fading in-and-out,

wherebytechnicians, dentists and patients are easily able to detect even the

smallest alterations and smile details for optimal comparisons.
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Fig. 9 shows an example in which both a part of a 2D image 901 and part of

a 3D model 902 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 901 is a

photograph of a part of a patients face comprising the patient’s lips 903 and

the patient’s existing teeth 904 behind the lips. In the place of the lower and

upper teeth in the left side of the patient’s mouth (right side for the patient)

the 3D model comprising teeth 907 is seen.

The 3D model 902 is arranged and aligned relative to the 2D image 901.

The existing teeth 904 in the 2D image 901 correspondto the situation before

restoring one or more of the teeth. The 3D model 902 with teeth 907

corresponds to a possible situation after restoration. Since the view can be

interchanged between before and after visualization, e.g. by gradual fading

in-and-out, the suggested changes can very clearly be seen and evaluated.

Fig. 10 shows an example of rendering of a 3D model of teeth arranged

relative to a 2D image.

Fig. 10 shows an example in which both a 2D image 1001 and a 3D model

1002 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 1001 is a photograph

of a part of a patients face comprising the patient’s lips 1003. In the place of

the teeth in the 2D image, a 3D model comprising modeled and rendered

teeth 1007 is arranged. The teeth 1007 in the 3D model have been rendered,

such as a photo-realistic rendering.

Although some embodiments have been described and shown in detail, the

invention is not restricted to them, but may also be embodied in other ways

within the scope of the subject matter defined in the following claims. In

particular, it is to be understood that other embodiments maybe utilised and

structural and functional modifications may be made without departing from

the scope of the present invention.
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In device claims enumerating several means, several of these means can be

embodied by one and the same item of hardware. The mere fact that certain

measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims or described in

different embodiments does not indicate that a combination of these

measures cannot be used to advantage.

It should be emphasized that the term "comprises/comprising"” when used in

this specification is taken to specify the presence of stated features, integers,

steps or components but does not preclude the presence or addition of one

or more other features, integers, steps, components or groupsthereof.

When a claim refers to any of the preceding claims, this is understood to

mean any one or moreof the preceding claims.

The features of the method described above and in the following may be

implemented in software and carried out on a data processing system or

other processing means caused by the execution of computer-executable

instructions. The instructions may be program code means loaded in a

memory, such as a RAM, from a storage medium or from another computer

via a computer network. Alternatively, the described features may be

implemented by hardwired circuitry instead of software or in combination with

software.
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2D image arrangement

Abstract

Disclosed is a computer-implemented method of visualizing, designing and

modeling a set of teeth for a patient, wherein the method comprises the steps

of:

- providing one or more 2D digital images;

- providing a 3D virtual model of at least part of the patient’s oral cavity;

- arranging at least one of the one or more 2D digital images relative to the

3D virtual model in a 3D space suchthat the at least one 2D digital image

and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby

the 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image are both visualized

in the 3D space; and

- modeling the 3D virtual model based on at least one of the one or more 2D

digital images.

(fig. 3b) should be published)
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Claims:

1. A computer-implemented method of visualizing, designing and modeling a

set of teeth for a patient, wherein the method comprises the steps of:

- providing one or more 2D digital images;

- providing a 3D virtual model of at least part of the patient’s oral cavity:

- arranging at least one of the one or more 2D digital images relative to the

3D virtual model in a 3D space such that the at least one 2D digital image

and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby

the 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image are both visualized

in the 3D space; and

- modeling the 3D virtual model based on at least one of the one or more 2D

digital images.

2. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the one or more 2D digital image comprises a patient-specific image

of at least part of the patient’s face.

3. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image comprises a generic image

of at least part of a human face.

4. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image is retrieved fromalibrary

comprising a numberof imagesofteeth.

5. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image is a template for supporting

designing and/or modeling the patient’s teeth.
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6. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the template comprises the midline of a face.

7. The computer-implemented method according to claims 5 or 6, wherein

the template comprises a horizontal line passing along the anterior teeth.

8. The computer-implemented method according to any of claims 5-7,

wherein the template comprises the occlusal plane of a face.

9. The computer-implemented method according to any claims 5-8, wherein

the template comprises boxes adaptedto fit the centrals, the laterals and the

cuspids.

10. The computer-implemented method according to any claims 5-9, wherein

the template comprises one or more long axesof anterior teeth.

11. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the long axes of at least the upper anterior teeth converge toward

the incisal edge.

12. The computer-implemented method according to any claims 5-11,

wherein the template comprises a contour of teeth.

13. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the contour comprises a shape of one or more teeth seen from the

front.

14. The computer-implemented method according to any of claims 5-13,

wherein the template comprises a Curve.
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15. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the curve comprises an arch following the upper and/or lower

anterior teeth seen from the front or from above.

16. The computer-implemented method according to claims 14 or 15,

wherein the curve comprises a smile line adapted to follow the lowerlip in a

natural smile and the incisal edges of the upperteeth.

17. The computer-implemented method according to any of claims 5-16,

wherein the template comprises one or more curves for indicating the

position of the gingival tissue.

18. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image shows at least a numberof

front teeth.

19. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image is a photograph showing at

least the patient's lips and teeth seen from the front.

20. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the method further comprises virtually cutting at least a part of the

teeth out of the one or more 2D digital image, such that at least the lips

remains to be visible in the 2D digital image.

21. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein the 3D virtual modelis visible behind the lips.

22. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image shows the face of the
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patient such that facial lines, such as the midline and the bi-pupillar line, are

detectable.

23. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image is an X-ray image of the

patient’s teeth.

24. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises providing a 3D computed

tomography scan of the patient’s face.

25. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital imageis a still image from a video

recording.

26. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image is derived from a 3D face
scan.

27. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises providing a 3D face scan of the

patient.

28. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises providing at least part of the

one or more 2D digital image to be at least partly transparent, such that the

3D virtual modelis visual through the 2D digital image.

29. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the one or more 2D digital image is adapted to be smoothly

faded in and out of the view.
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30. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises aligning the one or more 2D

digital image and the 3D virtual model.

31. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the silhouette of the biting edge of at least the upper anterior

teeth on the one or more 2D image and on the 3D virtual model is used to

perform the alignment of the one or more 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

32. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 3D virtual model comprises the patient’s set of teeth.

33. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises scaling the one or more 2D

digital image and the 3D virtual model to show at least part of the teeth in the

samesize.

34. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises projecting the plane of the one

or more 2D digital image to the 3D virtual model.

35. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises changing the perspective view

of the one or more 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual model to obtain

the same perspective view.

36. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises dé-warping the perspective

view of the one or more 2D image for visually aligning the one or more 2D

image and the 3D virtual model.
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37. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein scaling, aligning, projecting to a plane, and changing

perspective are defined as virtual actions for arrangement.

38. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein one or more of the virtual actions for arrangement comprises

rotations and translations left/right and back/forth of the one or more 2D

digital image and/or of the 3D virtual model.

39. The computer-implemented method according to claims 37 or 38,

wherein the method further comprises the stepsof:

- detecting anatomical points on the teeth, where the anatomical points are

present and detectable both on the one or more 2D digital image and the 3D

virtual model, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement based on_ these

corresponding anatomical points.

40. The computer-implemented method according to the preceding claim,

wherein at least one corresponding anatomical point is selected to perform

the virtual actions for arrangement.

41. The computer-implemented method according to any of claims 37-40,

wherein the method further comprises the stepsof:

- providing a virtual measurement bar, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement of the one or more 2D digital

image and/or of the 3D virtual model by means of adjustment to the virtual

measurementbar.

42. The computer-implemented method according to any claims 37-41,

wherein the method further comprises that a user performs virtual actions for
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arrangement of the one or more 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual

model by means of eye measure.

43. The computer-implemented method according to claims 39 or 40,

wherein the anatomical points are upper and/or lower distal and/or mesial

points on a numberof specific anterior teeth.

44. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the modeling of the 3D model is performed automatically

based on the one or more 2D digital image.

45. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises automatically selecting one or

more 2D digital image which provides an optimal fit to the 3D virtual model.

46. The computer-implemented method according to the previous claim,

wherein the optimal fit is determined based on specific parameters for

providing an esthetically, visually pleasing appearance.

47. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 3D virtual model is generated by scanning a physical

model of the patient’s teeth, by scanning an impression of the patient’s teeth,

and/or by performing a direct scanning of the patient’s teeth.

48. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the alignment of the at least one 2D image and the 3D model

is performed automatically.

49. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises providing at least part of the
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3D virtual model to be at least partly transparent, such that at least one of the

one or more 2D digital images is visual through the 3D virtual model.

50. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method comprises fading the 3D model smoothly in and

out of the view.

51. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 3D model and two or more of the 2D imagesare aligned

relative to each other, when there are more than one 2D image.

52. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 3D model and each of the 2D images are aligned relative

to each other.

53. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the different alignments of the 3D modelrelative to the two or

more 2D imagesare stored in a data storage.

54. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the alignment of the 3D model and a specific 2D imageis

retrieved from the data storage, when the specific 2D image is selected for

view.

55. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein two or more of the 2D images are 2D imagesofat least part

of the patient’s face seen from different directions.

56. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises sectioning at least two or more

of the teeth in the 3D model and/orin the one or more 2D images.
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57. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises modeling a restoration, such

as a virtual crown,a virtual preparation, and/or an area of virtual gingival on

the 3D model.

58. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 2D image and the 3D model are adapted to be arranged

and/or viewed from one or more perspective views.

59. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method comprises determining an angle of one or more

of the perspective views.

60. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method comprises predefining an angle of one or more of

the perspective views.

61. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein at least one of the one or more 2D image is from a video

stream of 2D images.

62. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 2D images from the video stream are from different

perspective views.

63. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 3D modelis configured to be aligned relative to one or

more 2D imagesin the video stream.
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64. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the alignment of the 3D model and one or more 2D images

for one or more perspective views is performed by means of interpolation

and/or extrapolation of other perspective views.

65. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method comprises zooming at least one of the one or

more 2D images and the 3D model in/out of view.

66. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 2D image and the 3D virtual model are adapted to be

zoomedin/out simultaneously.

67. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the zooming in/out is configured to be performed from one or

more perspective views.

68. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the zooming in/out is configured to be performed from one or

more predefined angles.

69. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the predefined angles determine the perspective views.

70. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method comprises providing the predefined angles in

discrete steps.

71. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method comprises providing the predefined angles in a

continuous sequence.
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72. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 2D image and the 3D model are snapped togetherin

their correct alignment.

73. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the snapping together of the 2D image and the 3D modelis

performed automatically.

74. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein each of the one or more 2D images is configured to be

snapped together with the 3D modelin their correct alignment.

75. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 2D image and the 3D model are aligned based on one or

more unpreparedteeth, if unprepared teeth are present in the 3D model.

76. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the 2D image and the 3D model are aligned based on the

teeth in the upperjaw.

77. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the angle which the 3D model and the 2D image are seen

from as default is determined by the perspective view of the 2D image.

78. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the angle of the 3D model and the 2D imageis configured to

adaptrelative to the perspective view of the 2D image.

79. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the view of the 3D model is configured to adapt to the
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perspective view of a second 2D image,if this second 2D imageis replacing

a first 2D image.

80. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises generating a 3D image by

combining at least three of the 2D images.

81. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises rendering the 3D model.

82. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the method further comprises providing textural features on

the 3D model.

83. The computer-implemented method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the rendering is a photo-realistic rendering.

84. A computer program product comprising program code means for

causing a data processing system to perform the method of any oneof the

preceding claims, when said program code means are executed on the data

processing system.

85. A computer program product according to the previous claim, comprising

a computer-readable medium having stored there on the program code

means.

86. A system for visualizing, designing and modeling a set of teeth for a

patient, wherein the system comprises:

- meansfor providing one or more 2D digital images;

- means for providing a 3D virtual model of at least part of the patient’s oral

cavity;
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- means for arranging at least one of the one or more 2D digital images

relative to the 3D virtual model in a 3D space such that the at least one 2D

digital image and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed from a

viewpoint, whereby the 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image

are both visualized in the 3D space; and

- means for modeling the 3D virtual model based on at least one of the one

or more 2D digital images.
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2D image arrangement

Field of the invention

This invention generally relates to a method of visualizing and modeling a set

of teeth for a patient. More particularly, the invention relates to providing a 3D

virtual model of the patient’s set of teeth. The method is at least partly

computer-implemented.

Background ofthe invention

Visualization and modeling or design of teeth are knownin the field of dental

restorations.

When a patient requires a dental restoration, such as crowns, bridges,

abutments, or implants, the dentist will prepare the teeth e.g. a damaged

tooth is grinded down to make a preparation where a crownis glued onto. An

alternative treatment is to insert implants, such as titanium screws, into the

jaw of the patient and mount crowns or bridges on the implants. After

preparing the teeth or inserting an implant the dentist can make an

impression of the upper jaw, the lower jaw andabite registration or a single

impression in a double-sided tray, also known as triple trays. The

impressions are sent to the dental technicians who manufacture the

restorations e.g. the bridge. The first step to manufacture the restoration is

traditionally to cast the upper and lower dental models from impressions of

the upper and the lower jaw, respectively. The models are usually made of

gypsum and often aligned in a dental articulator using the bite registration to

simulate the real bite and chewing motion. The dental technician builds up

the dental restoration inside the articulator to ensure a nice visual

appearanceandbite functionality.
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CAD technology for manufacturing dental restoration is rapidly expanding

improving quality, reducing cost and facilitating the possibility to manufacture

in attractive materials otherwise not available. The first step in the CAD

manufacturing process is to create a 3-dimensional model of the patient's

teeth. This is traditionally done by 3D scanning one or both of the dental

gypsum models. The 3-dimensional replicas of the teeth are imported into a

CAD program, where the entire dental restoration, such as a bridge

substructure, is designed. The final restoration 3D design is then

manufactured e.g. using a milling machine, 3D printer, rapid prototyping

manufacturing or other manufacturing equipment. Accuracy requirements for

the dental restorations are very high otherwise the dental restoration will not

be visual appealing, fit onto the teeth, could cause pain or causeinfections.

W0O10031404A relates to tools in a system for the design of customized

three-dimensional models of dental restorations for subsequent

manufacturing, where the dental restorations are such as implant abutments,

copings, crowns, wax-ups, and bridge frameworks. Moreover, the invention

relates to a computer-readable medium for implementing such a system ona

computer.

Visualizing and modeling teeth for a patient based are also known from the

field of orthodontics.

US2006127836A discloses orthodontic systems and methodsfor determining

movement of a tooth model fromafirst position to a second position by

identifying one or more commonfeatures on the tooth model; detecting the

position of the common features on the tooth model at the first position;

detecting the position of the common features on the tooth model at the

second position; and determining a difference between the position of each

commonfeature at the first and second positions.
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Thus orthodontics relates to movement of teeth, so the desired position of a

tooth or teeth is determined, and based on the present position of that tooth

or teeth, the movement from the present position to the desired position is

determined. Thus within orthodontics the desired or resulting position of a

tooth or teeth is/are is known before planning the steps of the movement.

It remains a problem to provide an improved method and system for

providing esthetically beautiful and/or physiologically suitable results of

modeling teeth, both within the field of restorations, implants, orthodontics

etc.

Summary

Disclosed is a method of designing a dental restoration for a patient, wherein

the method comprises:

- providing one or more 2D images, where at least one 2D image comprises

at least one facial feature;

- providing a 3D virtual modelof at least part of the patient’s oral cavity;

- arranging at least one of the one or more 2D imagesrelative to the 3D

virtual model in a virtual 3D space such that the 2D image andthe 3D virtual

model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D virtual

model and the 2D imageare both visualized in the 3D space; and

- modeling a restoration on the 3D virtual model, where the restoration is

designedto fit the facial feature of the at least one 2D image.

The terms designing and modeling are used interchangeably in this

document to describe what is done to the restoration to makeit fit to the

patient. The user, e.g. a dental technician, may be digitally designing or

modeling a restoration on the 3D virtual model.
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It is an advantage that the 3D CAD modeling of the 3D virtual model is based

on a 2D digital image, since the 2D image determines or indicates what kind

of modeling is suitable, where the expression suitable may comprise

physiologically suitable or esthetically suitable or appealing. Thus the 2D

image is used to perform a correct modeling of the 3D model, since the 2D

image functions as a benchmarkor rule for what kind of modeling is possible

or how the modeling can be with the limits provided by the 2D image. Thus

the modeling of the 3D virtual model is decided and performed based on the

one or more 2D image, i.e. such as that the modeling of the 3D virtual model

is based on the visualization of the 2D image.

The patient's oral cavity may comprise at least the patient’s present set of

teeth, such as prepared teeth or unprepared teeth, if the patient is not

toothless, and maybe part of the gums. If the patient is toothless, then the

oral cavity may comprise the gumsofthe patient.

The 2D image(s) may typically be a digital image, and the term 2D digital

image may be used interchangeably with the term 2D image in the

specification.

It is an advantage that there may be one or more 2D images. If there are

more 2D images, one 2D image maybe usedfor alignment relative to the 3D

virtual mode, and another 2D image may be used for designing the

restoration. However, even if there are more 2D images, the same 2D image

may be used both for alignment and for designing the restoration. The other

2D images may then just be used for visualization and presentation etc. If

there is only one 2D image, that 2D image is used both for alignment with the

3D virtual model and for designing the restoration.

Thus the 2D image comprising the facial features may be denoted thefirst

2D image, and the 2D image which is used for alignment relative to the 3D

virtual model may be denoted the second 2D image.If there is only one 2D
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image, then the first 2D image and the second 2D image is the same 2D

image. If there are more 2D images, then the first 2D image and the second

2d image may be the same 2D image, but they may also be two different 2D

images.

The restoration is configured to be manufactured, such as by rapid

manufacturing, such as by milling, printing etc. The restoration may be

veneered, such as by adding porcelain to the surface of it after machine

manufacturing. When the restoration is finished, it may be inserted in the

patient’s mouth.

It is an advantage that the 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model are

aligned when viewed from one viewpoint, since hereby the user or operator

of the system performing the method, can view the 2D image and the 3D

model from a viewpoint where they are aligned, since this enables and

facilitates that modeling of the 3D model is based on the 2D image. That the

2D image and 3D model are aligned when seen from a viewpoint meansthat

at least some structures of the 2D image and the 3D model are coinciding

when seen from a viewpoint. Thus the 2D image and 3D model may not be

aligned when seen from any viewpoint, thus there may be only one viewpoint

from which the 2D image and the 3D modelare aligned.

Furthermore, it is an advantage that the 2D image and the 3D model are

arranged and remain as separate data representations which are not merged

or fused together into one representation. By keeping the data

representations as separate representations, time is saved and data

processing time and capacity is reduced. Thus the 2D image is not

superimposed or overlaid onto the 3D virtual model for creating one

representation with all data included. Prior art documents describe that the

data from e.g. a color image is added to the 3D model, such that the color

content from the imageis transferred to the 3D model, whereby the result is
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one representation, i.e. the 3D modelincluding color. Creating such models

requires more time and exhaustive data processing.

Thus, it is an advantage that the present method may be performed faster

than prior art methods.

The method is for use when modeling teeth, but can of course also with

advantage be used by students within the dental field when learning how to

model teeth and whatto take into consideration when modeling teeth.

Modeling of teeth is defined as comprising modeling of one or more dental

restorations, modeling of one or more implants, modeling orthodontic

movement of one or more teeth, modeling one or more teeth in a denture,

e.g. a fixed or removable denture, to provide a visually pleasing appearance

of the set of teeth etc.

Thus the modeling may comprise modeling of restorations, orthodontic

planning and/or treatment, modeling of implants, modeling of dentures etc.

When the CAD modeling comprises for example restorations, the virtually

modeled restorations, such as crowns and bridges, can be manufactured by

means of CAM, and the manufactured restorations can then eventually be

inserted onto the patient’s teeth by a dentist.

Arranging, placing, or positioning the 2D digital image on the 3D virtual model

is performed digitally on a computer and shown on a userinterface such as a

screen, such that the user or operator obtains a visual representation of the

2D image and the 3D model together in the samefield of view, whereby the

operator can perform the modeling based on the simultaneous view of the 2D

image and the 3D model instead of based on either one combined

representation or separate views of the 2D image and/or the 3D model.

For facilitating the arrangement of the 2D image and the 3D model relative to

each other, edge detection may be performed, whereby the contour of the
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teeth on the 2D image and/or on the 3D model is automatically derived. Edge

detection can be performed by means of a software algorithm. Edges are

points where there is a boundary or edge between to image regions, and

edges can thus be defined as sets of points in the image which have a strong

gradient magnitude. The contour of the teeth may thus be detected by

detecting the edge between image portions showing the teeth and the

gingival.

One or more 2D images may be provided in the method, and the 2D images

may e.g. show the patient’s face from different directions, show different

parts of the patient’s face, such as facial features in the form of the lips and

the eyes or nose for example for determining facial lines, show different

examples of new teeth which the teeth of the 3D model can be modeled to

look like, show the patient’s teeth before preparing the teeth for restorations

and after preparing the teeth, etc.

In some embodiments the restoration is designed on at least one prepared

tooth in the 3D virtual model.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are aligned based on

one or more unpreparedteeth.

In some embodiments the prepared tooth in the 3D virtual modelis a physical

preparation of the patient’s teeth.

In some embodiments the prepared tooth in the 3D virtual modelis a virtual

preparation modeled on the 3D virtual model.

In some embodiments the 3D virtual model comprises at least one prepared

tooth.
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In some embodiments the 3D virtual model comprises no prepared teeth, and

where the 3D virtual model is of the patient’s oral cavity before at least one

tooth is prepared.

In some embodiments the method comprises providing two 3D virtual

models, where the first 3D virtual model comprises at least one prepared

tooth and the second 3D virtual model comprises no prepared teeth, and

wherethefirst and the second 3D virtual models are aligned.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the second 3D virtual model

comprising no prepared teeth are aligned.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the first 3D virtual model comprising

at least one prepared tooth are aligned based on the alignment between the

first and the second 3D virtual model and based on the alignment between

the 2D image and the second 3D model.

Whenaligning the 2D image and the 3D model, the 2D image maybeof the

patient’s unprepared teeth, since it may be easier to align the 2D image and

the 3D model, when the teeth on the 2D image are unprepared. When

modeling the restoration e.g. new teeth of the 3D model, the 2D image may

then be of the patient’s prepared teeth, since e.g. restorations normally are

modeled after having prepared the teeth by cutting part of the teeth such that

crownsetc. can be attached to the prepared part of the teeth.

The 2D image of the prepared teeth may be aligned to the 2D image of the

unprepared teeth before the restoration on the 3D model is

designed/modeled based on the 2D image with the prepared teeth, since it

may be easier to align the 2D images of the prepared and unpreparedteeth,

e.g. using the lips and other features of the face or teeth, than to align the 2D
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image of the prepared teeth with the 3D model, since here it may bedifficult

to find corresponding features on these.

However, the method mayalso be used before the dentist prepares any tooth

or teeth, e.g. for presenting and showing the patient how his set of teeth may

look if a restoration is made on one or more of the teeth.

The method may be usedfor designing a diagnostic wax-up usedto visualize

the results of a restoration prior to the treatment being executed.

When designing a diagnostic wax-up, a virtual margin line and a virtual

preparation may be madefor designing the diagnostic wax-up, even though

no real preparation is made.

The method may be used for designing a temporary, which the patient can

wearafter the dentist has prepared a tooth and beforethe final restoration is

manufactured and placed on the prepared tooth.

The restoration may be designed, e.g. automatically, by selecting a tooth in

the 2D image, e.g. the tooth in the position where the restoration should be

placed or a different aesthetic tooth. In the 2D image the selected tooth is

only seen from one viewpoint, so only the front side, the width and the height

of the tooth may be seen in the 2D image. Thus the backside of the tooth

cannot be seen. A standard model tooth may be selected from a library, and

this model tooth may be shaped as the selected tooth in the 2D image. The

model tooth or restoration can only be shaped as the selected tooth in the

surfaces which are seen in the 2D image. The rest of the model tooth or

restoration may be shaped according to some standard for a tooth in that

respective location in a mouth. E.g. the backside or the distal surface of a

central tooth maytypically be flat, whereas the distal surface of a canine may

typically be triangularly shaped, and the distal surface of a molar may

typically resemble the mesial surface of the tooth. Or the distal surface of the
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neighbor teeth or the corresponding tooth on the other side of the midline in

the mouth may be used to shape the surfaces of the restoration which cannot

be derived from the 2D image. The restoration can be designed on the 3D

virtual model, and the part of the restoration which is in contact with e.g. the

preparation may be automatically designed to resemble the shape of the

restoration.

The restoration can be a crown, a bridge, an abutment, an implant, a

denture, such as a fixed or removable denture, a full denture or partial

denture, a diagnostic wax-up, a temporaryetc.

Designing a restoration may comprise designing at least part of a

preparation, designing at least a part of the gingival surrounding the

restoration in the patient’s mouth etc..

It is an advantage that the restoration is designed to fit or match the facial

feature of the at least one 2D image, since this will provide a restoration

which looks natural relative to the patient’s face and/or this will provide a

restoration which is aesthetic, such as symmetrical. The dental technical

rules for designing teeth, mathematical or algorithmic rules and/or rules for

aesthetics may be programmed into the software or used in the software or

method for designing the restoration to fit the facial features, and based on

these rules the restoration may be designed, e.g. partly automatically. The

dental technician or the dentist may use his/her experience and knowledge

about dental aesthetics and rules to design and determine when the

restoration fits the facial feature in the patient’s image or in a template or

standard imageofa face.

Designing the restoration to fit the facial features of the 2D image may be

based on purely objective rules for restoration design. However designing the

restoration to fit the facial features of the 2D image mayalternatively and/or

additionally be based on more subjective opinions and choices of the dental

technician or dentist.
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In some embodiments facial features are present in an image of the patient

and/or in a generic image of a person.

In some embodimentsthe facial feature is one or twolips, one or more teeth,

and/or the shape and/orsize of the face.

In some embodiments the facial features comprise one or more imaginary

lines of a face adapted to be detected in the 2D image, such as the midline,

the horizontal line, and/or the bi-pupillar line.

If the 2D image is an image of at least part of the patient’s face, then the

facial features used for designing the restoration may be the lips of the

patient, the smile line of the patient’s mouth, the symmetry lines in the

patient’s face, the midline of the patient’s face, the horizontal line of the

patient’s face, the patient’s anterior teeth etc. Thus the restoration may be

designed byfitting the restoration to the lips of the patient, by fitting the

restoration to the smile line of the patient's mouth, byfitting the restoration to

the patient’s anterior teeth etc.

If the 2D image is an image, such as a drawing, of a generic template face,

then the facial features used for designing the restoration may be symmetry

lines of the template face, shapes and sizes of the teeth on the template face

etc.

Whendesigning the restoration to fit the facial features, the restoration may

be designed such that there is a certain distance from the edge of the upper

lip to the incisal edge of the anterior teeth, e.g. the centrals, when the patient

smiles a natural smile; and/or such that a certain percentage or amount of

the centrals are visible when the patient smiles.
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Furthermore, when designing the restoration to fit the facial features, the

restoration may be designed by considering the shape of the patient’s face,

the gender of the patient, the phenotypic characteristics of the patient, i.e.

whether the patient is Asian, African, Caucasoid etc.. For example Asians

typically has smaller teeth, men typically have bigger teeth than women, oval

teeth typically suit an oval face shapeetc.

Furthermore,if the patient has a small dental arch or jaw, then the distance

between the canines will typically be smaller, and the anterior teeth should

then typically be more narrow, than the teeth in a patient with a large arch

and a larger distance between the canines.

In some embodiments the restoration is a crown, a bridge, an abutment, an

implant, a denture, a diagnostic wax-up, and/or a temporary.

In some embodiments the designing of the restoration is performed to

automatically fit the facial features of the at least one 2D digital image.

In some embodiments the restoration is designed by selecting a tooth in the

2D image, and modeling the restoration to have the same shape as the

selected tooth.

In some embodiments the 3D virtual model is generated by scanning a

physical model of the patient’s teeth, by scanning an impression of the

patient’s teeth, and/or by performing a direct scanning of the patient’s teeth. If

the patient is toothless, then the gums, a model or an impression of the gums

may be scannedfor creating a 3D model of the oral cavity.

In 3D scanning the object is analyzed to collect data on its shape. The

collected data can then be used to construct digital, three dimensional

models. In 3D scanning usually a point cloud of geometric samples on the
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surface of the subject is created. These points can then be used to

extrapolate the shapeof the subject.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image comprises a patient-

specific image of at least part of the patient’s face.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the modeling can be based on an

image of the patient, such that the modeling is performed with respect to the

facial features forming the look or appearance of the patient, or with respect

to some, a few or a single, specific visual facial features of the patient, such

as the lips.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image comprises a generic

image of at least part of a humanface.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the modeling can be based on a

generic image, whereby it is not patient-specific facial features which

determine the modeling, but instead it is a general image, e.g. the facial

features may be some visually pleasing teeth from another person, or the

facial feature may be a drawing of someideal teeth etc..

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is retrieved from a

library comprising a numberof imagesof teeth.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the 2D image, such as a generic

image, can be selected from a library which contains for example several

images of teeth, so that the patient e.g. can choose his/her desired new set

of teeth from the library. The library may be a so called smile guide library

comprising images of teeth and/or mouths which are shown while smiling,

since visually pleasing teeth may be most important when smiling, since this

may be when mostteeth are shownto the surroundings.

The imagesof teeth in the library may be photos of teeth, may be drawings of

teeth, etc. and thus the facial features are then teeth.
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In some embodiments the 2D image comprises a crossfor providing a visual

symmetry which is adapted to be used for designing the restoration.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is a template for

supporting designing the patient’s teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 2D image is a template,

then the operator can arrange and model teeth using this template for

obtaining a visually pleasing result of the modeling. Thus the template may

comprise facial features in the form of guiding lines, rough blocks for

arranging the teeth etc.

Thusfacial feature, such as imaginarylines, in a patient’s face, such as the

midline, the horizontal line, the bi-pupillar line etc. may be used to determine

how the restored teeth should look,i.e. the features, such as lines, may be

used for designing the restoration(s).

In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of

the midline of a face.

In some embodiments the template comprises a a facial feature in the form of

horizontal line passing along the anterior teeth.

In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of

the occlusal plane of a face.

An advantage of the embodiments where the template comprises somefacial

feature, such as the midline of the face, a horizontal line, an occlusal plane

etc, is that these features may assist in both arranging the 2D image and the

3D modelrelative to each other and in modeling of the restoration of the 3D

model.
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In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of

boxes adaptedto fit the centrals, the laterals and the cuspids.

An advantage of this embodiment is that it enables the operator to easily

model a restoration of the different anterior teeth to be visually pleasing. For

example the laterals can with advantage be 2/3 of the width of the centrals,

and the cuspids or canines can with advantage be slightly narrower than the

centrals.

In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of

one or more long axesof anterior teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that the long axes can be used for

indicating the long axis alignment of teeth and/or the vertical direction of teeth

for support in modeling the restoration.

In some embodiments the facial feature in the form of the long axes of at

least the upper anterior teeth converge toward the incisal edge or biting

edge.

An advantage of this embodimentis that it is visually pleasing when the long

axes of at least the upper anterior teeth converge towardtheincisal.

In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of a

contourof teeth.

In some embodiments the contour comprises a shape of one or more teeth

seen from thefront.

An advantage of the embodiments relating to the contour of teeth is that

using the visually pleasing contour of some suitable teeth may be a simple

and easy way to model the restoration teeth of the 3D model.
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In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of a

curve.

An advantage of this embodimentis that by means of a curve, distances and

angles can be measured or viewed. For example a distance can be

measured from the centre of the curve, and in one example the operator may

measure x mm from a certain point on the curve, and at this distance

something specific may be arranged, such as a distal point on a lateral.

Furthermore the curve may be a symmetry curve for ensuring that the

modeled restoration teeth will be symmetric.

In some embodimentsthe facial feature in the form of the curve comprises an

arch following the upper and/or lower anterior teeth seen from the front or

from above.

In some embodiments the facial feature in the form of the curve comprises a

smile line adapted to follow the lower lip in a natural smile and the incisal

edgesof the upperteeth.

In some embodiments the template comprises a facial feature in the form of

one or more curvesfor indicating the position of the gingival tissue.

An advantage of these embodiments relating to curves of the teeth and/orof

the mouth and lips is that using some kind of curve(s) may be a simple and

easy way to model the restoration teeth of the 3D model.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image showsat least a

numberof front teeth.

It is an advantage to have a facial feature in the form of front teeth, since

front teeth may be goodstarting points for designing other restoration teeth.
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In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is a photograph

showing at least a facial feature in the form of the patient’s lips and teeth

seen from thefront.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 2D image shows the

patient's lips and existing teeth, then the modeling of the restoration teeth

can be performed suchthat they suit the patient’s lips and unchanged teeth

providing a visually pleasing result of the modeling.

In some embodiments the method further comprises virtually cutting at least

a part of the teeth out of the one or more 2D digital image, if the 2D image

comprises teeth, such that at least the lips remains to be visible in the 2D

digital image.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the lips and no or only some

teeth are visible in the 2D image then it is easy to visualize the modeled

restoration teeth of the 3D virtual model with the patient’s lips and determine

whether the restoration it is a good result of modeling. The cutting of teeth

out of the 2D image may be performed virtually or digitally such that the

information in the 2D image relating to the teeth is removed, deleted, made

invisible etc..

lf there is free space between the teeth, such as between the upper and

lower teeth in the 2D image, then this free space may also be removed from

the 2D image, such that everything inside the edge of the lips is removed so

that the 3D model can be seen within the edge of the lips. The lips

themselves should preferably not be cut out, since the lips should preferably

be seen while designing the restoration of the teeth, such that the restoration

is designed to fit the patient’s lips or the standard, template, model lips from a

template 2D image.

Virtually cutting the teeth out of the 2D image may be performed by

segmenting the lips and the teeth in the 2D image. Segmentation may be

performed bythat the dental technician manually draws with a digital drawing
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tool along the edgeorlines of the lips and/or teeth, and thereby performs the

segmentation. The segmentation may also be performed automatically by

means of well-known image processing algorithms. The segmentation may

also be performed by means of analyzing the color difference in the 2D

image, and using the criteria that teeth are normally white/yellow or grey

colored, and that lips are normally red/pink/flesh colored. The segmentation

may also be performed by defining one or morelip models or teeth models

and then digitally searching the 2D image for features which match thelip

models and/or teeth models.

The edge of the lips can be marked by means of image processing tools,

digital drawing tools, such as manual tools, semi-automatic tools, full-

automatic tools, standard image processing tools, a combination of different

drawingstools etc.

One of the 2D images may be a 2D image of the patient where the teeth can

be seen behind the lips, e.g. where as muchas possible of the teeth is seen,

e.g. in an image wherethe patient smiles, such as his/her natural smile.

It may be an advantagethat the patient’s present teeth can be seenin the 2D

image, since this may be used when designing the restoration. In particular,

how the patient’s present teeth and lips look or appear relative to each other

whenthe patient smiles, may be used when designing the restoration.

Another one of the 2D images may be a 2D imageof the patient where the

teeth cannot be seen, e.g. wherethe lips are closed together.

In some embodiments the 3D virtual model is visible behind the lips.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 3D model can be seen

behind the lips, then the modeling of the restoration teeth can be performed

while viewing the lips for determining if the modeling is satisfactory.
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In some embodiments the method comprises cutting out the part of the 2D

image whichis inside the edgeofthelips.

In some embodiments the edgeof the lips is marked on the 2D image.

In some embodiments the edge ofthe lips is marked manually by means of

digital drawing tools.

In some embodiments the edgeof lips is marked by means of a digital spline

curve.

In some embodiments the edge of the lips is marked by means of semi-

automatic drawings tools.

Whena part from the 2D image and a part from the 3D virtual model should

be viewed/seen/be presented at the same time, then for example the pixels

relating to the lips in the 2D image may be selected for view and the pixels

relating to the teeth in the 3D virtual model may be selected for view, and the

2D image and the 3D virtual model may be combinedin view this way.

As an alternative to cutting out the teeth of the 2D image, the teeth in the 2D

image can be made transparent such that the teeth in the 3D model can be

seen in the place of the 2D image teeth. Providing the teeth in the 2D image

to be transparent can be performed similar to the cutting, e.g. by selecting

some pixels to be viewed and selecting other pixels not to be viewed.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image shows the face of

the patient such that facial features in the form of facial lines, such as the

midline and the bi-pupillar line, are detectable.
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An advantage of this embodimentis that facial lines determines the geometry

of the patient’s face, and for obtaining a visually pleasing result of modeling,

the teeth should fit with this overall geometry.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is an X-ray image of

the patient’s teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when using or applying an X-ray

image of the patient’s teeth, the entire teeth with roots under the gingival can

be seen, and thus broken or weakteeth or roots can be detected. Hereby for

example implants exerting force on the teeth and roots can be planned to be

arranged to exert force on non-broken or strong teeth and teeth roots instead

of on the broken and weak teeth and roots.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing a 3D

computed tomography scan of the patient’s face for facilitating aligning the

one or more 2D image and the 3D model and/or for modeling the 3D virtual

model.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital imageisastill image from

a video recording.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is derived from a 3D

face scan.

When the 3D face scan is seen on the screen it may be seen from a certain

perspective thereby yielding a certain 2D projection of the 3D scan. Thus a

2D image may be derived from the 2D projection of the 3D face scan.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing a 3D face

scan of the patient for facilitating aligning the one or more 2D image and the

3D model and/or for modeling the 3D virtual model.
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The 3D face scan may be provided by meansof aligning and/or combining

multiple sub-scans of the face, such as sub-scansfrom different angles.

Furthermore, at least some of the sub-scans may be at least partly

overlapping.

The face scan may also comprise texture, and at least a part of the sub-

textures of at least part of the sub-scans may be color adjusted ad/or color

interpolated, such as by texture weaving, to provide the texture of the 3D

face scan or 3D model.

When performing a face scan of the patient, at least part of the patient’s hair

may be powdered with a reflective powder.

Furthermore, silhouettes from multiple sub-scans may be extruded and

subsequently intersected to provide a visual hull approximation.

Texture, such as color, from the 2D image or a face scan may be mapped

onto the 3D virtual model and/or mapped onto the restoration.

If the restoration resembles the original tooth which is being restored, then it

may be an advantage to use the texture, e.g. color, from the 2D image. Butif

the restoration does not resemble the original tooth or if there is no original

tooth, then the texture, e.g. color, from the 2D image may not be mapped to

the restoration.

Mapping the texture, e.g. color, from the 2D image onto the 3D virtual model

and/or the restoration may be an advantage for designing the restoration,

since it may e.g. help in determining the color of the restoration and/or other

textural features of the restoration.

The teeth and tissue, such as gingival, in the 3D model may be at least

partially segmented. The segmentation may be provided by means of a

computer implemented algorithm, such as a shortest path algorithm applied

on a 3D matrix representing curvature of the tooth surface.

Segmentation may alternatively/additionally be at least partly based on color

information in the 3D model.
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In some embodiments a face scan of the patient provides a measure of the

distance that the upper and/or lower lip moves when the patient smiles, and

the distance is adapted to be used for measuring the ideal length of at least

someof the teeth.

An advantage of this embodimentis that at least the length of the front teeth

is important for the visual appearanceof the teeth.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing at least part of

the one or more 2D digital image to be at least partly transparent, such that

the 3D virtual model is visual through the 2D digital image.

Transparency may mean full transparency, e.g. meaning something is

completely invisible, partial transparency or translucency, e.g. meaning that

the graphics is partially transparent, e.g. like a colored glass. Partial

transparency may be simulated at some level by mixing colors.

Whenthe entire or a part from the 2D image and/or the entire or a part from

the 3D virtual model should be transparent, then for example some of, such

as every second, pixels in the 2D image may be selected for view and some

of, such as every other second, pixels in the 3D virtual model may be

selected for view, and the 2D image and the 3D virtual model may be

combined in view this way, such that one of them or both become

transparent, e.g. interchangeably transparent.

Fading may be obtained similar to transparency, e.g. by selecting certain

pixels for view and otherpixels not for view.

In some embodiments the one or more 2D digital image is adapted to be

smoothly faded in and outof the view.

An advantage of this embodimentis that when smoothly fading the 2D image

in and out of view this provides that the visualization of the 2D digital image
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changes from being entirely visible to be partly visible and then maybe

invisible and vice versa. Hereby the 2D image can be viewed as the user

wishes. The fading in-and-out may be gradual.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing at least part of

the 3D virtual model to be at least partly transparent, such that at least one of

the one or more 2D digital images is visual through the 3D virtual model.

In some embodiments the method comprises fading the 3D model smoothly

in and out of the view.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are adapted to be

alternately faded in and outof view.

In some embodiments the 2D image is adapted to be faded into view, when

the 3D virtual model is faded out of view, and vice versa.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D virtual model are adapted to

faded in and out of view independently of each other.

In some embodiments the 3D virtual model comprises the patient's set of

teeth.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D virtual model are aligned by

means of scaling, translating and/or rotating the 2D image and/or the 3D

model relative to each other.

In some embodiments the view of the 2D imageis fixed, and the 3D virtual

model is scaled and/or translated and/or rotated relative to the 2D image.
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In some embodiments the method comprises selecting a viewpoint of the 3D

virtual model which provides an optimalfit to the 2D digital image.

In some embodiments the dental articulation of the upper and lowerteeth in

the 3D virtual model is adapted to be adjusted to resemble the articulation of

the upper and lowerteeth in the 2D image.

In some embodiments the method further comprises scaling the one or more

2D digital image and the 3D virtual model to show atleast part of the teeth in

the samesize.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the 2D image and the 3D model

should be shown in the same scale in order for optimally performing the

modeling. The scaling may be an automatic modification of the size of e.g.

the 3D virtual model to the size of the 2D digital image or vice versa.

Alternatively, the scaling may be of both the 2D image and the 3D modelto

resize them to a predetermined scale.

In some embodiments the method further comprises aligning the one or more

2D digital image and the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when the 2D image and the 3D

model are aligned then modeling of the restoration may be performed easier

and with a better result. Alignment may be defined as the adjustment of an

object in relation with another object, such that structures of the objects are

coinciding. Thus common oralike structures of the 2D image and the 3D

model maybealigned.

In some embodiments the silhouette of the biting edge of at least the upper

anterior teeth on the one or more 2D image and on the 3D virtual modelis

used to perform the alignment of the 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodimentis that in many casesthe biting edge of the

upper anterior teeth are seen on both the 2D image and on the 3D model,
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and therefore this biting edge may be an advantageous physical point of

alignment.

In some embodiments the method further comprises projecting the plane of

the one or more 2D digital image to the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodiment is that when projecting the plane of 2D

image to the 3D modelor to a plane of the 3D model, the 3D model and the

2D image can be viewed in the same plane which may be an advantage

when modeling the restoration teeth. The viewing of the 3D model and the

2D imagein the sameplane mayotherwise be complex.

In some embodiments the method further comprises changing the

perspective view of the one or more 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual

model to obtain the same perspective view.

An advantage of this embodimentis that modeling of the restoration may be

facilitated when the 2D image and the 3D model can be seen in the same

perspective view.

For aligning the 2D image and the 3D model, a 2D projection of the 3D model

may be performed. The projection may be a perspective projection, a parallel

projection such as an orthographic projection, etc. Corresponding points may

be selected on the 2D image and the 3D model, a projection of the 3D model

onto 2D space may be made, and the distance between the corresponding

points on the 2D projected 3D model and the 2D image may be minimized

until the location of the corresponding points are coincident or almost

coincident. The location may be minimized by meansof iteration, like in the

iterative closest point (ICP) method for aligning 3D models.

In some embodiments the method further comprises de-warping the

perspective view of the one or more 2D image for visually aligning the 2D

image and the 3D virtual model.
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De-warping may be used, if the 2D image of the patient’s mouth is for

example taken in an angle from above, below and/or from a side, butit is

desired that the 2D imageof the patient’s mouth is seen from the front, since

a front image may be easier to use when designing a restoration for the

patient’s teeth.

Warping or de-warping may be usedfor correcting image distortion. Warping

or de-warping may comprise mapping points to points. This can be based

mathematically on any function from (part of) the plane to the plane.

Thus an advantage of this embodimentis that when de-warping or correcting

the perspective view of the 2D image, then the viewis digitally manipulated,

and hereby points on the perspective view of the 2D image can be mapped

to points on the 3D model or its plane. After de-warping or correcting the

perspective of the 2D image, the 3D model can be re-aligned, such that the

2D image and the 3D modelare aligned again.

Thus de-warping may be performed by projecting the 2D imageor the teeth

from the 2D image onto the 3D virtual model. Since the 3D model may only

comprises the teeth of the patient, a face model, such as the patient’s own

face or a generic face model, may be usedto align the 2D image and the 3D

virtual model. A new perspective view of the 3D virtual model may now be

selected and a new 2D image can be derived from this. This new 2D image

may be a corrected, undistorted version or view of the original distorted 2D

image.

In some embodiments scaling, aligning, projecting to a plane, de-warping

perspective and changing perspective are defined as virtual actions for

arrangementor alignment.

In some embodiments one or more of the virtual actions for arrangement

comprises rotations and translations left/right and back/forth of the one or

more 2D digital image and/orof the 3D virtual model.
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An advantage of this embodimentis that by providing rotations, translations

etc. then different movements of the 2D image and/or of the 3D model may

be performedfor facilitating the scaling, aligning, perspective changing and

ultimately for facilitating the modeling of the teeth.

In some embodiments the method further comprises the steps of:

- detecting anatomical points on the teeth, where the anatomical points are

present and detectable both on the one or more 2D digital image and the 3D

virtual model, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement based on_ these

corresponding anatomicalpoints.

An advantage of this embodiment is that using corresponding, common or

mutual anatomical points on the 2D image and the 3D model may be an easy

way to perform alignment of the 2D image and the 3D model, where after

modeling of the restoration teeth can be performed.

For correctly aligning the 2D image and the 3D virtual model, the numberof

corresponding points on the 2D image and the 3D model may be similar to

the number of degrees (DOF) of freedom for moving the 2D image and the

3D model relative to each other. The number of degrees of freedom mayfor

example be seven; thus seven corresponding points may be required for

performing a correct alignment of the 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

For calculating the number of degrees of freedom, a camera model may be

estimated. The camera model may comprise a numberof internal parameters

and a number of external parameters. The internal parameters may be

magnification, also known as enlargement or scaling, and perspective

projection or distortion. The external parameters may be the placement and

orientation of the camerarelative to the object, e.g. the set of teeth.

The degrees of freedom maybetranslations in the three directions in space

and rotations about the three axes in space.
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For reducing the number of degrees of freedom, and thus e.g. for reducing

the required number of corresponding points on the 2D image and the 3D

model, it can be assumedthat all the teeth lie in the same plane. Then the

internal parameters should not comprise the perspective projection or

distortion, but only the magnification. Thus a parallel projection may be

assumed, and for example it can alternatively and/or additionally be assumed

that the 2D image of a patient’s face is captured exactly from the front.

If a patient’s teeth are photographed from a distance of about 1 meter, which

maytypically be the case when photographing teeth for this method, then the

assumption about parallel projection may be acceptable.

For some cases it may be a reasonable assumption that all teeth lie in the

same plane, howeverin other cases this assumption may not be correct, and

it may bedifficult or even impossible to align the 2D image and the 3D virtual

model using this assumption.

In practice, alignment may be performed byfixing the 2D imagein position

and then moving the 3D virtual model relative to the fixed 2D image by using

e.g. a 3D motion controller, a 3D navigation device, a 6DOF device (six

degrees of freedom) or a 3D mouse,such as a spaceball.

If the 3D virtual model can be reduced to a 2D model, then the 2D image and

the 2D model may be aligned using three points, since the alignment may

then comprise magnification or scaling, translation in one direction and

rotation about one axis.

The difficult part of aligning a 2D image and a 3D virtual model may be

performing the rotation, since translation and scaling or magnification may be

more easy to perform.

Perspective projection can be activated in the software program where the

restoration is designed, and when perspective projection is activated the 2D

image and/orthe 3D virtual model may comprise more depth.
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Perspective may be a parameter which can be adjusted, activated, fixed etc.

in the software program for performing the method.

In some embodiments at least one corresponding anatomical point is

selected to perform thevirtual actions for arrangement.

An advantage of this embodimentis that one common or mutual point on the

2D image and the 3D model may besufficient for arranging the 2D image

and the 3D model relative to each other. However in other cases the 2D

image and the 3D model should be aligned using more points, such as two,

three or four points. In general three points may be suitable. Four points can

be used for performing an even better arrangementor for use in moredifficult

cases.

In some embodiments the method further comprises the stepsof:

- providing a virtual measurement bar, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement of the one or more 2D digital

image and/or of the 3D virtual model by means of adjustmentto the virtual

measurementbar.

An advantage of this embodimentis that it may be easy and fast to use a

virtual measurement bar to perform the virtual actions for arrangement such

as scaling, where the sizes of the 2D image and the 3D model are adjusted

to correspond to each other.

In some embodiments the method further comprises that a user performs the

virtual actions for arrangement of the one or more 2D digital image and/orof

the 3D virtual model by means of eye measure.

An advantage of this embodimentis that just by using simple eye measure,

the operator can very quickly and reliably perform the arrangementof the 2D

image and the 3D modelrelative to each other or perform a rough starting

point for a more detailed adjustment.
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In some embodiments the anatomical points are upper and/or lowerdistal

and/or mesial points on a numberof specific anterior teeth.

An advantage of this embodiment is that anatomical point on the upper

and/or lowerdistal and/or mesial parts of the anterior teeth are normally easy

to detect both on the 2D image and on the 3D model.

In some embodiments the modeling of the 3D model is performed

automatically based on the one or more 2D digital image.

An advantage of this embodimentis that the user does not need to perform

any manual modeling of the 3D model on the screen, when the modeling can

be performed fully automatic. However, typically if an automatic modeling

takes place, then the user may check that the modeling is satisfying, and

maybe perform small corrections to the modeling.

In some embodiments the method further comprises automatically selecting

one or more 2D digital image which provides an optimal fit to or match with

the 3D virtual model.

An advantage of this embodimentis that a 2D image with an optimal, good or

the best match orfit to the 3D model can automatically be selected, and

hereby a good result of modeling of the restoration can be obtained, and

furthermore the time used for performing the modeling of the restoration can

be reduced, since no person needs to spend time on looking through a larger

number of 2D images. The 2D image may be selected fromalibrary of 2D

digital images, or from any source comprising a number of images of teeth

and smiles. The library may comprise templates, photos, drawings etc with

facial features.

In some embodiments the optimal fit or match is determined based on

specific parameters for providing an_ esthetically, visually pleasing

appearance.
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An advantage of this embodiment is that the optimal, best or just a good

match orfit can be determined based on different parameters, such as the

present size of the patient’s teeth, on the curvesof the patient’s present teeth

set, etc. New teeth which are very big may not suit a person who used to

have very small teeth or a person who hasthin lips. Likewise a new teeth set

with a strong composition may not suit a person who usedto have a teeth set

with a soft composition or a person whohasfull lips etc. So based on the

present facial features such as structures, features, shapes etc. of the

patient’s teeth, new teeth which will look natural and suit the patient can be

determined from e.g. a template library of photos, drawingsetc.

In some embodiments the alignmentof the at least one 2D image and the 3D

modelis performed automatically.

In some embodiments the 3D model and two or more of the 2D images are

aligned relative to each other, when there are more than one 2D image.

In some embodiments the 3D model and each of the 2D images are aligned

relative to each other.

It is an advantage that the 3D modelis aligned specifically to each of the 2D

images, such that if shifting between the different 2D images, the correct

alignment of the 3D model relative to the selected 2D image may

automatically be presented on the userinterface.

In some embodiments the different alignments of the 3D model relative to the

two or more 2D imagesare stored in a data storage.

In some embodiments the alignment of the 3D model and a specific 2D

image is retrieved from the data storage, when the specific 2D image is

selected for view.
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In some embodiments two or more of the 2D images are 2D images of at

least part of the patient’s face seen from different directions.

In some embodiments the method further comprises sectioning at least two

or more of the teeth in the 3D model and/orin the one or more 2D images.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are adapted to be

arranged and/or viewed from one or more perspective views.

The perspective views may be from the front, from behind, from the side,

from above, from below, and any combination of these view. A visual or non-

visual point e.g. a center point, a line e.g. a centerline or a region e.g. a

center region in the 3D model and/or in the 2D image may determine the

point of reference for the perspective views.

In some embodiments the method comprises determining an angle of one or

more of the perspective views.

The angle may bethe anglerelative to a center point of the 2D image and/or

the 3D model. The angle may be an angle relative to a horizontal plane,

and/or a vertical plane etc whichvirtually intersects the teeth in the 2D image

and/or in the 3D model.

In some embodiments the method comprises predefining an angle of one or

more of the perspective views.

In some embodiments at least one of the one or more 2D image is from a

video stream of 2D images.

In some embodiments the 2D images from the video stream are from

different perspective views.
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In some embodiments the 3D modelis configured to be aligned relative to

one or more 2D imagesin the video stream.

In some embodiments the alignment of the 3D model and one or more 2D

images for one or more perspective view is performed by means of

interpolation and/or extrapolation of other perspective views.

It is an advantage that already determined perspective views can be usedfor

alignment of other perspective views. The perspective views may be present

or arranged on a virtual trajectory or curve and/or on a virtual view point

sphere. Thus if two perspective views are already determined, a third

perspective view located between the two perspective views can be

determined by extrapolation or interpolation and the 3D model and the 2D

image can be aligned relative to this or based on this. The perspective views

or angles may be provided by a shift in angles, view directions etc, and the

shifts may be smooth and continuousorin discrete steps.

In some embodiments the method comprises zooming at least one of the one

or more 2D images and the 3D modelin/outof view.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D virtual model are adapted to

be zoomedin/out simultaneously.

It is an advantage that the 2D image and the 3D model can be zoomedin/out

simultaneously, and/or jointly, and/or together, and/or concurrently, and/or

synchronously. Thus the increase or decrease in the size of the 2D image

and the 3D model may be similar when zooming, the 2D image and the 3D

model may follow each other when zooming, and the center point or center

region of the zoom maybe coinciding in the 2D image and the 3D model.

In some embodiments the zooming in/out is configured to be performed from

one or more perspective views.
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In some embodiments the zooming in/out is configured to be performed from

one or more predefined angles.

In some embodiments the predefined angles determine the perspective

views.

In some embodiments the method comprises providing the predefined angles

in discrete steps.

In some embodiments the method comprises providing the predefined angles

in a continuous sequence.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are snapped or

locked togetherin their correct alignment.

It is an advantage that if for example the 2D image is seen from a side

perspective, then the 2D image is automatically snapped or locked to the

correct angle relative to the 3D model.

When the alignment of the 2D image and the 3D virtual model has been

found, this alignment can be saved, and if the 2D image and the 3D model

are then moved again relative to each other, the saved alignment can be

used to snap or lock the 2D image and the 3D virtual together again the

correct alignment.

In some embodiments the snapping together of the 2D image and the 3D

model is performed automatically.

In some embodiments each of the one or more 2D imagesis configured to be

snapped together with the 3D modelin their correct alignment.
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In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D modelare aligned based on

one or more unprepared teeth, if unprepared teeth are present in the 3D

model.

In some embodiments the 2D image and the 3D model are aligned based on

the teeth in the upperjaw.

It is an advantage to align based on the upper teeth because these are

typically the most visible teeth on a 2D image,in particular the front teeth in

the upper jaw are normally mostvisible and the alignment may therefore be

improvedif these teeth are used for the alignment.

Alternatively and/or additionally the teeth in the lower jaw of the 3D model

can also be moved e.g. downwardsto obtain a suitable alignment.

In some embodiments the angle which the 3D model and the 2D image are

seen from as default is determined by the perspective view of the 2D image.

The angle can also be denoted view, view point, perspective view etc.

In some embodiments the angle of the 3D model and the 2D image is

configured to adaptrelative to the perspective view of the 2D image.

The angle can also be denoted view, view point, perspective view etc.

In some embodiments the view of the 3D modelis configured to adapt to the

perspective view of a second 2D image, if this second 2D imageis replacing

a first 2D image.

It is an advantage that the view may change automatically when a second 2D

imageis selected for view, alignmentetc.

In some embodiments the method further comprises generating a 3D image

by combining at least three of the 2D images.

In some embodiments the method further comprises rendering the 3D model.
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It is an advantage to perform rendering of the teeth in the 3D model, such as

photo-realistic rendering, since hereby the 3D model is made to look more

realistic and nicer. The 3D model may be for example yellow or gray by

default, so by rendering the teeth in the 3D model to be for example more

white, the 3D model teeth looks better and realistic.

The rendering can be performed by meansof well-known methods performed

using well-known computer programs.

In some embodiments the method further comprises providing textural

features on the 3D model.

It is an advantage to provide textural features on the 3D model for making the

teeth of the 3D model look more realistic and real. The textural features of

the teeth may be obtained from a 2D imageof the patient’s existing teeth, the

textural features may be from a standard template, may be generated

specifically to the specific 3D model based on size, shape etc of the teeth.

Furthermore, other parameters such as shadow, geometry, viewpoint,

lighting, and shading information can be provided to the 3D model for making

the teeth of the 3D model look morerealistic and possibly look more esthetic.

In some embodiments texture from the 2D image is mapped onto the 3D

virtual model and/or the restoration.

In some embodiments the rendering is a photo-realistic rendering.

In generalit is an advantage of the method and the embodiments thatit/they

enable(s) dental laboratories (labs) to superimpose a patient’s actual face

and smile images in the design process and utilize that directly to produce

optimally esthetic and personalized restorations. Labs can show the dentist’s

patients exactly how a newrestoration will transform their smiles and get

feedback. The smile visualization is highly realizable because it may be
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solidly backed by the manufacturable 3D model and not just 2D image

manipulations.

Personalized designs with patient specific 2D-image overlays can be

obtained by importing 2D images of the patient’s lips, teeth and smile to

design restorations that exactly suit the patient’s personal look. Image

manipulation tools may be applied to mask away the teeth, and alignment

tools may be used to bring lips and new teeth design together as a perfect

personalized design guide.

High esthetics with generic 2D-image overlays can be obtained by using 2D-

image libraries that help in achieving high esthetics, even without pictures of

the actual patient’s smile. By means of the method it is possible to select

from a variety of smile-guides and design-templates to recreate complete

smile compositions to apply with the restoration design.

Before-and-after visualization can be obtained for example by continuously

interchanging between situation views through gradual fading in-and-out,

whereby technicians, dentists and patients are easily able to detect even the

smallest alterations and smile details for optimal comparisons.

The present invention relates to different aspects including the method

described above andin the following, and corresponding methods, devices,

systems, uses and/or product means, each yielding one or more of the

benefits and advantages described in connection with the first mentioned

aspect, and each having one or more embodiments corresponding to the

embodiments described in connection with the first mentioned aspect and/or

disclosed in the appendedclaims.

In particular, disclosed herein is a system for designing a dental restoration

for a patient, wherein the system comprises:
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- meansfor providing one or more 2D images, where at least one 2D image

comprises at least one facial feature;

- meansfor providing a 3D virtual model of at least part of the patient’s oral

cavity;

- meansfor arranging at least one of the one or more 2D imagesrelative to

the 3D virtual model in a virtual 3D space such that the 2D image and the 3D

virtual model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D

virtual model and the 2D image are both visualized in the 3D space; and

- means for modeling a restoration on the 3D virtual model, where the

restoration is designedtofit the facial feature of the at least one 2D image.

Furthermore the present invention relates to a computer program product

comprising program code means for causing a data processing system to

perform the above method, when said program code means are executed on

the data processing system, and a computer program product according to

the previous claim, comprising a computer-readable medium having stored

there on the program code means.

According to another aspect, disclosed is a computer-implemented method of

visualizing, designing and modeling a set of teeth for a patient, wherein the

method comprisesthe stepsof:

- providing one or more 2D digital images;

- providing a 3D virtual modelof at least part of the patient’s oral cavity;

- arranging at least one of the one or more 2D digital images relative to the

3D virtual model in a 3D space such that the at least one 2D digital image

and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby

the 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image are both visualized

in the 3D space; and

- modeling the 3D virtual model based on at least one of the one or more 2D

digital images.
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Brief description of the drawings

The above and/or additional objects, features and advantages of the present

invention, will be further elucidated by the following illustrative and non-

limiting detailed description of embodiments of the present invention, with

reference to the appended drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows an example of a flowchart of a method of visualizing and

modeling a set of teeth for a patient.

Fig. 2 shows examplesof visualizing a 2D image and a 3D model together.

Fig. 3 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 4 shows examples of arranging the 3D model and the 2D image relative

to each other.

Fig. 5 shows examples of 2D images as templates.

Fig. 6 shows examples of how to perform virtual actions for arrangement of

the 2D image and the 3D model.

Fig. 7 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 8 shows an example of how a 3D model can be arranged in a 2D image,

or how a 2D image can belaid over a 3D model.

Fig. 9 shows an example of a before-and-after visualization.
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Fig. 10 shows an example of rendering of a 3D model of teeth arranged

relative to a 2D image.

Fig. 11 shows an example of aligning a 2D image and a 3D virtual model

relative to each other, cutting out the mouth and teeth of the 2D image to see

the 3D virtual model in place of the teeth, and designing a restoration on the

3D virtual model based on the 2D image.

Detailed description

In the following description, reference is made to the accompanying figures,

which show by wayofillustration how the invention maybe practiced.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a flowchart of a method of designing a dental

restoration for a patient.

In step 101 one or more 2D digital images is provided, where at least one 2D

image comprises at least one facial feature. The 2D image may be

photograph of at least part of the patients face, a template of teeth, a drawing

of teeth, a photo or image of an esthetic set of teeth etc. Tne 2D digital image

may be shown on a userinterface, such as a computer screen.

In step 102 a 3D virtual model of the patient’s oral cavity comprising the

patient’s set of teeth, if there are any teeth, is provided. The 3D model of the

patient’s set of teeth may be generated by scanning a physical model of the

patient’s teeth, by scanning an impression of the patient’s teeth, and/or by

performing a direct scanning of the patient’s teeth. If the patient is toothless,

then the gums, a model or an impression of the gums may be scanned for

creating a 3D modelof the oral cavity. The 3D virtual model may be shown

on a userinterface, such as a computer screen.

In step 103 a 2D digital image is arranged or positioned relative to the 3D

virtual model for visualizing the 3D virtual model relative to the 2D digital
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image. The arrangement or positioning is a digital, virtual arrangement,

performed by meansof software, such that the 2D image and the 3D model

can be viewed together. The 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model are

aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D virtual model and the

2D digital image are both visualized in the 3D space. The user of the

software program may usedigital tools to manually align the 2D image and

the 3D virtual model, or the 2D image and the 3D virtual model may

automatically be aligned by means of digital processing means, or the

alignment of the 2D image and the 3D virtual model may be a combination of

manually alignment performed by the user and automatic alignment. The 2D

image used for alignment with the 3D virtual may the same 2D image

comprising facial features or it may be a different 2D image.

In step 104 a restoration of the 3D virtual model is modeled, where the

restoration is designedto fit the facial feature of the at least one 2D image.

Thus the part of the 3D virtual model of the patient’s set of teeth comprising

the restoration is digitally or virtually modeled or designed based on the

visualization of the arrangement of the 2D image comprising the facial

feature. Thus the 3D modelof the patient’s existing teeth is modeled using

CAD, and the modeling may comprise restorations, orthodontic planning

and/or treatment, prosthetics, removable dentures etc. The virtually modeled

restorations, such as crowns and bridges, can be manufactured by means of

CAM, and the manufactured restorations can then be inserted onto the

patient’s teeth by a dentist.

Fig. 2 shows examplesof visualizing a 2D image and a 3D modeltogether.

Fig. 2a) shows a screen shot on which both a 2D image 201 and a 3D model

202 are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 201 is a photograph of a part of

a person’s face showing facial features in the form of the mouth with lips 203

and teeth 204 behind the lips 203. The photograph may be of the patient

himself or of another person. Using a photograph of the patient may be

advantageousif the patient’s teeth have been broken and the patient then
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wishes to have his teeth restored to look like they did before the damage.

Using a photograph of another person may be an option if the patient wishes

to have his teeth restored, exchanged by a new teeth set and/or treated by

orthodontics in order for them to look and/or be arrangeddifferently than they

do at present.

The 3D model 202 of the patient’s teeth comprises gingival 208 and teeth

207.

Fig. 2b) shows an example where the 2D image 201 is an X-ray image of the

patient’s teeth. The X-ray image showsfacial features in form of the teeth

204 of the patient. Since the X-ray image showsthe teeth approximately on

lines, i.e. not on curves asin real-life, at least part of the plane of the X-ray

image may be changed with regard to the perspective, warped, projected

and/or bendedto be arrangedrelative to the 3D model 202 with teeth 207.

Fig. 3 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 3a) shows a screen shot on which both a 2D image 301 and a 3D model

302 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 301 is a photograph or

drawing showing facial features in form of a pair of lips 303 and an outline of

teeth 304 behind the lips. A vertical line 305 and a horizontal line 306 are

drawn through the 2D image 301, and they may also be used as guiding lines

for modeling a restoration.

Fig. 3b) shows a screen shot on with the 2D image 301 is arranged and

aligned relative to the 3D model 302. The teeth 307 of the 3D model 302 can

be seen through and betweenthelips 303 and the outline of teeth 304 of the

2D image 301. When arranging and aligning the 2D imagerelative to the 3D

model, modeling of a restoration on the 3D modelis facilitated. The vertical

line 305 and the horizontal line 306 are also seenin fig. 3b).

Fig. 3c) shows a sketch of a 2D image 301 and a 3D model 302 seen in a

perspective side viewillustrating alignment from a viewpoint.
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The 2D image 301 and the 3D modelarein this figure attempted to be drawn

in a perspective side view to showthat if the 2D image and the 3D model are

viewed from this viewpoint then they are not aligned. In the otherfigures, e.g.

fig. 3b) the 2D image and the 3D model are viewed from a front viewpoint in

which they are aligned. As seen there is a distance between the 2D image

and the 3D modelto indicate that the 2D image and the 3D model are

separate representations and not one representation containing data from

two representations. The distance can be any distance, such as shorter or

longerthan illustrated in the proportion here.

The arrow denoted X illustrates the front view in which the 2D image and the

3D modelare aligned, as seenin e.g. fig. 3b).

The arrow denotedYillustrates a bottom view where the 2D image and the

3D model are viewed from below, and as can be derived from the figure, the

2D image and the 3D model are not aligned when viewed from the Y

viewpoint.

The end of an arrow,circle with cross, denotedZillustrates a side view, and

as explained above with respect to the perspective side view, the 2D image

and the 3D modelare not aligned when viewed from this viewpoint.

Fig. 4 shows examples of arranging the 3D model and the 2D image relative

to each other.

Fig. 4a), b) and c) show examplesof different arrangements of the 3D model

402 relative to the 2D image 401. The teeth 407 of the 3D model 402 is seen

to be movedrelative to the lips 403 of the 2D image 401 in the fig. 4a), b) and

c). When the arrangement of the 3D model 402 has becomesuitable relative

to the 2D image 401, the actual modeling of the teeth 407 of the 3D model

402 may be performed.

Fig. 5 shows examples of 2D images as templates comprising facial features.

Fig. 5a) shows an example of a 2D digital image 501, which is a reference

frame for arranging the patient’s teeth and/or modeling a restoration. The
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reference frame comprises a template 509 for the upper anterior or front

teeth. The template 509 comprises facial features in the form of the midline of

a face 505 and a horizontal line 506 passing along the incisal edge of the

anterior teeth.

The template 509 comprises facial features in the form of boxes adaptedtofit

the centrals 510, the laterals 511 and the cuspids 512, also known as

canines. The laterals 511 may ideally be 2/3 of the width of the centrals 510,

and the cuspids 512 mayideally be slightly narrower than the centrals 510.

Fig. 5b) shows an example where the 2D image 501 is a template 509

comprising facial features in the form of the long axes 513 of the centrals

510, the laterals 511, and the cuspids 512. The long axes 513 converge

toward the incisal edge indicated by the horizontal line 506.

Fig. 5c) shows an example where the 2D image 501 is a template 509

showing facial features in the form of a contour 514 of anterior or front teeth

seen from the front.

Fig. 5d) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises a template

509 comprising facial features in the form of a curve 515 of a smile line

adapted to follow the lowerlip in a natural smile and the incisal edges of the

upper anterior teeth 510, 511, 512, as seen from the front.

Fig. 5e) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises a template

comprising facial features in the form of three curves 516 for indicating the

position of the gingival tissue.

Fig. 5f) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises or is a

template 509 comprising a curve in the form of an arch 517 which follows the

upper teeth as seen from above.
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Fig. 5g) shows an example where the 2D image 501 comprises or is a

template 509 comprising a curve 518 which follows the upper anterior teeth

as seen from above.

The arch 517 and the curve 518 mayalso be denotedfacial features.

Fig. 6 shows examples of how to perform alignment or virtual actions for

arrangementof the 2D image and the 3D modelrelative to each other.

Virtual actions for arrangement can comprisethe following:

- scaling the 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model to show at least part

of the teeth in the samesize on both of them;

- aligning the 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model;

- projecting the 3D virtual modelto a/the plane of the 2D digital image;

- changing the perspective view of the 2D digital image and/or of the 3D

virtual model to obtain the same perspective view for both of them when

visualizing the positioning;

- de-warping the perspective view of the 3D virtual modelfor visually aligning

the 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

The virtual actions for arrangement can be performed by meansof rotations

and translations to the left and right and back and forth of the 2D digital

image and/orof the 3D virtual model.

In one example (not shown) the silhouette of the biting edge of at least the

upper anterior teeth on the 2D image and on the 3D virtual model is used to

perform the aligning of the 2D image andthe 3D virtual model.

Fig. 6a) shows an example where the alignment or a virtual action for

arrangement such as alignment is performed using detected corresponding

anatomical points 619 on the teeth on the 2D digital image 601 and on teeth

on the 3D virtual model 602. The anatomical points 619 shownin fig. 6a) are

at the upper anterior teeth. One anatomical point is on the incisal edge at the

distal side of the left lateral tooth, where left is left as seen in the figure, but

right for the patient. Another anatomical point is on the incisal edge between
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the left and the right central teeth. The third anatomical point is at the gingival

betweenthe right lateral tooth and right cuspid tooth, where right is right as

seen in the figure, but left for the patient.

Whenthe corresponding anatomical points 619 are detected and e.g. marked

as in the figure on both the 2D image 601 and the 3D model 602, the 2D

image 601 and the 3D model 602 can be arrangedrelative to each other and

aligned to each other by providing that the corresponding anatomical points

619 on the 2D image 610 and on the 3D model 602 cover, overlap, match or

fit together. When corresponding anatomical points 619 are selected on the

screen, the software may automatically arrange the 2D image 601 and the

3D model 602 such that the points 619 are overlapping.

Fig. 6b) shows an example wherea virtual action for arrangement such as

scaling is performed using a virtual measurement bar 620. The virtual

measurement bar 620 is seen on both the 2D image 601 and the 3D model

602. On the 2D image 601, the measurement bar 620 has a length

corresponding to the length across the upper two centrals 610 and the two

laterals 611. However, on the 3D model, the measurement bar 620 has a

length corresponding to both the upper two centrals 610, the twolaterals 611

and the two cuspids 612. Thus in order to have matching sizes of the 2D

image 601 and the 3D model 602, the 3D model should be scaled up or

enlarged to fit the size of the 2D image.

Alternatively and/or additionally, the user can perform virtual actions of

arrangementof the 2D digital image and/orof the 3D virtual model by means

of eye measure.

Fig. 7 shows an example of visualizing and arranging a 2D image and a 3D

model.

Fig. 7 shows a screen shot from a user interface in which both a 2D image

701 and a 3D model 702 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image
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701 is a photograph of a part of a patients face comprising facial featuresin

the form of the patient’s lips 703 and the patient’s existing upper teeth 704

behind the lips. In the place of the lower teeth on the 2D image the 3D model

comprising the lower teeth 707 is arranged.

The 3D model 702 is arranged and alignedrelative to the 2D image 701.

A restoration on the 3D model can be modeled tofit the facial features in the

2D image suchasthe patient’s lips, the upper anterior teeth etc.

Fig. 8 shows an example of how a 3D model can be arranged in a 2D image,

or how a 2D image can belaid over a 3D model.

Fig. 8 shows a screen shot from a userinterface in which a 2D image 801 is

seen. The 2D image 801 is a photograph of a part of a patients face

comprising the patient’s lips 803 and the patient’s existing upper teeth 804

behind thelips.

lf a 3D model of teeth should be arrangedin the place of the lower teeth, the

area of the lowerteeth in the 3D image can be marked and hidden or deleted

by means of a non-transparent area 830. The marked area 830 can be

marked by drawing a line 831 along the edge of the upper teeth and the

lower lips. The marking of the line 831 can be performed automatically by

means of automatic contour and/or color detection of the 2D image.

Alternatively and/or additionally, the operator can draw the line 831 or

otherwise mark the area 830.

The same mayapply if moreorless,e.g. all the teeth in the 2D image should

be replaced with the teeth of a 3D model.

Fig. 9 shows an example of a before-and-after visualization.

A before-and-after visualization can be obtained by_continuously

interchanging between situation views through gradual fading in-and-out,

whereby technicians, dentists and patients are easily able to detect even the

smallest alterations and smile details for optimal comparisons.
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Fig. 9 shows an example in which both a part of a 2D image 901 and part of

a 3D model 902 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 901 is a

photograph of a part of a patients face comprising facial features in the form

of the patient’s lips 903 and the patient’s existing teeth 904 behind the lips. In

the place of the lower and upperteeth in the left side of the patient's mouth

(right side for the patient) the 3D model comprising teeth 907 is seen.

The 3D model 902 is arranged and aligned relative to the 2D image 901.

The existing teeth 904 in the 2D image 901 correspond to the situation before

restoring one or more of the teeth. The 3D model 902 with restored teeth 907

corresponds to a possible situation after restoration of the teeth. Since the

view can be interchanged between before and after visualization, e.g. by

gradual fading in-and-out, the suggested changes can very clearly be seen

and evaluated.

Fig. 10 shows an example of rendering of a 3D model of teeth arranged

relative to a 2D image.

Fig. 10 shows an example in which both a 2D image 1001 and a 3D model

1002 of teeth are seen simultaneously. The 2D image 1001 is a photograph

of a part of a patients face comprising the patient’s lips 1003. In the place of

the teeth in the 2D image, a 3D model comprising modeled and rendered

restored teeth 1007 is arranged. The restored teeth 1007 in the 3D model

have been rendered, such as a photo-realistic rendering.

Fig. 11 shows an example of aligning a 2D image and a 3D virtual model

relative to each other, cutting out the mouth and teeth of the 2D image to see

the 3D virtual model in place of the teeth, and designing a restoration on the

3D virtual model based on the 2D image.

Fig. 11 shows a number of steps which may be performed for designing a

restoration, but it should not be understood that all these steps should be

performed for designing a restoration. In some cases aligning the 2D image

and the 3D virtual model can be performed differently than shown in the
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figures 11, and in some cases the mouth and teeth is not cut out of the 2D

image as shownin the figures 11.

Fig. 11a) shows a 3D virtual model 1102 of a patient’s set of teeth. A first

design of the restoration 1140 in the form of a bridge comprising three teeth

is designed. The restoration is white whereas the original teeth in the 3D

model are brown/greyin the figure.

Fig. 11b) shows the 3D model 1102 with the restoration 1140. In the lower

right corner a menu 1141 is shown which allows the user to select a 2D

image to overlay on the 3D model 1102.

Fig. 11c) shows a 2D image 1101 of the patient’s lower face showing the

mouthincluding lips 1103 and existing teeth 1104. The menu 1102 is also

seen in the lower right corner.

Fig. 11d) shows both the 2D image 1101 with lips 1103 and teeth 105, and

the 3D virtual model 1102 with the restoration 1140. The 2D image 1101 has

been made partially transparent such that both the 2D image and the 3D

virtual model can be seen. A scale on the menu 1141 in the lowerright

corner can be changedto adjust the transparency of the 2D image and/or the

3D model.

Fig. 11e) shows the 2D image 1101 and the 3D virtual model, where the 2D

image has been madepartially transparent, such that both the 2D image and

the 3D virtual model can be seen. The 2D image and the 3D virtual model

have been aligned which can be seen in that the incisal edge of the three

anterior teeth 1142, 1143 and 1144 matches on the 2D image and the 3D

virtual model.

Furthermore, it can be seen that the first design of the restoration 1140 has

been designed such that the new teeth in the restoration 1140 arealittle bit

shorter than the original teeth on the 2D image.

The patient may have required the restoration 1140 because the original

teeth was broken, damaged, dead, caused problems with the occlusion,

problems with the gingival etc.
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Fig. 11f) shows the 2D image 1101 and the 3D virtual model 1102, where the

transparency of the 2D image is a little bit different compared to the

transparencyin fig. 11¢e). In fig. 11f) the 2D image is less transparent than in

fig. 11e). The transparency can be adjusted by means of the scale on the

menu 1141.

Figs 11g), 11h) and 11i) show an example of virtually cutting out teeth of the

2D image.

Fig. 11g) shows the 2D image 1101 of the patient's lower face where the lips

1103 and the teeth 1104 can be seen. The line 1131 along the lips 1103 is

marked and thereby the whole area 1130 within the lips can be marked.

Fig. 11h) shows the 2D image 1101 where the area 1130 within the line 1131

along the lips 1103 has been emptied, i.e. replaced with an empty space, a

blank area etc. Thus the teeth 1104 in the area 1130 is removed from view,

deleted, disregarded etc. The area 1130 has been made transparent such

that the 3D virtual model arranged behind the 2D image can be seenin the

area 1130.

Fig. 111) shows the area 1130 whichis the part of the 2D image 1101 within

the line 1131 along the lips. Thus the teeth 1104 are seen in this cut-out part

of the 2D image.

Fig. 11j) shows the 2D image 1101 with the cut-out area 1130 along the line

1131 of the lips 1103, and the 3D virtual model 1102 is now visible in the cut-

our area 1130 of the 2D image. The restoration 1140 of the 3D model 1102 is

seen, and it can be seen that the restoration 1140 has not been finally

designedyet, as there is a rather large gap between the upper central teeth,

wheretheleft central tooth (as seen for the viewer, but the right central tooth)

is part of the restoration 1140.

Fig. 11k) shows that the restoration 1140 has now beenfinally designed,

since the restoration 1140 has been designed such that there is no big gap

between the two central upper teeth. Thus the restoration 1140 has been

designed based on and designed to match andfit facial features seen on the

2D image, such asthelips 1103
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In this case where the restoration is three of the upper anterior teeth, the

restoration is partly designed also to be symmetrical with the corresponding

teeth in the other side of the upper jaw. But in cases where e.g. the

restoration is a full denture or the restoration is all the anterior teeth in e.g.

the upperjaw, then the newteethin the restoration can be designed to match

andfit the facial features of the patient's face as seen on the 2D image, and

the restoration may not be designed to be symmetrical with any existing teeth

in the patient’s mouth.

Although some embodiments have been described and shownin detail, the

invention is not restricted to them, but may also be embodied in other ways

within the scope of the subject matter defined in the following claims. In

particular, it is to be understood that other embodiments may beutilised and

structural and functional modifications may be made without departing from

the scope of the presentinvention.

In device claims enumerating several means, several of these means can be

embodied by one and the same item of hardware. The mere fact that certain

measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims or described in

different embodiments does not indicate that a combination of these

measures cannot be used to advantage.

It should be emphasized that the term "comprises/comprising” when usedin

this specification is taken to specify the presence of stated features, integers,

steps or components but does not preclude the presence or addition of one

or more other features, integers, steps, components or groupsthereof.

When a claim refers to any of the preceding claims, this is understood to

mean any one or more of the preceding claims.
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The features of the method described above and in the following may be

implemented in software and carried out on a data processing system or

other processing means caused by the execution of computer-executable

instructions. The instructions may be program code means loaded in a

memory, such as a RAM, from a storage medium or from another computer

via a computer network. Alternatively, the described features may be

implemented by hardwired circuitry instead of software or in combination with

software.
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Claims:

1. A method of designing a dental restoration for a patient, wherein the

method comprises:

- providing one or more 2D images, where at least one 2D image comprises

at least one facial feature;

- providing a 3D virtual modelof at least part of the patient’s oral cavity;

- arranging at least one of the one or more 2D imagesrelative to the 3D

virtual model in a virtual 3D space such that the 2D image andthe 3D virtual

model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D virtual

model and the 2D imageare both visualized in the 3D space; and

- modeling a restoration on the 3D virtual model, where the restoration is

designedto fit the facial feature of the at least one 2D image.

2. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein facial

features are present in an image of the patient and/or in a generic image of a

person.

3. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the facial

feature is one or two lips, one or more teeth, and/or the shape and/orsize of

the face.

4. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the facial

features comprises one or more imaginary lines of a face adapted to be

detected in the 2D image, such as the midline, the horizontal line, and/or the

bi-pupillar line.

5. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

restoration is a crown, a bridge, an abutment, an implant, a denture, a

diagnostic wax-up, and/or a temporary.
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6. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

designing of the restoration is performed to automatically fit the facial

features of the at least one 2D digital image.

7. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

restoration is designed by selecting a tooth in the 2D image, and modeling

the restoration to have the same shapeasthe selected tooth.

8. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

restoration is designed on at least one prepared tooth in the 3D virtual model.

9. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D model are aligned based on one or more unprepared

teeth.

10. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

prepared tooth in the 3D virtual model is a physical preparation of the

patient’s teeth.

11. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

prepared tooth in the 3D virtual modelis a virtual preparation modeled on the

3D virtual model.

12. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 3D

virtual model comprises at least one prepared tooth.

13. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 3D

virtual model comprises no prepared teeth, and wherethe 3D virtual modelis

of the patient’s oral cavity before at least one tooth is prepared.
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14. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises providing two 3D virtual models, where thefirst 3D virtual

model comprises at least one prepared tooth and the second 3D virtual

model comprises no prepared teeth, and wherethefirst and the second 3D

virtual models are aligned.

15. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the second 3D virtual model comprising no prepared teeth are

aligned.

16. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and thefirst 3D virtual model comprising at least one prepared tooth

are aligned based on the alignment between the first and the second 3D

virtual model and based on the alignment between the 2D image and the

second 3D model.

17. The method according to any of the preceding claim, wherein the method

comprises virtually cutting at least a part of the teeth out of the at least one

2D image, suchthat at least the lips remains to be visible in the 2D image.

18. The method according to any of the preceding claim, wherein the 3D

virtual modelis visible behind thelips of the at least one 2D image.

19. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises cutting out the part of the 2D image whichis inside the

edgeof the lips.

20. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the edge

of the lips is marked on the 2D image.
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21. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the edge

of the lips is marked manually by meansof digital drawing tools.

22. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the edge

of lips is marked by meansof a digital spline curve.

23. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the edge

of the lips is marked by means of semi-automatic drawingstools.

24. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D virtual model are aligned by meansof scaling, translating

and/or rotating the 2D image and/or the 3D modelrelative to each other.

25. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the view

of the 2D imageis fixed, and the 3D virtual model is scaled and/or translated

and/orrotated relative to the 2D image.

26. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises automatically selecting one or more 2D digital image

which provides an optimalfit to the 3D virtual model.

27. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises selecting a viewpoint of the 3D virtual model which

provides an optimalfit to the 2D digital image.

28. The method according to the previous claim, wherein the optimal fit is

determined based on specific parameters for providing an esthetically,

visually pleasing appearance.

29. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

silhouette of the biting edge of at least the upper anterior teeth on the one or
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more 2D image and onthe 3D virtual model is used to perform the alignment

of the one or more 2D image and the 3D virtual model.

30. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises scaling the one or more 2D digital image and the

3D virtual model to show atleast part of the teeth in the samesize.

31. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 3D

model and two or more of the 2D imagesare aligned relative to each other,

when there are more than one 2D image.

32. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 3D

model and eachof the 2D imagesare aligned relative to each other.

33. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

different alignments of the 3D model relative to the two or more 2D images

are stored in a data storage.

34. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

alignment of the 3D model and a specific 2D image is retrieved from the data

storage, when the specific 2D image is selected for view.

35. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein two or

more of the 2D images are 2D imagesof at least part of the patient’s face

seen from different directions.

36. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises sectioning at least two or more of the teeth in the

3D model and/or in the one or more 2D images.
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37. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

alignment of the 3D model and one or more 2D images for one or more

perspective views is performed by means of interpolation and/or

extrapolation of other perspective views.

38. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D model are aligned based on the teeth in the upper jaw.

39. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the dental

articulation of the upper and lowerteeth in the 3D virtual model is adapted to

be adjusted to resemble the articulation of the upper and lowerteeth in the

2D image.

40. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein scaling,

aligning, projecting to a plane, and changing perspective are defined as

virtual actions for arrangement.

41. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein one or

more of the virtual actions for arrangement comprises rotations and

translations left/right and back/forth of the one or more 2D digital image

and/or of the 3D virtual model.

42. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D model are snapped or locked together in their correct

alignment.

43. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

snapping or locking together of the 2D image and the 3D modelis performed

automatically.
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44. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein each of

the one or more 2D imagesis configured to be snapped together with the 3D

modelin their correct alignment.

45. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises rendering the 3D model.

46. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises providing texture or textural features on the 3D

model.

47. The method according to anyof the preceding claims, wherein the

rendering is a photo-realistic rendering.

48. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein texture

from the 2D image is mapped onto the 3D virtual model and/or the

restoration.

49. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises projecting the plane of the one or more 2D image

to the 3D virtual model.

50. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises changing the perspective view of the one or more

2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual model to obtain the same

perspective view.

51. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D modelare adapted to be arranged and/or viewed from one

or more perspective views.
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52. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises determining an angle of one or more of the perspective

views.

53. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises predefining an angle of one or more of the perspective

views.

54. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

predefined angles determine the perspective views.

55. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises providing the predefined anglesin discrete steps.

56. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises providing the predefined angles in a_continuous

sequence.

57. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the angle

which the 3D model and the 2D image are seen from as default is

determined by the perspective view of the 2D image.

58. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the angle

of the 3D model and the 2D image is configured to adapt relative to the

perspective view of the 2D image.

59. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the view

of the 3D model is configured to adapt to the perspective view of a second

2D image,if this second 2D imageis replacing a first 2D image.
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60. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises de-warping the perspective view of the one or

more 2D imagefor visually aligning the one or more 2D image and the 3D

virtual model.

61. The method according to the preceding claim, wherein the one or more

2D digital image comprises a patient-specific image of at least part of the

patient’s face.

62. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image comprises a generic image of at least part of a human

face.

63. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image is retrieved from a library comprising a number of

imagesof teeth.

64. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image comprises a crossfor providing a visual symmetry which is adapted to

be used for designing the restoration.

65. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image is a template for supporting designing the patient’s

teeth.

66. The method according to any of the preceding claim, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of the midline of a face.

67. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of a horizontal line passing

along the anterior teeth.
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68. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of the occlusal plane of a

face.

69. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of boxes adapted to fit the

centrals, the laterals and the cuspids.

70. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of one or more long axesof

anterior teeth.

71. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the long

axesof at least the upper anterior teeth converge toward the incisal edge.

72. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of a contour of teeth.

73. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

contour comprises a facial feature in the form of a shape of one or moreteeth

seen from the front.

74. The method according to any of of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of a curve.

75. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the curve

comprises an arch following the upper and/or lower anterior teeth seen from

the front or from above.
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76. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the curve

comprises a facial feature in the form of a smile line adapted to follow the

lowerlip in a natural smile and the incisal edges of the upperteeth.

77. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

template comprises a facial feature in the form of one or more curves for

indicating the position of the gingival tissue.

78. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image showsa facial feature in the form of at least a number

of front teeth.

79. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image is a photograph showing at least a facial feature in the

form of the patient’s lips and teeth seen from the front.

80. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image showsthe face of the patient such that a facial feature

in the form of facial lines, such as the midline and the bi-pupillar line, are

detectable.

81. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises generating a 3D image by combining at least three

of the 2D images.

82. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image is an X-ray imageof the patient’s teeth.

83. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises providing a 3D computed tomography scan of the

patient’s face.
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84. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital imageis a still image from a video recording.

85. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image is derived from a 3D face scan.

86. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises providing a 3D face scan of the patient.

87. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein at least

one of the one or more 2D imageis from a video stream of 2D images.

88. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

images from the video stream are from different perspective views.

89. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 3D

model is configured to be aligned relative to one or more 2D imagesin the

video stream.

90. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises the stepsof:

- detecting anatomical points on the teeth, where the anatomical points are

present and detectable both on the one or more 2D digital image and the 3D

virtual model, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement based on_these

corresponding anatomical points.

91. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein at least

one corresponding anatomical point is selected to perform the virtual actions

for arrangement.
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92. The method according to any of the preceding of claims, wherein the

methodfurther comprises the steps of:

- providing a virtual measurementbar, and

- performing the virtual actions for arrangement of the one or more 2D digital

image and/or of the 3D virtual model by means of adjustment to the virtual

measurementbar.

93. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises that a user performs virtual actions for

arrangement of the one or more 2D digital image and/or of the 3D virtual

model by means of eye measure.

94. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

anatomical points are upper and/or lower distal and/or mesial points on a

numberof specific anterior teeth.

95. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 3D

virtual model is generated by scanning a physical model of the patient's

teeth, by scanning an impression of the patient’s teeth, and/or by performing

a direct scanning of the patient’s teeth.

96. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises providing at least part of the one or more 2D digital

image to be at least partly transparent, such that the 3D virtual modelis

visual through the 2D digital image.

97. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the one or

more 2D digital image is adapted to be smoothly faded in and outof the view.
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98. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method further comprises providing at least part of the 3D virtual model to be

at least partly transparent, such that at least one of the one or more 2D digital

imagesis visual through the 3D virtual model.

99. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises fading the 3D virtual model smoothly in and out of the

view.

100. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D model are adapted to be alternately faded in and out of

view.

101. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image is adapted to be faded into view, when the 3D virtual model is faded

out of view, and vice versa.

102. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D virtual model are adapted to faded in and out of view

independently of each other.

103. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

method comprises zooming at least one of the one or more 2D images and

the 3D modelin/out of view.

104. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the 2D

image and the 3D virtual model are adapted to be zoomed in/out

simultaneously.
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105. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

zooming in/out is configured to be performed from one or more perspective

views.

106. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

zooming in/out is configured to be performed from one or more predefined

angles.

107. A computer program product comprising program code means for

causing a data processing system to perform the method of any one of the

preceding claims, when said program code meansare executed on the data

processing system.

108. A computer program product according to the previous claim,

comprising a computer-readable medium having stored there on the program

code means.

109. A system for designing a dental restoration for a patient, wherein the

system comprises:

- meansfor providing one or more 2D images, where at least one 2D image

comprises at least one facial feature;

- meansfor providing a 3D virtual model of at least part of the patient’s oral

cavity;

- meansfor arranging at least one of the one or more 2D imagesrelative to

the 3D virtual model in a virtual 3D space such that the 2D image and the 3D

virtual model are aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D

virtual model and the 2D imageare both visualized in the 3D space; and

- means for modeling a restoration on the 3D virtual model, where the

restoration is designedto fit the facial feature of the at least one 2D image.
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REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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Attorney Docket No. 0079124-000062
Page 1 of 3

COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY
FOR UTILITY OR DESIGN PATENT APPLICATION

As a below namedinventor, | hereby declare that:

Myresidence, post office address andcitizenship are as stated below next to my name;

| believe | am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one nameis listed below) or an original, first
and joint inventor(if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which Is claimed and for
which a patent Is sought on the invention entitled:

2D IMAGE ARRANGEMENT

the application of which (check only one item below):

C] is attached hereto.

[| wasfiled as United States Patent application Number on
and was amended on

(if applicable).

EX] wasfiled as PCT International application Number
PCT/DK2011/050246 on 29 June 2011 and was amended on

(if applicable).

| hereby state that | have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified application,
including the claims, and drawings(if any), as amended by any amendmentreferred to above.

| acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be material to
patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56.

| hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, §§ 119 (a)-(d), 172 or
365(a) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or of any international (PCT)
application(s) designating at least one country other than the United States of America listed below
and have also identified below any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or any PCT
international (PCT) application(s) designating at least one country other than the United States of
Americafiled by me on the same subject matter having a filing date before that of the application(s) of
which priority is claimed:
 

PRIOR FOREIGN/PCT APPLICATION(S) AND ANY PRIORITY CLAIMS UNDER 35 U.S.C. §§119(a)-(d), 172 or 365(a):
PRIORITY CLAIMED

COUNTRY DATE OF FILING UNDER 35 U.S.C,
(if PCT, indicate "PCT”) APPLICATION NUMBER|(MM/DD/YYYY) [_§§119, 172 OR 365(a)

  

  

DK PA 2010 00568 06/29/2010

DK PA 2011 00191 03/18/2011
 

  

  
  

BuchananIngersoll A Rooney re (7/06)Attorneys & Government Relatians Prolessionals
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Combined Declaration and Powerof Attorney
For Utility or Design Patent Application

Application No, Unassigned
Attorney Docket No. 0079124-000062

Page 2 of 3

| hereby appoint the attorneys and agents associated with the following PTO Customer Numberof
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC to prosecute said application and to transact all business in the
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith and to file, prosecute and transactall business in
connection with international applications directed to said invention:

Customer Number 21839

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true andthat all
statements made on information and belief are belleved to be true; and further that these statements
were madewith the knowledge thatwillful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such
willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

. {f

FULL NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTOR Nikolaj oat
Signature

 

 
 

MANN 
 
 

 
Date

Residence (City, State, Country) _

Citizenship

Mailing Address

State, ZIP, Countr

 
 

  

  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Copenhagen @, Denmark
  

 Denmark
  

 Jarnolofs Vag 10

_| SE-21851 Klagshamn, Sweden
| Tais CLAUSENa

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Signature

 

  Residence (City, State, Count

Citizenship

Malling Address

City, State, ZIP, Countr

FULL NAME THIRD INVENTOR, IF ANY

Signature

Denmark

Signe Léfdahls Vag 12

  
  
  
 

  
 

 

  
 

  

  

 
 = TeScal

 
 

  
Date OL? : /AD
Residence (Cit

Citizenship | Denmark
Address | Kaplevej 87

 
 

 | Virum, Denmark
 

 
 

Mailing

City, State, ZIP, Country | DK-2830 Virum, Denmark 

BuchananIngersoll & Rooney rcAttomeys & Government Relations Professionals
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Combined Declaration and Powerof Attorney
ForUtility or Design Patent Application

Application No. Unassigned
Attorney Docket No. 0079124-000062

Page 3 of 3

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

FULL NAME FOURTH INVENTOR, IF ANY

Signature

 Henrik OJELUND

 

 
 

Residence (City, State, Country)

Citizenship

Mailing Address

_ State, ZIP, Country

 Lyngby, Denmark

 Sweden  

  
 

 Kulsvierparken 55

DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark  

BuchananIngersoll & Rooney rcAltorneys & Govetament Relations Peotomlonals
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: 2D IMAGE ARRANGEMENT

fei

U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)
Description Fee Code Quantity

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
0574
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Miscellaneous:

Total in USD($)
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

15092879

13807443

1045

Application Number:

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Customer Number:

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number:

Receipt Date:

Filing Date:

Time Stamp:

Application Type:

Paymentinformation:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type

Payment was successfully received in RAM

RAM confirmation Number

Deposit Account

Authorized User

2D IMAGE ARRANGEMENT

OO

oO
oo

 
File Listing:

Document gs Fl File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
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. . 193559
Missing_Requirements_TransmTransmittal Letter ;

ittal_Letter.pdf 5f7890ac35d3ef0bced42487 1b83ddf2587|
6279

Information:

157761

Oath or Declarationfiled Declaration.pdf
3c70e1ab7aa74dca90f2a77baeea5256b3d

099be

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf
88433b8594.a68c 1la8de0299adel 78e67a

a9778

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO.

0079124-000062

U.S. APPLICATION No,(If known)
13/807 ,443

PRIORITY DATE CLAIMED

29 June 2010 (29.06.2010

  
  

TRANSMITTAL LETTER TO THE UNITED STATES

DESIGNATED/ELECTED OFFICE (DO/EO/US)
CONCERNING A SUBMISSION UNDER35U.S.C. 371

INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. INTERNATIONALFILING DATE

PCT/DK201 1/050246 29 June 2011 (29.06.2011
TITLE OF INVENTION

2D IMAGE ARRANGEMENT

APPLICANT(S) FOR DO/EO/US

DEICHMANN, Nikolaj; CLAUSEN, Tais; FISKER, Rune; and OJELUND,Henrik

  
  
  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

Applicant herewith submits to the United States Designated/Elected Office (DO/EO/US)the following items and other information.

1. This is an express request to begin national examination procedures (35 U.S.C. 371(f)). NOTE: The express request under 35 U.S.C,
371(f) will not be effective unless the requirements under 35 U.S.C. 371(c)(1), (2), and (4) for paymentof the basic nationalfee, copy
of the International Application and English translation thereof(if required), and the oath or declaration of the inventor(s) have been
received.

2. C A copyofthe International Application (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2)) is attached hereto (not required if the International Application was
previously communicated bythe International Bureau or wasfiled in the United States Receiving Office (RO/US)).

3. An English languagetranslation of the International Application (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(2))

a. J is attached hereto.

b, CJ has been previously submitted under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4).

4, An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(4))

a. [X] is attached.

b. C] waspreviously filed in the international phase under PCT Rule 4.17(iv).

Items 5 to 8 below concern amendments madein the international phase.

PCT Article 19 and 34 amendments

5. CJ Amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 are attached (not required if communicated by the International Bureau) (35 U.S.C.
371(c)(3)).

6. Cl English translation of the PCT Article 19 amendmentis attached (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)).

7. TC] English translation of annexes (Article 19 and/or 34 amendments only) of the International Preliminary Examination Report is
attached (35 U.S.C, 371(c)(5)).

Cancellation of amendments madein the international phase

8a, [_] Do not enter the amendment madein the international phase under PCTArticle 19.

8b. C] Do not enter the amendment madein the international phase under PCTArticle 34.

NOTE:A proper amendment madein English underArticle 19 or 34 will be entered in the U.S. national phase application absent a clear
instruction from applicant not to enter the amendment(s).

The following items 9 to 17 concern a document(s) or information included.

9. L] An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98.

10. LI A preliminary amendment

41. CJ An Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1.76.

12. C] A substitute specification. NOTE: A substitute specification cannot include claims. See 37 CFR 1.125(b).

13. C] A powerof attorney and/or change of addressletter.

14, CI A computer-readable form of the sequencelisting in accordance with PCT Rule 13ter,.3 and 37 CFR 1.821-1.825.

15, LC] Assignment papers (cover sheet and document(s)). Name of Assignee : 3Shape A/S.

16. C] 37 CFR 3.73(c) Statement (when there is an Assignee).  

Attorneys & GovernmentRelations ProfessionalsBuchanan Ingersoll & Rooney ec Pagaykof@
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U.S. APPLICATION NO. (If Known) INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION NO. ATTORNEY'S DOCKET NO, |
13/807,443 PCT/DK201 1/050246 0079124-000062
 

17. LC] Other items or information:

The following fees have been submitted. CALCULATIONS PTO USE ONLY

18, C] Basic national fee (87 CFR 1.492(8)) oo... .cesssscssseressrsssessesssesssesssssesseneeerasees $390 $ 0.00

19. C] Examination fee (37 CFR 1.492(c)) $ 0.00
If the written opinion prepared by ISA/USorthe Internationalpreliminary
examination report prepared by IPEA/USindicatesall claims satisfy provisionsof
PCT Article 33(1)-(4) oo... cece sessescnecseeeseaeseeseaseensneesseeseneseserssesatnavasssesesaceeseees $0
All other Situations... oo cccsscsscsccsssscsrscssscessesesscssssesssesscsesssssevsassveensaesevasseers $250

 

 Search fee (37 CFR 1.492(b)) $ 0.00
lf the written opinion prepared by ISA/USorthe Internationalpreliminary
examination report prepared by IPEA/USindicatesall claims satisfy provisionsof
PCTArticle 33(1)-(4) ccs ccsessseseseenecossessnesssescaessnessensrasasenesieeseseatnessvaesesssaseeseess $0
Search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) has been paid on the international application to
the USPTO asan International Searching Authority............ceseessscestseseereees $120
International Search Report prepared by an ISA other than the US and provided to
the Office or previously communicated to the US by the IB...essences $500
All other Situations...ccccsesssenetsssstetseenesssescsesetesisestsssssseesssnsersasasnesssersaes $630

TOTAL OF 18, 19 and 20=|,

[| Additional fee for specification and drawingsfiled in paper over 100 sheets
(excluding sequencelisting in compliance with 37 CFR 1.821(c) or (e) in an
electronic medium or computer program listing in an electronic medium) (37 CFR
1.492(j)).
Fee for each additional 50 sheets of paperorfraction thereof ........ cc csccsecereeree $320

Total Sheets Extra sheets Numberof each additional 50 orfraction RATE
thereof (round up to a whole number)

Surcharge of $130.00 for furnishing any of the search fee, examination fee, or the oath or declaration $
after the date of commencementof the national stage (37 CFR 1.492(h)).

CLAIMS NUMBERFILED NUMBER EXTRA

Total claims <<TEXT>> -20= <<TEXT>>

Independent Claims <<TEXT>> - 3= <<TEXT>>|=x$2000
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM(S) (if applicable + $460

TOTAL OF ABOVE CALCULATIONS =|$ 130.00

x] Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Fees above are reduced by %.
SUBTOTAL= 65.00

 
 

 
 

  
  
 

°23

130.00  
Processing fee of $130.00 for furnishing the English translation later than 30 months from the earliest $ 0.00
claimedpriority date (37 CFR 1.492(i)). +

TOTAL NATIONALFEE =|$ 65.00

Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 1.21(h)). The assignment must be accompanied|§ 0.00
by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31). $40.00 per property +

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED = 65.00

Amount to be
refunded:

Amount to be

charged:

i|
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 C] Accheckin the amountof §. to cover the abovefeesis enclosed.  

  b. CI Please charge my Deposit Account No. 02-4800 in the amount of $ to cover the abovefees. 

Cc. The Director is hereby authorized to charge additional fees which may be required,or credit any overpayment, to Deposit
Account No. 02-4800 asfollows:  

 i. xX any required fee  
 ii, CJ any required fee except for excess claims fees required under 37 CFR 1,492(d) and (e) and multiple dependentclaim fee

required under 37 CFR 1.492(f). 
 Fees are to be charged to a credit card, WARNING: Information on this form may becomepublic. Credit card information should

not be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038. The PTO-2038 should only be
mailed or faxed to the USPTO. However, when paying the basic national fee, the PTO-2038 may NOTbe faxed to the USPTO,

ADVISORY:If filing by EFS-Web, do NOTattach the PTO-2038 form as a PDF along with your EFS-Web submission. Please
be advised thatthis is not recommended and by doing so your credit card information may be displayed via PAIR. To
protect your information, it is recommended to pay fees online by using the electronic payment method.

 
  
  
 

 NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR 1.137(a) or (b)) must be
filed and granted to restore the International Application to pending status.

 

  
 

   

 

 
 

Correspondence Address

xX The address associated with Customer Number 21839 OR C] Correspondence address below

BuchananIngersoll & Rooney PC

jf

owes|LamCKonbod)ttefens
Name aye, Registration No.
(Print/Type) William C. Rowland (Attorney/Agent) 30888
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSQ. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

29 213/807,443 03/01/2013 914 0079124-000062

 
 
   

CONFIRMATION NO.1045

21839 FILING RECEIPT

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC

POST OFFICE BOX 1404 CAAA000000061062480
ALEXANDRIA,VA 22313-1404

Date Mailed: 05/13/2013

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Nikolaj Deichmann, Copenhagen O, DENMARK;
Tais Clausen, Klagshamn, SWEDEN;
Rune Fisker, Virum, DENMARK;

Henrik Ojelund, Lyngby, DENMARK;
Applicant(s)

Nikolaj Deichmann, Copenhagen O, DENMARK;
Tais Clausen, Klagshamn, SWEDEN;
Rune Fisker, Virum, DENMARK;

Henrik Ojelund, Lyngby, DENMARK;
Assignment For Published Patent Application

3Shape A/S, Copenhagen k, DENMARK

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 21839

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a 371 of PCT/DK2011/050246 06/29/2011
which claims benefit of 61/359,454 06/29/2010
and claims benefit of 61/454,200 03/18/2011

Foreign Applications (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program atthe
USPTO.Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.)
DENMARK PA201100191 03/18/2011 No Access Code Provided

DENMARK PA201000568 06/29/2010 No Access Code Provided

page 1 of 4
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Request to Retrieve - This application either claims priority to one or more applications filed in an intellectual
property Office that participates in the Priority Document Exchange (PDX) program or contains a proper Request to
Retrieve Electronic Priority Application(s) (PTO/SB/38orits equivalent). Consequently, the USPTOwill attempt
to electronically retrieve these priority documents.

lf Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 05/07/2013

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 13/807,443

Projected Publication Date: 08/22/2013

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

2D IMAGE ARRANGEMENT

Preliminary Class

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications:

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the needof applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://“www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific

page 2 of 4
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countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop

page 3 of 4
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technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.

page 4 of 4
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

 
 

  

 13/807,443 Nikolaj Deichmann 0079124-000062

21839

BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL & ROONEY PC PCT/DK2011/050246
POST OFFICE BOX 1404

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313-1404

CONFIRMATION NO.1045

371 ACCEPTANCE LETTER

00UNI

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCEOF APPLICATION UNDER35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office in its capacity as a
Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has determined that the above identified international application has
met the requirements of 35 U.S.C. 371, and is ACCEPTEDfor national patentability examination in the United
States Patent and Trademark Office.

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above and the relevant dates are:

03/01/2013 03/01/2013

DATE OF RECEIPT OF35 U.S.C. 371(c)(1), DATE OF COMPLETIONOF ALL
(c)(2) and (c)(4) REQUIREMENTS 35 U.S.C. 371 REQUIREMENTS

A Filing Receipt (PTO-103X) will be issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING
ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE " FILING DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LAST OF THE 35

U.S.C. 371 (c)(1), (c)(2) and (c)(4) REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVEDIN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE
IS SHOWN ABOVE.Thefiling date of the above identified application is the internationalfiling date of the
international application (Article 11(3) and 35 U.S.C. 363). Once the Filing Receipt has been received, send all
correspondenceto the Group Art Unit designated thereon.

The following items have been received:

* Indication of Small Entity Status
* Copy of the International Application filed on 12/28/2012
* Copy of the International Search Reportfiled on 12/28/2012
¢ Preliminary Amendments filed on 12/28/2012
¢ Information Disclosure Statements filed on 12/28/2012

¢ Oath or Declaration filed on 03/01/2013

«U.S. Basic National Feesfiled on 12/28/2012

* Priority Documentsfiled on 12/28/2012

page 1 of 2

FORM PCT/DO/EO/903 (371 Acceptance Notice)
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Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed
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ages according to the data representative of said
basic landmarks.

[0012] In accordance with one embodimentofthe in-
vention, the imaging method and system is used to obtain
orthodontic-relevant information, namely information to
be used by an orthodontwithin the framework of an or-
thodontic treatmentor forthe design of such a treatment.
This embodiment involves a registration of at least two
images, one being a three-dimensionalvirtual image of
a teeth model and the other being a two-dimensional im-
age, e.g. acephalometric image. Occasionally, other im-
ages mayalso be broughtinto registration consisting,for
example of one or more ofa lateral videographic image,
a frontal videographic image and a frontal cephalometric
image.
[0013] In accordance with another embodimentofthe
invention, the method and system are used for proper
design of a dental Implant or of acrown, Forproper place-
ment of an implant, the bone has to be carefully studied
beforehand and examined whetherit can receive the

dental implant. In addition, the exact position and orlen-
tation of the dental implant has to be properly pre-de-
signed. Typically, for a proper design of an implant, a
three-dimensional virtual image of a teeth model is
broughtinto registration with both a lateral cephalometric
image andattimes also with a frontal cephalometric im-
age. This will allow to properly predict the mannerof re-
ceipt of the implant within the bonesof the jaw.
[0014] In the following, the inventionwill be described
with particular reference to imaging for the purpose of
design of the orthodontic treatment. It will however be
appreciated, that the invention applies, mutatis mutandis
also to its application for the purposeof proper design of
tooth implants.
[0015] Thefirst image Is preferably an x-ray image,
typically a cephalometric image obtained by radiographic
cephalometric technique. The x-ray image ts preferably
a lateral image althoughat times the image may be from
anotherorientation, e.g. a frontal image. in a cephalom-
etric image, somefacialprofile aspects may attimes be
seen. However, typically, before an orthodontic treat-
mentalsoa third, side elevational view of the face is taken
fromthe samedirection in which the radiographic cepha-
lometric image was obtained. In accordance with an em-
bodimentof the invention, such a third image, comprising
at least a profile of facial aspects, is also obtained and
used in the imaging techniqueof the invention. The side
elevational image may be obtained, for exampie,by video
cephaiometry.
[0016] The term “virtual three-dimensional teeth im-
age"refers to an image, represented within the computer
environment which consists primarily of the teeth of one
or both jaws. For example, a virtual three-dimensional
teeth image may be represented in a manner resembling
an imageof a plaster model. A virtual three-dimensional
image may be obtained by a variety of techniques, e.g.
those described in the references mentioned above. Par-
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ticularly, the three-dimensionalvirtual image may be ob-
tained by the method described in WO 97/03622, which
is an example of the mannerof obtaining a three-dimen-
sionalvirtual image for use in the method and system of
the invention. It should be understoodthat the invention

is notlimited to a specific type of Image obtained by one
imaging technique or another. For example, the two-di-
mensional image may be obtained by a variety of different
imaging techniquesincluding magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), computerized tomography(CT) variousradio-
imaging techniques,etc, Similarly, the three-dimensional
teeth image may be obtained by any one of a numberof
imaging techniques available including those disclosed
in the aforementioned references as well as others such

as those making use of a scanning probe, various pho-
tographic techniques, techniques in which teeth are
scanned by a probing light beam, etc.
[0017] The term "image’as used herein should not be
understood only asreferring to the image as acquired in
the imaging technique but rather may be also a result of
initial image processing, ¢.g. an image processing in-
tended to define boundaries of various objects in the im-
age. Thus, the term “image" encompassesalsoa repre-
sentation, prepared on the basis of an acquired image,
of boundaries of objects, e.g. teeth, bones,a profile of
facial aspects,etc.
[0018] Often, the imaging technique and analysis in
accordance with the Invention will make use of a third

image, which may be the elevational image mentioned
above,or any other image useful in improvingthe ortho-
dontic analysis. Thus, by way of example, where said
first image Is a lateral two- dimensional image,said third
image maybe oneor both of the afore- mentionedlateral
elevational image or a frontal x-ray or videographic im-
age.

[0019] The basic landmarks which are used for regis-
tering the two sets of images,are typically defined points
at either the base or the apex of certain selected teeth
e.g. the incisors and thefirst molars. Such basic land-
marks may be selected by the user or may be automat-
ically selected by the system’s processor, e.g. based on
established norms.After selecting the basic landmarks
and marking them in one of the images, then the land-
marks may be marked in the other Images to allow to
register both Images. The term "registering" should not
necessarily be understood as meaning a physical regis-
tration of the two images but rather as meaning the map-
ping of each feature in one image to a corresponding
feature in another. The outcome of such registration is
that any manipulation made on one imagewill yield a
corresponding manipulation in the other image. For ex-
ample, if one image is manipulated by displacing one
tooth, this should result in acorresponding displacement
of the sametoothIn the other image.
[0020] At timesit may be desired to view both images
on a screen superimposed one on the other. As two or
more images have to be superimposed maybe present-
ed initially at a different scale, an initial step which is
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The presentinvention is generallyin the field of
dentistry and provides an image processing method and
system useful as a tool by the dentist or orthodont.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

[0002] There are a widevariety of imaging techniques
used routinely in orthodontics. One important imaging
technique is the so-called radiographic cephalometric
technique. A radiographic cephalometric imageis then
used for a cephalometric analysis. Such an analysis is
essentially a measurement system designed to describe
relationships between the various parts of the skeletal,
dental and soft tissue elements of the craniofacial com-

plex. The two cephalometric Imagestypically used are a
lateral cephalometric image, whichIs of prime use in or-
thodontic and a front cephalometric image which is of
somewhatless importance.
[0003] Cephalometric methods enable to define cer-
tain norms of a skeletal, dental and soft tissue of the

craniofacial complex. A cephalometric measurementof
individuals can then be compared with norms for age,
sex and population group. A cephalogram is in effect a
two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional
crantofacialstructure. itis thus difficult in an analysis per-
formed on such an imageto distinguish betweenbi-lat-
eral structures to trace them independently. Additionally,
facial aspects are not entirely symmetrical, this may add
a further inaccuracy to an analysis of this kind. Other
sources of errors in a cephalometric image include dif-
ferent magnification of different aspects depending on
the distance from the film and imperfect positioning of
the patient in the cephalostat. These all add up to con-
siderable errors in cephalometry.
[0004] Anorthodont, prior to beginning the orthodontic
treatmenttypically takes a teeth impression on the basis
of which a plaster model may be prepared. There are
also known a numberof imaging techniques which allow
to obtain, within a computer environment,a virtual three-
dimensional imageof the teeth. Such techniques are de-
scribed for example In WO 97/03622 and DE-C-414311.
A three-dimensional teeth image provides a differentin-
formation than that obtained by a cephalometric analysis.
Particularly, a virtual teeth image allows better appreci-
ation of the three-dimenslonalstructure of the teeth and

the relative position of different teeth.
[0005] EP-A-0 488 987discloses a procedure for dis-
playing movable bodies. Here, images of the body are
acquired with a cameraprecisely located with respectto
a magnetic field source (colls). To locate the body with
respect to the camera, a magnetic response assembly
is attached to the body, and a magnetic stylus is used to
mark three measurementpoints on the body. This ena-
bles to display points on the body that cannot be Imaged
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by the camera.
[0006] EP-A-0 741 994 discloses a techniquefor plan-
ning a surgical intervention in the area of the patient's
jaw by meansof a model. The techniqueutilizes a posi-
tion-determining device inserted in a patients oral cavity.
This positioning device is formed with marking points to
be located in at least one Imageof the oralcavity.

[0007] US-A-5 151 856 discloses a methodof display-
ing cardiac function which forms a 3-D model of a heart
on which is superimposed anarterial diagram obtained
from a patient angiogram.
[0008] For the purpose of proper design of orthodontic
treatmentit would have been high advantageousto have
a method and system wherebyinformation which can be
acquired from one type of image can be transferred or
superpositioned to information available from another
type of image.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In accordance with the invention a novel meth-
od and system is provided in which information and data
available from one type of teeth Imaging techniqueis
transferred and used in an image obtained by another
kind of teeth imaging technique. This transferof Informa-
tion provides the dentist or the orthodontwith a powerful
tool for designing of orthodontic treatment
[0010] In accordance with the invention there Is pro-
vided an image processing method comprising:

(a) applying atleasta first imaging technique and a
second imagining technique to acquireafirst, two-
dimensional image of at least a first portion of teeth
and a second,three- dimensionalvirtual imageof at
least a second portion of the teeth, respectively,
there being at least a partial overlap between sald
first and secondportions; and
(b) defining a set of basic landmarksin either oneof
the two images,locating said set in the other of the
two images andregistering said set in the two imag-
es.

[0011] By anotherof its aspects the present invention
provides an Image processing system, comprising:

(i) a first utility for receipt of first data representative
of a first two-dimensional image of at leastafirst
teeth portion;
(il) a second utility for receipt of second data repre-
sentative of a second three-dimensional virtual im-

age of teeth of at least a second teeth portion;
(iii) a module for defining basic tandmarks in both
images andfor generating data representative there-
of; and

(iv) a processor associated with said first and sald
secondutility and with said module,for receiving said
first and said second data and for mapping elements
in one of the two Imagesto the other ofthe two im-
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necessary to be takenby the system Is to elther enlarge
or reducethe scale of one Imageuntil there is an essential
complete overlap of the basic landmarks In the two im-
ages.It should howeverbe notedthat registering of dif-
ferent images may not necessarily imply superposition-
ing, but ratherat times the two registered images may
be represented separately, e.g. side-by-side. The impor-
tant result of the act of registering is that manipulation
made on oneofthe imageswill effect the other as well.
[0021] In the following, the Invention will be described
with particular reference to an embodimentin which the
tirst image is a cephalometric image and the second im-
age is a virtual three-dimensional Image. This specific
reference should not howeverbe construed as meaning
that the inventionis limited thereto, On the contrary, by

applying the general teaching of the invention, informa-
tion may be transferred between Imagesobtained byoth-
er imaging techniques.
[0022] In accordance with one embodimentof the in-
vention, after landmarks have been defined in the three-
dimensionalvirtual images and in the cephalometric im-
age, the correctorientation of the virtual three-dimen-
sional teeth model has to be determined soasto allow

it to be brought into conformity with the cephalometric
image. This mayat times require extensive computation-
al time. it has however been found that the process of
registration of the two images can be considerably ac-
celerated by defining the cephalometric image to overlap
the mid palatal plane of the virtual three-dimensional
teeth image. In other words, the cephalometric imageis
defined to lie on the mid palatal plane and the cephalo-
graphic imageIs then adjusteduntil the basic landmarks
overlap with the projection of the corresponding basic
landmarks of the virtual three-dimensional image onto
the mid palatal plane.
[0023] The Invention permits also an analysis of the
effect of teeth displacement on various aspects of the
cranofacial complex. For example, teeth may be dis-
placed on the virtual three-dimensional image of teeth
modelin a mannerthey are expected to beshifted during
the course of the orthodontic treatment. Thus, for exam-

ple, by marking various landmarks on a displaced teeth
and marking and then displacing the same landmarksin
the cephalometric model, it may be possible to check on
both images whetherthe orthodontic treatment achieves
a result which matchesa certain acceptable norm or how
changes should be madeto achieve such a nor.If, for
example, a desired result as viewed in an amended ce-
phalometric image (namely a cephalometric Imageafter
a tooth has been displaced) does not match the desired
results, it is possible to go back to the virtual three- di-
mensional teeth model and proceed with a simulation
and then mapthe results onto the cephalometric image,
and so forth.

[0024] Byway ofexample,in orderto achieve the same
degree of displacement in one image, the shifting of a
certain landmark which is associated with a displaced
object is then compared to some basic landmarks and
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the samerelation of displacementsis then related to the
other image.
[0025] Oneparticular example of analysis which can
be madeby such simulation is to determine the effect of
such displacementonsoft facial tissue, particularly outer
facial tissue. This will allow an estimation of the effect of

the orthodontic treatment on the esthetic appearance of
the individual.

[0026] A simulation of the treatment and thentransla-
tion of the results to a cephalometric image allows also
to determine whethershifts in various elements such as

the jaw,are within permitted physiological or aesthetical
limits. An uncontrolled shifting of a tooth or a jaw in an
orthodontic treatment maygiverise to various physiolog-
ical and functional problems.
[0027] The invention will nowbeIllustrated below with
reference to some specific, non-limiting embodiments,
with occasional reference to the accompanying draw-
ings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[o028]

Fig. 1A showsan example of a radiographic cepha-
lometric image.
Fig. 1B showsa virtual three-dimensional image of
teeth, presented in the manner resembiing a plaster
teeth model.

Fig. 2 shows a super-position of a three-dimensional
teeth model and a cephalometric Image.
Figs. 3A and 3B show two examples of super-posi-
tion of a three-dimensional model and a video ce-

phalometric image.
Fig. 4A shows a cephalometric image with some
basic landmarks marked thereon.

Fig. 4B showsa three-dimensionalvirtual image of
the same teeth as those shownin the cephalometric
image of Fig. 4A, with the same basic landmarks
marked thereon.

Fig. 5 shows a super-position of the two images.
Fig. 6 is a block diagram representationof a system
in accordancewith the invention.

Figs. 7A and 7Bare flowcharts showing the manner
of mapping elements from a three-dimensionalvir-
tual teeth model to a cephalometric image. Fig. 7A
shows the user’s interaction modules whereas Fig.
7B shows the software functionality underlying the
mannerof performing of displacement and mapping
the displacementfrom the three-dimensional virtual
teeth model to the cephalometric image.
Figs. 8A and 8Bare flowcharts showing the manner
of mapping elements from a cepthalometric image
to a three-dimensional virtual teeth model. Fig. 8A
showsthe user's interaction modules whereas Figs.
8B showsthe software functionality underlying the
mannerof performing of displacement and mapping
the displacementfrom the cephalometric Image to
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the virtual three-dimensional teeth model.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODI-
MENTS

[0029] In accordancewith the present invention imag-
es are acquired including at least one two-dimensional
teeth image andat least one three-dimensional teeth im-
age and both are combinedfor the purposeof improving
the orthodont’s ability to predict the effect of orthodontic
treatment on various parameters. This combination al-
lows the orthodont to considerably increase the depth of
his understanding on the outcome of the orthodontic
treatment. Hitherto, analysis which was made on a ce-
phalometric Images could not have been readily trans-
lated to the other tools available to him - this being the
three-dimenstonal teeth model, typically a plaster model.
In the reverse, information gained by him from studying
a three-dimensional teeth model, could not have been

readily translated to a cephalometric Image. Asis well
known to the artisan, each one of the images allows a
limited range of analysis which can be made and a true
analysis can only be gained from thorough analysis
based on the two typesof images.
[0030]_itis only with the presentInventionthat a proper
analysis becomesfeasible.
[0031] An image, once acquired and converted to a
representation within a computer environment can be
manipulated, e.g. by displacing certain elements, such
as one or more teeth or even an entire jaw. The cepthalo-
metric image allows to view the interrelation between
some elements and may be used, for example, to test
the effect of the treatment on somephysiological or func-
tional parameters as well as the aesthetic parameters.
There is, however, a significant deficiency in thatit is
impossible to fully translate this information to the three-
dimensionalreal-life environment. The present invention
permits a proper analysis of the effect of displacement
of elements and or better understanding of how changes
will effect the real-life situation.

[0032] Referenceis first being made to Figs 1A and
1B, showing respectively, a cephalometric radiograph
and a three-dimensionalvirtual teeth image. The virtual

teeth image which is shownin Fig. 1B, is represented in
a manner resembling a plaster teeth model. As will no
doubt be appreciated by the artisan, this Is but an exam-
ple, and the two-dimensionalorthe virtual three dimen-
sional teeth image may be representedinadifferent way.
[0033] Priorto the present invention, each of these cif-
ferent images, was represented separately. The three-
dimensional virtual image was represented elther as a
plaster modelor a three-dimensionalvirtual representa-
tion in a computer environement. In accordance with the
invention, two different images, one being a two-dimen-
slonal image, e.g. a cephalometric radiograph, is com-
bined with a three-dimensional teeth image. A super-po-
sition of two such imagesis represented in exemplary
Fig. 2. As can be seen, the cephalometric image is com-
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binedwith the three-dimensionalvirtual teeth image such
thatit lies on the mid palatal plane of the three-dimen-
sionalvirtual teeth image. The relative position of the two
imagesis fixed such that basic landmarks defined in the
two images concur, as will be described further below.
[0034] Another implementation of the Invention canbe
seen In exemplary Figs. 3A and 3B.In these figures, a
three-dimensionalvirtual teeth image is superpositioned
with a lateralorprofile picture of an individual. The profile
pictures in Figs. 3A and 3B are each fromaslightly dif-
ferently orientation and accordingly the virtual three-di-
mensional teeth model in Fig. 3B is rotated with respect
to the orientation of the model in Fig. 3A.
[0035] In order to combine a cephalometric image and
a three-dimensionalvirtual model, basic landmarks have

to be defined and marked In both images. These basic
landmarks may be entered manually by the user, al-
though alternatively, they may be automatically generat-
ed by a computer, based on standard image analysis
method, or based on an earlier user input. Generally,
such basic landmarks may be arbitrary landmarks or may
be orthodontic relevant landmarks which may be used
later in a cephalometric analysis, in accordance with one
of the acceptable norms therefor. (For review on a ce-
phalometric analysis see Radiographic Cephalometry,
From Basics to Videoimaging, JacobsonA., ef al., Quin-
tessence Publishing Co., Inc., Chicago, Berlin, 1995),
[0036] A cephalometric radiograph and the three-di-
mensional teeth model from the same individual, are

shown in Figs. 4A and 4B. In these figures, two basic
landmarks have been marked - L1 and L2. After these

landmarks have been marked, the two images are

broughtinto registration which results in super-positlon-
ing as can be seenin Fig. 5 (the same two landmarks L1
and L2 can also be seen here). The registration in the
manner shownin Figs. 4A, 4B and § ts performed using
two defined landmarks. Obviously,it is possible at times
to use more landmarks for this purposeto increase ac-
curacyof registration.
[0037] In order to reduce computational time, the ce-
phalometric radiograph is combined with the three-di-
mensionalvirtual teeth image by placing (in a virtual
sense) the cephalometric image onthe mid palatal piane.
For proper registration, the scale of the two images has
to be adjusted and then one image hasto beshifted ver-
sus the otheruntil the projection of the basic landmarks
of the three-dimensionalvirtual image of teeth model onto
its mid palatal plane arein registerwith the corresponding
landmarks in the cephalometric Image.
[0038] The cephalometric radiograph and the cepha-
tometric videograph as shownherein, are Imagesas ac-
quired by the utilized imaging technique.It should how-
everbe notedthatat timesit is advantageousto produce
initially a representation of the Image, e.g. a graphic rep-
resentation of boundaries of objects ofinterest within the
image. For example, rather than a full cephalographic
image, a representation comprising boundaries of some
major bones and severalteeth, e.g. the first and second
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molarteeth and the incisors. These aforementionedteeth

are usually the important teeth for the cephalometric
analysis, as their position is relatively sensitive to dis-
placementof teeth and jaws. Furthermore, the position
of these teeth is an important marker forstudying or gaug-
ing the effect of teeth position on various functional as
well as aesthetical facial aspects.
[0039] Producing a graphical representation of some
aspects of an image,particularly of a cephalometric im-
age, is very useful for the purpose of a virtual displace-
mentof the teeth in the image so as to study the effect
of the treatment on functionalor facial aesthetic param-
eters, as generally known per se.
[0040] A system in accordance with the embodiment
of the invention can be seen in Fig. 6. It comprises a
central computing unit 20 with three inpututilities 22, 24
and 26, which maybeintegral within module 28. These
utilities may comprise, as knownperse, a dataentry port
and the necessary data transfer software. Furthermore,
rather than importing of data through a data entry port,
the data to theseutilities may be imported from a storage
media or from an information cartier, e.g. a magnetic or
an optical disk. As will no doubt be further understood,
module 28 may also comprise a scanner for scanning
images, may comprise a camerafor direct image acqul-
sition, etc.

[0041] The system still further comprises a module 30,
connected to 4 uset input interface 32 e.g. a keypad, a
cursordriver, etc. By meansof interface 32 the user may
define the landmarks or may induce the system to enter
Into various operational modes, some of which will be
explained below.
[0042] Module 30 and utility 28 are connected to a
processor40 for image processing so as to combine the
two images as described, for example further below.
Processor 40 may be connected to monitor 50 and may
be also connected to other display means,e.g. a printer.
[0043] A flowchart of an embodimentof the mannerof
linking between a three-dimensionalvirtual teeth model
and a cephalometric image can be seen in Figs. 7A and
7B. Fig. 7A Is a flowchart of the user interaction steps
whereasFig. 7B Is a software functionality flowchart on
the mannerof combining the two images.Ata first step
100, the system receivesan inputof data representative
of a three-dimensionalvirtual teeth model. Then at 110,

basic landmarks are marked on discernable objects in
the three-dimensionalvirtual teeth model as represented
in image 111. Such basic landmarks may, for example,
be points on crowns and roots of upper and lowerfirst
molars (landmarks 1-4 of image 111) as well as on
crowns androots of upper and lowercentrals (landmarks
5-8 in image 111). Landsmarks 1 and 4 as well as land-
marks 5 and 8 markthe approximate position of the roots
of the teeth. The realroot position cannotbe seenin such
a modelbut the orthodont, based on his experience, can
relatively accurately mark their roots’ position.
[0044] Ata next step 120, a cephalometric image of
the samepatient Is input and on this Image, the same
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key points are then marked (see 131). Then, the two
images may be matched, which may be by wayof super-
position as shown above, which can be represented on
a screen, or by any other way of mapping of each location
in one Image tothat of the other image.
[0045] Ata next step 140 teeth andJaws in the three-
dimensional model may be displaced on the three-dimen-
sional model to receive a desired result. Then, as repre-
sentedin the flowchart of Fig. 7B, the software at next
steps 150 and 160 movesskeletal elements and teeth,
respectively, according to movement performed by the
user on the three-dimensionalvirtual teeth model. Then,

at 170, a cephalometric analysis can be made on the
amended (after displacement) cepthalometric image to
see whether desired proportional measurements have
been reached In such teeth displacementor whether any
medication should be made.

[0046] The reverse sequence of operation, namelythe
mapping of each point from a cephalometric image to a
three-dimensionalvirtual teeth model is seen in Figs. 8A
and 8B.In Figs. 8A and Fig. 8B, each of steps 200-270
corresponds, mutatis mutandis to the steps 100-170 in
Figs. 7A and 78. This eventually results in mapping of
eachpoint in acephalometric mageto the corresponding
location of the three-dimensionalvirtual teeth model to

allow to translate any displacement performed on the
former image to thatin the latter.

Claims

1. Animage processing method comprising :

(a) defining a set of basic landmarks (110) in
one of two images consisting of a first two-di-
mensional image of at least a first portion of a
patient’s teeth and a second three-dimensional
virtual imageof at least a second portion of the
teeth, there being at least a partial overlap be-
tweenfirst and second portions, said set of basic
landmarks being In an overlapping regionof the
two images;

(b) locating the set of basic landmarks in the
other of the two Images (130); and
(c) combining sald two imagestogetherby reg-
istering sald basic landmark with each of the two
imagesretaining its respective two-dimensional
or three-dimensional characteristics (140).

2. A method according to Claim 1, wherein said first
image is a longitudinal cross-sectional image.

3. A method according to Claim 2, wherein said first
image is a radiographic x-ray image.

4. A method according to Claim 3, wherein said first
image is a cephalometric image.
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Amethod according to any one of Claims 1-4, where-
In step (a) comprises applying a third imaging tech-
nique to acquire a third image comprisingat least a
profile of facial aspects.

A method according to any of Claims 1-4, wherein
said three-dimensional image comprises substan-
tially all teeth of at least one jaw,and the two-dimen-
sional imageis positioned on the mid palatal plane
of the three-dimensional image.

A method according to Claim 1, comprising the fol-
lowing step:

(d) displacing at least one tooth in at least one
of the images in a manner resembling the man-
nerin which said atleast one toothcan be shifted

in real-life orthodontic treatment; and

(e) by applying a set of rules which define man-
ner in which each element in one image maps
to a corresponding elementin the otherimage,
displacing said at least one tooth in sald other
image.

A method according to Clalm 7, wherein said set of
rules comprise defining in said one image atleast
one object-associated landmarkof said at least one
tooth, locating said object-associated landmark, and
displacing said object-assoclated landmark in sald
other image,in proportion to its movementin said
one image.

A methodaccording to Claim 8, wherein said basic
landmarksare fixed, the displacementofthe at least
one object-associated landmark in said one image
is defined according to said basic landmarks and
said at least one object-assoclated landmarkis then
displaced in the samerelative displacement In re-
spect of the basic landmarksin said other image.

Amethod according toany one of Claims 7-9, where-
in said one ImageIs a virtual three-dimensional Im-
ageof a teeth model and said other imageis a lateral
image.

Amethod according to Claim 10, wherein said lateral
image is a cephalometric image.

Amethod according to Claim 11, comprising thefol-
lowing step :

(f) by applying a set of rules defining displace-
mentof soft facial tissue caused by displace-
mentof said at least one tooth, predicting effect
of the displacementof said at least one tooth in
said virtual three-dimensional image on soft fa-
cial tissue image in said lateral image.
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A method according to Claim 12, wherein the dis-
placement of said soft tissue is predicted using a
third Image of at least a profile of facial aspects.

An image processing system comprising:

(I) first and second utilities (22, 24) for receipt
of, respectively,first data representative ofa first
two-dimensional cross-sectional image of at
leasta first teeth portion, and second data rep-
resentative of a second, three-dimenstonalvir-

tual image of teeth modelof at least a second
teeth portion, an overlappingregion existing be-
tweensaidfirst and second portions;
(ii) a module for defining basic landmarks (30)
in at feast one ofthefirst and second teeth por-
tions as selected locations within the overlap-
ping region, and for generating data represent-
ative thereof; and

(iii) a processor (40) associated with sald first
and said secondutility and with said module(22,
24, 30), and operable for

- analyzing first and said second data,
- mapping elements in oneof the two imag-
es to the other of the two images according
tothe data representativeof said basic land-
marks, and

- combining the two imagestogetherby reg-
istering said basic landmarks in the two im-
ages, such that each of the two imagesre-
tains its respective two-dimensional or
three-dimensional characteristics.

A system according to Claim 14, wherein said first
Image Is a cephalometric image.

A system according to Claim 15, comprisinga third
utility for receipt of third data representativeof a third
image comprising at least a profile of facial aspects.

A system according to Claims 14-16, wherein the
first, second andthird utilities are integrated together
as one utility.

A system according to any one of Claims 14-17,
wherein said secondutllity comprises a datatrans-
ferring module for transferring data representative
of the second,virtual three-dimensional image to the
processor.

Asystem according to any one of Claim 14-18, com-
prising a module defining a setof rules for displacing
at least onevirtual tooth representation in one of the
images.

Asystem according to Claim 19, wherein said setof
rules define a displacement representing the manner
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of shifting of the at least one tooth in a real-life or-
thodontic treatment.

Asystem according to Claim 19, wherein said proc-
essor translates the displacement of said at least
one virtual tooth representation in one of the Images
to displacementof a corresponding toothin the other
image.

A system according to Claim 21, wherein said one
of the imagesis a virtual three-dimensional image
of teeth model, and the other image is a cephalom-
etric image.

Asystem according to Claim 22, comprising a mod-
ule defining a set of rules for predicting the effectof
displacementof teeth in the cephalometric image of
soft facial tissue.

Patentanspriiche

1. Bildverarbeitungsverfahren umfassend:

(a) Definieren eines Satzes von Basismarkie-
rungen (110) in einem von zweiein erstes, zwei-
dimensionales Bild wenigstens eines ersten
Teils der ZAhneeines Patienten und ein zweites,

dreidimensionales Bild wenigstens eines zwei-
ten Teils der Zahne umfassenden zwelBildern,

wobeles wenigstenseine partielle Uberlappung
zwischen dem ersten und dem zweiten Teil gibt,
wobei der Satz von Basismarkierungensich in
einer Uberlappenden Region der beiden Bilder
befindet,

(b) Lokalisieren des Satzes von Basismarkie-
rungen in dem anderenderbeiden Bilder (130)
und

(c) Kombinieren der beiden Bilder miteinander
durch Registrieren der Basismarkierungen, wo-
bei jedes der beiden Bilder seine jeweiligen
zweidimensionalen oder dreldimensionalen El-

genschaften (140) behalt.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobeidasersteBild ein
longitudinales Querschnittsbild Ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobeidaserste Bild ein
radiographisches Réntgenbild ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobeidaserste Bild ein
kephalometrischesBild ist.

Verfahren nach einem der Anspriiche1 bis 4, wobei
Schritt (a) das Anwendeneinerdritten Bildtechnik
umfaBt, um ein drittes Bild zu erhalten, das wenig-
stens ein Profil von Gesichtsansichten umfaBt.
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Verfahren nach einem der Anspriiche 1 bis 4, wobei
das dreidimensionale Bild im wesentlichenalle Zah-

ne wenigstens elnes Kiefers umfaGt und wobel das
zweidimensionale Bild in der Mitte der palatinalen
Ebenedesdreidimensionalen Bildespositioniert ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, umfassend die folgen-
den Schritte:

(d) Verschieben wenigstens eines Zahnes In
wenigstens einem derBilder in einerArt, die der
Art Ahnelt, in weicher der wenigstens eine Zahn
bei tatsachlicher realer kieferorthopadischer
Behandlung verschoben werden kann, und
(e) Verschieben des wenigstens einen Zahnes
In dem anderenBild durch Anwendeneines Sat-

zes von Regeln, weiche eine Art definieren, in
der jedes Element in einem Bild ein entspre-
chendes Element in dem anderenBild abbildet.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei der Satz von Re-
getn das Definieren wenigstenseiner objektbezoge-
nen Markierung des wenigstens einen Zahnsin dem
einen Bild, das Lokalisieren der objektbezogenen
Markierung und das Verschiebender objektbezoge-
nen Markierung in dem anderenBild proportionalzu
ihrer Bewegung in dem einen Bild umfaBt

Verfahren nach Anspruch8, wobeldie Basismarkie-
rungenfixiert sind, die Verschiebung derwenigstens
einen objektbezogenen Markierung in dem einen
Bild gema&B den Basismarklerungen definiert wird
und wobei die objektbezogene Markierung dann mit
derselben relativen Verschiebung in Bezug auf die
Basismarkierungen in dem anderen Bild verschoben
wird.

Verfahren nach einem der Anspriiche7 bis 9, wobel
das elne Bild ein virtuelles dreidimensionales Bild
eines Modells der Zahne und das andere Bild ein
seitliches Bild ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei das seitliche
Bild ein kephalometrischesBild ist.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, umfassend denfol-
genden Schritt:

(f) Voraussagen des Effektes der Verschiebung
des wenigstens einen Zahnsin dem virtuellen
dreidimensionalen Bild auf das Erscheinungs-
bild des weichen Gesichtsgewebesin dem late-
ralen Bild durch Anwendeneines Satzes von

Regein,die die durch die Verschiebung des we-
nigstens einen Zahns verursachte Verschie-
bung von weichem Gesichtsgewebedefinieren.

Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobel die Verschie-
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bung des weichen Gewebes unter Verwendungei-
nes dritten Bildes wenigstens eines Proflls von Ge-
stchtsansichten vorausgesagtwird.

14. Bildverarbeitungssystem umfassend:

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

(i) erste und zweite Einrichtungen (22, 24) zum
Empfang von ersten Daten,die ein erstes zwei-
dimensionales Querschnittsbild wenigstens ei-
nes ersten Zahnabschnittes reprasentieren,
bzw. von zweiten Daten,die ein zweites, dreidi-
mensionalesvirtuelles Bild eines Zahnmodells

wenigstens eines zweiten Zahnabschnittes re-
prasentieren, wobei eine Uberlappungsregion
zwischen dem ersten und dem zwelten Ab-

schnitt existiert,

(ii) einem Modul zum Definieren von Basismar-
kierungen (30) in wenigstens einem der ersten
und zwelten Abschnitt der Zahne als ausge-
wahite Orte innerhalb der Uberlappungsregion
und zum Generieren von daftlir reprasentativen
Daten und

(ili) elnem mit der ersten und der zweiten Ein-
richtung und dem Modul (22, 24, 30) verbunde-
nen Prozessor (40), der betrieben werden kann
zum

- Analysieren erster und zweiter Daten,
- Abbilden von Elementenin einem derbei-
den Bilder auf das andere der beidenBilder

entsprechend denfiir die Basismarklerun-
gen reprasentativen Daten,
- Kombinieren der beiden Bilder miteinan-

der durch Registrieren der Basismarken in
beidenBildern, so dajedes der beidenBil-
der seine entsprechenden zweidimensio-
nalen bzw. dreidimensionalen Eigenschaf-
ten behalt,

System nach Anspruch 14, wobei daserste Bild ein
kephalometrischesBild ist.

System nach Anspruch 15, umfassend eine dritte
Einrichtung zum Empfangen von dritten Daten, die
ein drittes Bild reprasentieren, weiches wenigstens
ein Profil von Gesichtsansichten umfaBt.

System nach einem der Anspriiche 14 bis 16, wobei
die erste, zweite und dritte Einrichtung zusammen
als eine Einrichtung integriert sind.

System nach einem der Anspriiche 14 bis 17, wobei
die zweite Einrichtung ein Datentransfermodul zum
Ubertragen von Daten, die das zweite, virtuelle drei-
dimensionale Bild reprdsentieren, auf den Prozessor
umfaBt.

System nach einem der Anspriiche 14 bis 18, um-
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fassend eln Modul, das wenigstens einen Satz von
Regeln zum Verschieben wenigstenseinervirtuellen
Zahnreprasentation in einem derBilder definiert.

. System nach Anspruch 19, wobei der Satz von Re-
gen eine Verschiebung definiert, die die Art der Ver-
schiebung des wenigstens einen Zahnesbel realer
kieferorthopadischer Behandiung entspricht.

System nach Anspruch 19, wobel der Prozessordie
Verschiebung der wenigstenselnenvirtuellen Zahn-
reprasentation in einem derBilderin eine Verschie-
bung eines entsprechenden Zahnsin dem anderen
Bild umsetzt.

System nach Anspruch 21, wobel das einederBilder
ein virtuelles dreidimensionales Bild eines Modells

der Zahne und das andere Bild ein kephalometri-
schesBild ist.

System nach Anspruch 22, umfassend ein Modul,
das einen Satz von Regeln zum Vorhersagen des
Effekts der Verschlebung von Zahnenin dem kepha-
lometrischen Bildvon weichem Gesichtsgewebe de-
finiert.

Revendications
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Procédé de traitement d’image comprenant:

(a) la définition d’un ensemble de repéres basi-
ques (110) dans l’une de deux images compo-
sées d’une premiére image en deux dimensions
d’au moins une premiére partie des dents d’un
patient et d’une seconde Imagevirtuelle en trois
dimensions d’au moins une secondepartie des
dents, avec au moins un chevauchementpartiel
entre la premiére et la secondeparties, ledit en-
semble depoints de repére basiques étant dans
une région de chevauchement des deux
images;

(b)la localisation de ensemble depoints de re-
pére basiques dans l'autre des deux images
(130) ; et
(c) la combinaison desdites deux images en-
semble en enregistrantledit point de repére ba-
sique avec chacune des deux images conser-
vant ses caractéristiques en deux dimensions
ou en trois dimensions respectivement (140).

Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite
premiére image est une image longitudinale en cou-
pe.

Procédéselon la revendication 2, dans lequel ladite
premiére image est une image radiographique a
rayons X.
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Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite
premlére image est une image céphalométrique.

Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 a4, dans lequel |'étape (a) comprend l’application
d’une troisiéme technique d’imagerie afin d’acquérir
une troisiame image comprenant au moinsunprofil
d’aspects faciaux.

Procédé seton l'une quelconque des revendications
1 & 4, dans lequel ladite image en trois dimensions
comprend sensiblementtoutes les dents d’au moins
une m&choire, et ’image en deux dimensions est
positionnéesurle plan palatin intermédiaire del'ima-
ge en trois dimensions.

Procédéselonla revendication 1, comprenantI’éta-
pe suivante:

(d) le déplacement d’ au moins une dent dans
au moins l’une des images d’une maniére res-
semblanta la maniére selon laquelle ladite dent
au moins peut étre décaléelors d'un traitement
orthodontique réel; et

(e) en appliquant un ensemblede régles qui dé-
finissent la maniére dont chaque élémentd’une
image est mappé par rapport a un élémentcor-
respondantdel'autre image, le déplacement de
ladite dent au moins dansladite autre Image.

Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ledit
ensemble de régles comprendla définition, dans la-
dite image, d’au moins un point de repére assoclé &
un objet de ladite dent au moins,la localisation dudit
point de repére associé a un objet, et le déplacement
dudit point de repare associé a un objet dansladite
autre image, proportionnellement a son mouvement
dansladite image.

Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequellesdits
points de repére basiquessontfixes,le déplacement
de point de repére associé a un objet au moins dans
ladite image est défini selon lesdits points de repére
basiquesetledit point de repére associé a un objet
au moins est ensuite déplacé selon le mame dépla-
cementrelatif par rapport aux points de repére ba-
siques dansladite autre image.

Procédé selon une quelconque des revendications
79, dans lequelladite image est une imagevirtuelle
en trois dimensions d'un modéle de dentet ladite

autre image est une image latérale.

Procédéselonla revendication 10, dans lequelladite
image latérale est une image céphalométrique.

Procédé selon larevendication 11, comprenantl’éta-
pe suivante:
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(f) en appliquant un ensemble de ragles définis-
sant un déplacement d’un tissu facial souple
provoqué par un déplacement deladite dent au
moins, la prédiction d’un effet du déplacement
de ladite dent au moins dansladite image vir-
tuelle en trois dimensions sur l'image d’un tissu
facial souple dansladite image latérale.

Procédé selon la revendication 12, dans lequelle
déplacement dudit tissu soupleest prédit en utilisant
une troisidme image d’au moins un profil d’aspects
faciaux.

Systémede traitement d’image comprenant :

(i) un premier et un second dispositifs (22, 24)
destinés a la réception, respectivement, de pre-
miéres donnéesreprésentatives d'une premiére
image en coupe en deux dimensions d’au moins
une premiére partie des dents, et de secondes
données représentatives d'une seconde image
virtuelle en trois dimensions d’un modéle de

dent d’au moins une seconde partie des dents,
une région de chevauchement existant entre
lesdites premlére et secondeparties;
(il) un module destiné a définir des points de
repére basiques (380) dans au moinsl'unede la
premiére et de la seconde parties des dents
comme étant des emplacements sélectionnés
dansla région de chevauchement, et & générer
des donnéesreprésentatives de ceux-cl ; et
(iii) un processeur(40) assoclé auxdits premier
et second dispositifs et audit module (22, 24,
30), et capable

- d'analyserlesdites premiéres et secondes
données,

- de mapper des éléments dans l'une des
deux imagespar rapport a l'autre des deux
images selon les données représentatives
desdits polnts de repére basiques, et
- de combiner les deux images ensemble

en enregistrant lesdits points de repére ba-
siques dansles deux images, detelle sorte
que chacune des deux images conserve
ses caractéristiques en deux dimensions ou
en trols dimensions respectives.

Systéme selon la revendication 14, dans lequel la-
dite premiére image est une image céphalométrique.

Systéme selon la revendication 15, comprenant un
troisieme dispositif destiné a la réception detroisié-
mes donnéesreprésentatives d'une troislsme image
comprenant au moins un profil d’aspects faciaux.

Systémeselonles revendications 14 a 16, dansle-
quel fe premier, le second etle troisiéme dispositifs
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sont intégrés ensemble comme un seuldispositif.

Systémeselonl'une quelconque des revendications
14417, dans lequel ledit second dispositif comprend
un module de transfert de données destiné a trans-

férer des données représentatives de la seconde
imagevirtuelle en trois dimensions au processeur.

Systémeselon l'une quelconque des revendications
14 a 18, comprenant un module définissant un en-
semble de régles afin de déplacer au moins unere-
présentation de dent virtuelle dans l'une des images.

Systémeselon la revendication 19, dans lequelledit
ensemble de ragles définit un déplacement repré-
sentant la maniére de décaler la dent au moinslors

d’un traitement orthodontique réel.

Systameselon la revendication 19, dans lequel ledit
processeur traduit le déplacementde ladite repré-
sentation de dent virtuelle au moins dans l'une des

images en déplacementd’une dent correspondante
dansl’autre image.

Systémeselon la revendication 21, dans lequel la-
dite des images est une image virtuelle entrois di-
mensions d’un modéle de dents,et l'autre image est
une image céphalométrique.

Systémeselon la revendication 22, comprenant un
module définissant un ensemble de ragles afin de
prédire l'effet du déplacementd’une dent dansI'Ima-
ge céphalométrique d’un tissu facial souple.
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(57) Abstract: A method for automatic, or semi-automatic, planning of dental treatmentfor a patient comprises: (a) obtaining data
© about an area whichis to be treated and data about a face of a patient; (b) performing a computer-assisted analysis of the data to

determine propertiesofat least the face ofthe patient; (c) creating a modified tooth set-up usinga set of stored rules which make use
of the determined facial properties. A three-dimensional representation simulates the appearanceof the modified tooth set-up and the
patient's face surrounding the treatment area. The methodalso determines properties of existing teeth and creates a modified tooth
set-up whichis also based onthe existing teeth of the patient. The method can be implemented as software running on a workstation.
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED CREATION OF A CUSTOM TOOTH SET-UP USING

FACIAL ANALYSIS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to the field of computer technology usedfor the

planning of dental treatments and to computer software tools for planning an optimised

tooth (and soft tissue) set-up for a patient as well as to systems and methods planning

an optimised tooth (and soft tissue) set-up for a patient.

BACKGROUNDTO THE INVENTION

For dental or orthodontic treatment one or more imaging modalities such as

orthopantograms (dental X-ray), computerized tomography (CT) scans or digital
photographs are commonly used to analyze, diagnose and document a patient’s

condition. Recently, digital patient information has also found its way into the planning

stage of treatment. Several software solutions exist for simulating dental implant

placement in medical (CT) images (SimPlant™, Materialise Belgium), orthodontic
treatment can be simulated using digitized information of the patient’s dentition

(OrthoCAD, Cadent, U.S.; Invisalign, Align Technologies, U.S.) and maxillofacial
reconstructions can be planned in a virtual environment (SimPlant CMF, Materialise,

Belgium). While these solutions provide powerful tools to the clinician to try out
different alternatives at a functional level, the implications of these alternatives at an

aesthetical level are generally far from being clear or in some cases disregarded

altogether when choosing the clinical approach.
WO2004/098378 and WO2004/098379 describe a workstation for creating a

virtual three-dimensional model of a patient using several imaging sources, such as a

CT scan, an X-ray and photographs. Software tools allow a trained user to manipulate
the model to simulate changes in the position of teeth, such as through orthodontic

treatment. The tools described in these documents can be used to plan treatment, and

can presenta simulation of the outcome ofthe treatmentto a patient. However, as these
tools give the user a considerable degree of freedom in the treatment planning, with

many decisions to be made bythe user, theystill require an experienced user to plan
the treatment.

Accordingly, the present invention seeks to provide an improved way of

planning dental treatments for a patient.
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SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide computer based methods and

systemsfor the planning of dental treatments and computer softwaretools for planning

an optimised tooth (and soft tissue) set-up for a patient.

A first aspect of the present invention provides a method for automatic, or

semi-automatic, planning of dental treatment for a patient comprising:

(a) obtaining data about an area whichis to be treated and data abouta face ofa

patient;

(b) performing a computer-assisted analysis of the data to determineproperties
of at least the face of the patient; and,

(c) creating a modified tooth set-up using a set of stored rules which make use

of the determined facial properties.

For the purpose ofthis application the term ‘dental treatment’ includes, butis

not limited to, prosthetic reconstructions on natural teeth (crown and bridgework,

veneers), loose prostheses, prosthetic reconstructions supported by implants,
corrections of the soft tissue (i.e. the gums of the patient, mucosa and gingival) and

orthodontic treatments,i.e. treatments to correct the position ofteeth.

The invention recognises that dental treatment needs to be planned in the

context ofa patient’s face, to provide a result which is aesthetically pleasing as well as
being clinically correct. The invention also provides a tool for achieving this, by
performing a computer-assisted analysis of facial characteristics, and the use of stored
rules to create an optimum tooth and soft tissue set-up. This greatly simplifies the

processofcreating the modified tooth and soft tissue set-up.

Preferably, the method further comprises generating a three-dimensional

representation which simulates the appearance ofat least the treatment area with the
modified tooth set-up. The three-dimensional representation preferably also simulates

the appearance of the patient’s face surrounding the treatment area. This allows a
patient to view, in advance of the treatment, the post-treatment effects of the modified
tooth and soft tissue set-up. Preferably, the three-dimensional representation is as life-

like as possible by the use of colour and texture on prosthetic teeth used in the
modified set-up. The effect of modified tooth set-up on surrounding facial features
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(e.g. lips) can also be shown using the three-dimensional representation. This will

allow a patient to assess the aesthetical outcome ofdental treatment either subsequent

to or, more ideally, prior to the selection of the type ofclinical treatment. For example,

a patient may be offered the choice of a treatment with dental implants, a treatment
using crown and bridgeworkandatreatment using a loose prosthesis and each of these

treatmentoptions can be visualised. Such an approach is highly advantageousfor the

patient, who in an early stage is more involved in the decision making process and is
better informed about the aesthetical implications of the different alternatives (e.g.

grinding downofteeth vs. implant placementto allow anchoringof a bridge; stripping
of the teeth vs. tooth extraction to solve crowding along the dental archetc.).

The functionality of this invention can be implemented in software, hardware

or a combination of these. The invention can be implemented by means of hardware

comprising several distinct elements, and by means of a suitably programmed

processor. Accordingly, another aspect of the invention provides software comprising

instructions (code) which, when executed by a computer or processor, implements the

method. The software may be tangibly embodied on an electronic memorydevice, hard

disk, optical disk or any other machine-readable storage medium or it may be
downloadedto the computeror processor via a network connection.

A further aspect of the invention provides apparatus for performing the method.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the invention will be described, by way of example only, with

reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 schematically shows a workstation for implementing the present

invention;

Figure 2 shows a flow chart of a method according to an embodiment of the

present invention;

Figure 3 shows one wayofregistering a 3D photograph and digitised plaster

casts using a face bow;

Figure 4 shows an example of an aesthetical rule in which the width of

maxillary incisors should be equal to the width of the nose base,

Figure 5 shows an exampleofan aesthetical rule in which the distance between

eyebrow and nose base should be equalto distance between nose base and top of chin
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during occlusion;

Figure 6 shows an exampleofan aesthetical rule in which the occlusal plane or

the line connecting the cusps of the maxillar canines should be parallel to the

interpupillary line;

Figure7 shows buccalcorridors during smiling;

Figure 8 shows an example of a class 1 molar relationship;

Figures 9A-9C show an example of modifying the functional properties of a

prosthetic tooth;

Figure 10 showsthe reconstruction of missing teeth by meansoflibrary teeth,

Figure 11 shows the application of texture to library teeth to give a life-like

representation of reconstructed teeth;

Figure 12 shows an alternative view of reconstructedteeth.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Thepresent invention will be described with respect to particular embodiments
and with reference to certain drawings but the inventionis not limited thereto but only

by the claims. The drawings described are only schematic and are non-limiting. In the
drawings, the size of some of the elements may be exaggerated and not drawn on scale
for illustrative purposes. Where the term “comprising” is used in the present

description and claims, it does not exclude other elements or steps. Furthermore, the
termsfirst, second, third and the like in the description and in the claims, are used for

distinguishing between similar elements and not necessarily for describing a sequential
or chronological order. It is to be understood that the terms so usedare interchangeable

under appropriate circumstances and that the embodimentsof the invention described

herein are capable of operation in other sequences than described or illustrated herein.

Figure 1 schematically shows a system for implementing an embodimentofthe

present invention. The system can take the form of a computer workstation 20, such as
a general purpose PC, which has a processor 22 and memory/storage 24 and a display
10, Software 25 to implement the invention is stored in memory 24 and executed by

the processor 22. A user can interact with the workstation using a keyboard 21, mouse
23 or another input device such as a graphics tablet or an electronic stylus. Workstation

20 receives inputs from a variety of imaging sources, such as a computerized

tomography (CT) scanner 31, a dental X-ray machine32, a digital camera 33 and an
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optical scanner 34, Each of the imaging sources 31-34 can be manipulatedby a user to

acquire the image data, and then sendthis data to the workstation. Alternatively, one or

more of the imaging sources 31-34 can be under the control of the workstation 20, with

the workstation 20 automatically controlling operation of those imaging sources to

acquire the image data. As an example, the workstation 20 can control the digital
camera 33 to acquire a picture from each of three predetermined views with respect to

the patient. The acquired image data 30 from each imaging source can bestored in the
raw form in whichit is acquired, or can be processed to convert it into a form in which

it can be more readily combined with image data from other sources. This data (in raw

or processed format) can be stored 35 within the workstation 20, or externally of the
workstation, such as on an external storage device or server which is networked to the

workstation 20. Other data 37 about a patient, such as their medical history, can also be

stored 35.

The image data 30 that has been acquired from the imaging sources 31-34 is

used to generate a virtual, three-dimensional model 56 which is a life-like

representation of at least the area of the human bodyto be treated. Typically, this area
will be the patient’s jaw,teeth (if any are remaining) and soft tissue surrounding these

parts, such as the gums,lips and skin on the outer surface of the face. The extent of the
3D model canberestricted just to the area to be treated and the soft tissue immediately

surroundingthis area orit can extendto the entire face and headofthe user,

Figure 2 shows a flow chart which outlines the main steps of a method of

planning treatment in accordance with an embodimentof the invention. Each of the
steps will be described in detail.

Acquiring image data (steps 60, 61, Figure 2

According to one embodimentofthe present invention, the 3D modelis created

by making 3D measurements of the area to be treated and by converting the
measurement data into a digital solid or surface model (for instance, in standard

triangulated language [.stl] format), Images from digital 2D or 3D photographs, or
from scannedprinted photographs, of the same area are then mapped ontothis model.

A 3D photograph is taken by an optical device that allows capturing the 3D

geometry/shape of the object as well as its texture (and optionally colour). In general
the device comprises a laser scanner to measure the 3D geometry/shape and a camera
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for imaging the texture. Both the 3D geometry description and the texture are then

combined in one 3D image. A 3D photograph can be taken by a fixed camera orby a

moving camera, In the latter case a 3D photograph showingall sides (front, left, back,

and rightside) ofthe object is created.

The 3D measurement can be performed directly or indirectly on the area to be

treated. A direct measurement can take the form of a CT-scan of the patient, or an

optical scan of the head of a patient. A CT-scan gives detail about both soft tissue and
bone in a 3D co-ordinate system, by providing a stack of 2D images. Based onthese

2D images, a 3D modelof the boneor face can be reconstructed. An optical scan of the
patient’s head can give information about the outer shape and surface features of the
face and head.In addition, a small optical scanner can be used to scan the intra-oral

region.

An indirect measurement can take the form of an optical scan of a physical

replica ofthe area to be treated, such as a plaster cast manufactured from an impression
which has been taken ofthe area to be treated. Measuring techniques can include, but

are not limited to, non-contact scanning using: laser, white light or the like; tactile

scanning using a measurementprobe; and volumetric scanning such as CT, MRI, pCT,
etc. The term ‘CT’ as used here refers to medical CT scanners where the object

remains fixed and the source and detector turn around the object, and results in images

with pixel size of about 0.25 mm or more. The term *wCT” refers to non-medical CT
scanners wheretypically the object turns and the source and detector are fixed, and
results in images with a typical pixel size 10 to 20 times smaller than that achieved
with a CT scan. CT generally results in more accurate images and can also accurately

visualize much smaller details,
Converting the measurement data into a digital model will, depending on the

applied measurementtechnique, involve a series of commonly known data processing
techniques such as image segmentation and point cloud meshing, Data derived from
different imaging sources (e.g. CT, optical scan...) needs to be combined into a single
model. Initially, a separate model is constructed from each image data source (e.g. a
model for CT scan data, a model for optical scan data) and the set of individual models

is then combinedinto a single model. One of several known techniques may beused to

combine the models:

- the 3D models can be registered onto each other by manually translating
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and/or rotating one of the 3D models with respect to the other. The models

are displayed on display 10 of the workstation 20 and an operator manipulates

the models.

the 3D models are registered onto each other by indicating corresponding

points on both 3D models and applying an N-points registration algorithm.

Afterwards an automatic optimization of the registration is possible using a

registration optimisation program such as a least-squares registration

algorithm.

the 3D models are registered onto each other using a fully automatic

registration algorithm based on feature recognition. For example, the

registration may be done by a cloud-of-points technique or it may be done by

automatically identifying commonfeatures in the images.

Such techniques are described, for example, in: P.J. Besl and N.D. McKay, “A method

for registration of 3-d shapes”, IEEE Trans. Pat. Anal. And Mach. Intel 14(2), pp 239-

256, Feb 1992; R. San-Jose, A. Brun and C.-F, Westin, “Robust generalized total least

squares iterative closest point registration”, in C. Barillot, D.R. Haynor, and P.Hellier

(Eds.): MICCAI2004, LNCS 3216, pp. 234-241, 2004; A. Gruen and D. Akca,“Least

squares 3D surface and curve matching”, ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and

Remote Sensing 59(3), pp 151-174, May 2005.

Photographs (2D or 3D) can be scaled to a required dimension using one of

several techniques:

a calibration piece, i.e. a piece with exactly known geometric dimensions, can

be added in the field of view of the camera while taking photographic images

ofthe patient. This allows exact scaling of the photographs afterwards.

measurements can be performed on photographs and 3D models by using

anatomical reference distances (e.g. interpupillary distance...) to determine

the scale factor for the photographs.

The scaling can be done automatically by automatically detecting reference

points or features in the images and scaling these to match each other.

For mapping of the 2D or 3D photographs onto the digital model one of several

techniques may be used when photographs and digital models contain identical

surfaces (e.g. teeth visible in photograph, facial skin...):

Manualregistration: The photograph is aligned with the digitized treatment
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area. The photograph can bescaled andtranslated. The 3D representation of

the treatment area can be rotated. Theuser rotates the representation to adapt

its orientation to match the angle under which the photograph was made. The

size of the photograph is adjusted and the image is translated until it is

aligned with the view on the 3D representation. The steps are repeated to tune

the registration.

- Semi-automatic registration: The user rotates the representation to adaptits

orientation to match the angle under which the photograph was taken.

Photograph and 3D representation are shown side-by-side. Reference points
are indicated on both to mark corresponding features. A final mapping is

performed either by: a least-squares algorithm/n-point registration/ICP

(Iterative Closest Point) registration, which will find the optimal

transformation necessary to align both sets of points; or by an exact matching

at the location of the reference points and minimal deformations in between,

using an RBF(radial base functions) optimization approach.

- Automatic registration: Registration applying feature recognition.

In a case where no identical surfaces are available (e.g. mapping of 2D or 3D

photograph of edentulous patient onto digitized 3D models of the maxillar and
mandibular plaster casts) the above-mentioned registration techniques cannot be used.

In these cases a preferential approach makes use of face bow measurements to map the

different data sets. Referring to Figure 3, a face bow is a mechanical device used in

dentistry to record the positional relations of the maxillary arch to the
temporomandibular joints, and to orient dental casts in this same relationship to the
opening axis of the mechanical articulator. A face bow consists of two metal parts
attached together. Thefirst part 3, called the bite fork, is shaped like a horseshoe andis
inserted in the mouth of the patient and clamped between upper and lower jaw. The

second part comprises two curved elements 1, 9. The ends 8 of the first curved
element1 are positioned in the ear channels ofthe patient. The second curved element
9 formsa nasal guide that is put in contact with the nose of the patient. The bite fork 3
is fixed to the second curved element 9. The current position of all parts of the face

bow is maintained and then used to transfer the plaster cast into the corresponding

mechanicalarticulator. This implies that the face bow usedfor transfer of the occlusion

from the patient’s mouth to the mechanical articulator is now virtually created and
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positioned onto the 3D photograph ofthe patient (Figure 3). The bite registration 3 is

also digitized and used to register the digital 3D models of the patient’s jaws in the

same coordinate system as the 3D photograph. In case of 2D photographs,a virtual

face bow cannot be used and a preferential method in this case is using the default

values (as used in a mechanicalarticulator) to position the 3D models ofthe patient’s

jaws in correct relation to the intercondylar axis, which can be defined onto the 2D

photographofthepatient’s face.
As an alternative to the above described method, a three-dimensional model of

the area to be treated can be built directly from a 2D video sequence, such as by

matching objects and features appearing in images which have been acquired from

different viewpoints. Since the video data inherently holds information that can be

related to more than mere spatial coordinates of the captured points, but also to color,

texture, etc. the calculated reconstruction can be madeto reflect each of these qualities,

thereby achievingalife-like model.

The composite 3D modelcreated at step 61 should preferably include the face

ofthe patient to allow facial analysis to be based on the model. The 3D model used to

plan a modified tooth set-up does not haveto belife-like, but this information is useful
to visualize to the user and patient the effects of the treatment and can be rendered in

the final stage 66 of the method when a virtual representation of the tooth set-up

following treatmentis displayed to a user and a patient.

Facial analysis (steps 62, 63, Figure 2

According to one embodimentof the invention the 3D model of the patient,

which has been created in one of the ways described above, is analysed to determine

information about the aesthetical appearance of the face and/or of the area to be

treated. This analysis can be fully automatic, or semi-automatic. In a semi-automatic

analysis, the computer program prompts the userto indicate certain anatomical points
and/or lines on the face of the patient, which are needed for the facial analysis. The

user marks these points on the graphical representation of the face by using an input

tool such as a mouse 23, keyboard 21, graphics tablet, electronic stylus etc. The

program then performs facial analysis based on measurements between these marked
points and automatically creates or modifies the tooth set-up as described below. The
following table, and Figures 4-6, show some example anatomical points which the
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program can prompt a user to mark, Even in the semi-automatic embodiment, the

program can be arranged to automatically determine some of the facial features
without any user prompting and input such as, for example, the overall shape of a

patient’s face (rule A) andthe interpupillary line (rule D).

A set of general aesthetical rules use the results of the facial analysis to create

an aesthetically optimal dental configuration or tooth set-up, based on the particular

characteristics of the patient’s face. The following table gives a non-exhaustivelist of

fourteen possible facial analyses and correspondingrules:

  
 

Aesthetical rule || Aesthetical analysis

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

A|Determine the shape of the patient’s|The optimal tooth shape is selected

 face and,if available, the patient’s teeth.|according to the followingrules:

 Three main facial shapes exist: (1) In partially edentulous cases (i.e.

 (i) rectangular or square shaped. A|the patient has some teeth remaining)

 rectangular or square shaped face has|the tooth shape is determined based on

 substantially the same width at the|the shape of the remaining natural

 forehead and just below the cheekbones;|teeth and/or the shape of the patient’s

 (ii) tapered. A tapered face is wideat the|face.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

forehead and narrowsto a small delicate|(2) In edentulous casesthe tooth shape

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 

chin; is chosen based solely on the analysis

 (iii) oval. An oval face is slightly wider| of the shapeofthe patient’s face.

 
 

at the cheekbones than at the forehead|A rectangular or square shaped face

or jaw-line. corresponds with square-shaped teeth.

 
 

Teeth are classified in three different|A tapered face corresponds with

shapes: tapered, ovoid, and square-|tapered-shapedteeth.

 shaped. If a patient has any remaining|An oval face corresponds with ovoid-

 teeth, the shape of the teeth can be|shaped teeth.

determined based on the digitized

information of the patient’s remaining

dentition.
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Determine the distance between

eyebrow and nose base (see Figure 5).

Determinethe interpupillary line, i.e, the

line connecting the centre of the eyes (6,

Figure 6).

Determine the symmetry line of the

face, i.e. the line from the centre of the

forehead along the subnasal point to the

centre pointof the chin.

Determine the nasio-labial angle, i.e. the

angle between the columella of the nose

and the anterior surface of the upperlip

measured in a sagittal (lateral) view of

the patient’s face.
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incisors so that their total width (5,

Figure 4) is approximately equal to the

width of the nose base (Gerber).

Position the occlusal plane relative to

the patient’s face so that the distance

between the nose base and the top of

the chin during occlusion is equal to

said distance between eyebrow and

nose base.

Reconstruct or correct the teeth so that

the occlusal plane or the line

connecting the cusps of the maxillar

canines (7, Figure 6) is parallel to said

interpupillary line.

Angulate or reorient the frontal

maxillar incisors so that their facial

axis is parallel to said symmetry line

and position the central incisors so

that their contact point lies on said

symmetry line.

Reconstruct or correct the maxillar

incisors so that the nasio-labial angle

is approximately 90°. Therefore a soft

tissue simulation is needed to predict

the tooth position for the upper lip

position, more particular with a nasio-

labial angle of 90°.
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Aesthetical rule 
 
 
 

|| Aesthetical analysis
G|Determine in a sagittal (lateral) view of|Reconstructor correct the teeth so that

 
 
 
 

   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   

 
 

  
 

the patient’s face the distance of the|the distance of upperlip to said line is

 upper and lowerlip to the line through|4 mm andthe distance of lower lip to

 
 

the tip of the nose and the chin, said line is 2 mm.

 
 

Determinethe position of the upperlip|Position or correct the frontal maxillar

  while smiling. teeth so that only one quarter of their
height is covered by the upper lip

while smiling.

For some patients the smile-line, i.e.

the borderline of the upper lip during

normal smiling, is much higher than

ideally, and the upper gum is exposed.

In these cases a gingival correction is

needed to allow implant placement in

the frontal maxilla. Without gingival

correction pink porcelain will be

needed in the prosthetic reconstruction

and this is not compatible with the

necessary interdental spaces for

cleaning purposes of the implants. 
 
 

 
 

Determine the curve formed by the|Position or correct the frontal maxillar

lowerlip while smiling teeth so that their incisal edge is
parallel to said curve and just touching

the lowerlip or showingaslight gap.
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Aesthetical rule ||Aesthetical analysis
J|Determine the buccal corridor, i.e. the

 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

Determine or adapt the maxillar dental

small space visible between the angles|arch shapeas well as the orientation of

 of the mouth and the teeth, during|maxillar premolars and molars to

 smiling (12, Figure 7). obtain a normal size of said buccal
corridor. A too wide dental arch will

result in no buccal corridor while a too small dental arch will result in a 

 
 
 
 

buccal corridor that is too prominent. 

 Adapt the maxillar central incisors if 
 

Determine the width to height ratio of

needed to approximate the ideal value

of 80% for the width to heightratio.

the maxillar central incisors.

 
 
 

 
 

Determine the proportion of maxillar|Adapt maxillar incisors and canines if

central incisor width to lateral incisor|needed to obtain the ideal width

    
 
 

 

 width to canine width. proportion of 1.6, 1, and 0.6

respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Determine the position of the upper lip|Adapt the position or size of the

  duringtalking. maxillar incisors to obtain a visibility
of approximately 1.5 mm ofsaid teeth  

 
 

  

during talking.

 
 

Determine the overjet of the teeth in a|Incline or adapt the inclination of the

sagittal (lateral) view. frontal teeth to obtain an overjet value
used in commonpractice, i.e. 2 mm.

The analyses listed abovefall into the broad categories of: aesthetic characteristics of

the patient’s face, including measurements between facial features (A-G); aesthetic
characteristics of the face which may be determined by the underlying jaw and teeth

(H,I, J, M) and aesthetic characteristics of the patient’s teeth (K, L, N). The analysis
of aesthetic features can be performed on the virtual model 56 of the patient, or on

some ofthe image data 30 ofthe patient, such as photographsofthe patient’s face and

teeth.

Functional analysis (steps 64, 65, Figure 2
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In addition to making an analysis of the aesthetic properties of the patient, the

analysis can be extended to include a computer-assisted analysis of more ‘functional’

characteristics of a patient. Functional information resulting from this analysis can be

used in a set of functional rules which can adapt the dental configuration derived at

step 63, Figure 2. Alternatively, the dental configuration may be directly based on a

combined set of aesthetic and functional rules which make use of both the aesthetic

and functional information.

The following table gives a non-exhaustive list of functional analyses and

correspondingrules:

 
 

 

 
  
   
  
  
    

   
  
   

  
 

 

 

Functional analysis Functional rule

Determine class (I, II, or III) of molar|Ideally, a class I molar relationship

relationship. (Figure 8) should be created. But, if a

(i) Class I malocclusion refers to a|patient has, for instance, class II/III molar

malocclusion in which the buccal groove|relationshipsat the left side, then the right

of the mandibular first permanent molar|side can be reconstructed mimicking the

occludes with the mesiobuccal cusp of| class II/III molar relationships.

the maxillary first permanent molar.

(ii) Class II malocclusion refers to a

malocclusion in which the buccal groove

of the mandibular first permanent molar

occludes posterior (distal) to the

mesiobuccal cusp of the maxillary first

permanent molar.

(iii) Class IN malocclusion refers to a

malocclusion in which the buccal groove

of the mandibular first permanent molar

occludes anterior (mesial) to the

mesiobuccal cusp of the maxillary first

permanent molar.
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Functionalanalysis Functional rule

Determine crown angulation of remaining|Mimic crown angulation of remaining  
teeth in prosthetic reconstruction. If no

remaining teeth, use average values for

 
 

the angulation of the crowns.

  
 

 

Determine crown inclination of|Mimic crown inclination of remaining

teeth in prosthetic reconstruction. If no remaining teeth

remaining teeth, use average values for

the inclination of the crowns.

 Determine dental arch for upper and| Align crowns tangent to determined 
  
 

 

 lower jaw based on remainingteeth or for|dental arch.

edentulous cases based on average curves

 
 
 
 
 

and the jaw information (Staub...).

 
 

 

 
 

arches|Adapt dental arches until these midlinesDetermine midline of dental

(upper and lower). match.

  
  

 
 
 

Determine contact between neighboring|Mimiccontact of remaining teeth.

teeth. If edentulous position crowns in tight

contact to neighbors. 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 contact Adapt occlusal surfaces of the crowns toDetermine points during

movementofthe jaws. obtain anideal articulation.

  
 

Determine overjet. Adapt tooth position or reconstruct crown

to obtain optimal value of 2 mm.

Determine overbite. Adapt tooth position or reconstruct crown 
to obtain optimal value of 2 mm.

Functional analysis is not limited to optimal tooth contacts but can in a broader sense

include phonetics and biomechanics(e.g. optimal tooth loading).

The computer-assisted functional analysis can include identification of ideal

tooth contact points and can be performed by meansofdigitized information of static

and dynamic check bites of the individual patient or by meansofa virtual articulator.
An articulator is a mechanical instrument which is used to examine the static and

dynamic contact relationships between the occlusal surfaces of both dental arches.It
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represents the human temporomandibular joints and jaws, to which maxillary and

mandibular casts may be attached in order to simulate some or all mandibular

movements. Different settings regarding the jaw morphology and mandibular

movement can be adjusted on an articulator. Those values are set using patient-specific

data or average values knowninliterature. A virtual articulator establishes the static

and dynamic contact relationships in a virtual environment. It simulates forward,
backward, left lateral, right lateral, opening and closing mandibular movements as

constrained by the geometric restrictions imposed by settings using patient-specific
data or average values knownin literature. Moreover, a virtual articulator calculates

and visualizes the resulting occlusal contacts. Alternatively jaw movement and

occlusal contacts can be recorded and provided as a 3D path relative to known

landmarks onthe patient.

Figures 9A-9C illustrate one example of how the functional characteristics of a

set-up are determined and modified. Figure 9A shows a proposed tooth set-up resulting
from facial analysis and application of the aesthetic rules. This has resulted in a

prosthetic tooth 16 being inserted into a modified set-up. Initially the tooth 16 has a
default shape and surface features, such as the default properties of an elementin the
library 55 of elements. In Figure 9B the occlusal surface of the new tooth 16 is
analysed with respect to antagonists (e.g. the teeth shown directly above tooth 16). As
a result of the analysis, the outer surface of the tooth 16 is modified to present a better

occlusal surface. Figure 9C showstheresult of the optimization.
Each of the functional and aesthetical rules can be assigned a weighting factor

to more, or less, profoundly influence their impact on the final dentition. Each

weighting factor can have a value based on past experience. Alternatively, each

weighting factor can be adjusted by the team treating the patient, in accordance with
their expertise on a case-by-case basis. The followingis a practical example of how the
weighting factors can be used. Suppose a tooth set-up must be created for a patient
missing the four maxillar incisors and both canines. Aesthetical rule L predicts the
ideal proportion for the widths of the missing teeth. Aesthetical rule B predicts the total
width of the four maxillar incisors based on the width of the nose base ofthe patient. If

the patient has a very small nose then rule L should be determining for the final width
of the teeth, so rule L must have a higher weighting factor than rule B. This will result

in a normalproportional width of the missing teeth in between the remaining maxillary
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first premolars. If, in this case, rule L would have been given a much lower weighting

factor than rule B, then very small maxillar incisors would be created in combination

with very thick canines to be able to fill the gap in between the remaining maxillary

first premolars. So the ideal proportion would not be respected and would result in a

less aesthetical outcome.

The process of generating an optimal tooth (and soft tissue) set-up can be

achieved in different ways:

- a tooth (andsoft tissue) set-up can be optimized with respect to all, or only

some, aesthetical rules in an iterative process;

- a tooth (and soft tissue) set-up can be determined as the weighted average of

all, or some, aesthetical rules with weighting factors representing, for

example, the importanceof the aesthetical rules to achieving an optimal set-

up;

- a tooth (and soft tissue) set-up can be determined usingafirst sub-set of rules

and then optimized using a second sub-setoftherules.

Where a patient has a partial set of teeth, the invention can generate an optimal

dental configuration which virtually models replacementteeth in the places where the

patient is currently missing teeth. The replacementteeth are selected in accordance
with the aesthetic and functional rules. Figure 10 shows an example where a group of

six prosthetic teeth 14 have been inserted into a model ofa patient’s jaw.

Additionally, it may be desirable to reposition some ofthe patient’s existing
teeth. This can also be modelled, and the results of the repositioning can be displayed

to the patient. A library 55 stores individual teeth (of varying type, shape and size) and

complete orpartial set-ups, for use with patients who are fully or partially edentulous.
Each of the library set-ups can be adapted in accordance with the aesthetic (and

functional) rules, or the software mayselect the best of the library set-ups based on the

aesthetic (and functional) rules. The digital library 55 of elements can have a default

set of predefined properties such as colour, texture etc. to give themalife-like

appearance. Alternatively, such information may be mapped onto a ‘plain’ element to
obtain a desired life-like appearance. A selection of options can, for example, be

presented to a user in the form of a menuoffering a palette of colours and textures,

Figure 11 shows the model of Figure 10 following the application of colour and texture

to library elements 14 and Figure 12 shows anotherlife-like representation of a
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treatment area with prosthetic teeth to which colour and texture have been applied.

The virtual modeling may be performed by user interaction in the digital

environment. Software 25 executed by the workstation creates a graphical user

interface on display 10 which allows a user to make select, introduce, position,

reposition or modify individual teeth or groups of teeth in an automatic or semi-
automatic manner. The software can include routines which automatically position

teeth along a predefined arch, or routines for automatically positioning teeth in

function of occlusion relative to the antagonist dentition. Alternatives for orthodontic

cases are tooth extraction, widening of the jaw and stripping (i.e. reducing the width)

of teeth. The occlusal surface of already positioned teeth may also be modified using

the software tools.

Virtual representation of treatment area, post-treatment (step 66, Figure 2

The final step of the method displays a virtual representation of the treatment

area, displaying the effect of the optimal tooth (and soft tissue) set-up.It is likely that

there will be a range of possible treatment options. As an example, for dental

restorations alternative treatment options can include different tooth morphologies,

sizes and colours. Each of the treatment options can be presented to a user anda patient

and the patient will be able to view the aesthetic results of the treatment. In a particular

embodiment, the virtual representation can be modified to simulate different facial

expressions, such as smiling. Step 66 can use the same 3D model as wascreatedat step

61, Figure 2, and updated to include the treatment work determined at step 65, Figure
2. The modified tooth set-up determined at step 65 can be used to updatea life-like

representation of the area to be treated. The update consists of spatially matching the

life-like representation of the treatment area and the modified tooth set-up and

visualizing them simultaneously on a display 10. Spatially matching refers to

registering both entities. For instance when only a 2D photograph of the patient is
available then the optimal tooth set-up should be positioned, oriented, and scaled

relative to the 2D photograph and then embedded within the photograph to visualize

the result. Alternatively, elements (for example, teeth) may be removed from the 3D

life-like representation of the treatment area and replaced by corresponding

counterparts in the generated set-up. Updating the life-like representation implies

calculating the effect of the generated optimal tooth (and soft tissue) set-up on the
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position, inclination and/or deformation of the entire or local regions of the treatment

area. The treatment area is modified accordingly. One example pertains to the way in

which the lips are supported by the teeth. Modifying the inclination of the teeth will

also change the position of thelips.

In a further embodiment of invention the computer assisted facial analysis can

result in quantitative and qualitative (textual) guidelines, which are subsequently used

by a dental technician to create the optimal tooth set-up manually. Afterwards, the

created tooth set-up (wax-up) can be scanned and converted to a 3D model so a

composite 3D image representation can be created to show the effect of the new set-up

on the patient’s face.

Illustrative examples

Example 1

A 3D photograph, or a set of 2D photographs, are taken ofthe face (while smiling) ofa

patient needing orthodontic treatment. Also, impressions of the patient’s dentition are
taken in alginate or silicon material. Using these impressions, plaster models of the

intra-oral anatomy of the patient are manufactured. The plaster models are

subsequently digitized using an optical scanner in order to yield a virtual 3D model

that represents the dentition of the patient prior to treatment. In software,the virtual 3D
model ofthe patient’s dentition is registered onto the 3D photograph of the patient’s

face to createalife-like representation. The plaster casts contain the information of the

gums and the 3D photograph contains the surface information of the patient’s face.
Computer-assisted facial and functional analyses are performed and theresults of these

analyses are used inaset of rules to establish an optimum dentition for the patient.

Adapting position, inclination, and angulation of the patient’s natural teeth in
accordance to the rules creates the optimal tooth set-up. If necessary, natural teeth

presently sited in the patient’s jaw can be extracted virtually to obtain an optimized
diagnostic tooth set-up. Finally the optimal tooth set-up is visualized together with the

patient’s 3D photograph.

Example 2

A 2D photograph, a CT scan and impressionsare taken of a partially edentulouspatient
needing a prosthetic reconstruction. A virtual, life-like, representation of the patient is
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created by mapping the 2D photograph onto the 3D soft tissue model of the patient’s

face generated from the CT images and registering the 3D models of the patient’s
dentition generated from CT images of the impressions with the CT images of the

patient’s face. Replacement teeth are selected for the sites where the patient is
currently missing teeth. The replacement teeth are selected by performing the
facial/aesthetic analysis and following the aesthetical and functional rules, so as to

match the shape of the remaining dentition of the patient. The software can select the

replacementteeth automatically fromalibrary ofteeth, and place these in the virtual
model of the patient’s mouth, or the software can suggest a selection of suitable teeth
on the basis of the aesthetical information and the rules. A user can then use their

judgementto select the best replacement teeth from those suggested by the software,
and place these within the virtual model of the jaw. Then,the occlusal surfaces of these
library teeth are functionally optimized based on the functional rules and the results of
the computer-assisted functional analysis.

Example 3

A 3D photograph and impressions are taken of a fully edentulous patient. Scanning
these impressions via wCT and performing image processing (segmentation, 3D model
creation, surface inversionetc.) yields a digital representation of the intra-oral anatomy
of the patient. Positioning the virtual 3D models of the patient’s edentulous jaws
relative to the 3D photograph using face bow measurements creates the virtual, life-

like, representation. Then, an initial tooth set-up is created from library teeth by using
statistical information (e.g. Staub pentagram, average shape ofdental arch) as well as

rules established by the computer assisted facial analysis. A computer-assisted
functional analysis is performed for this initial diagnostic set-up taking into account

patient specific parameters for setting the virtual articulator. The occlusal surfaces of
these library teeth are optimized functionally to obtain optimal occlusion and
articulation. The optimization process is iterated until the best compromise is found
between functional and aesthetical considerations.

The invention is not limited to the embodiments described herein, which may

be modified or varied without departing from the scopeof the invention.
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CLAIMS

1, A method for automatic, or semi-automatic, planning of dental treatmentfor a

patient comprising:

(a) obtaining data about an area which is to be treated and data about a face of a

patient;

(b) performing a computer-assisted analysis of the data to determine properties

of at least the face of the patient;

(c) creating a modified tooth set-up using a set of stored rules which make use

of the determined facial properties.

2. A method according to claim 1 further comprising generating a three-

dimensional representation which simulates the appearance of at least the treatment

area with the modified tooth set-up.

3. A method according to claim 2 wherein the step of generating a three-

dimensional representation also simulates the appearance of the patient’s face

surrounding the treatmentarea.

4, A method accordingto any one of the preceding claims wherein the step (b) of

performing a computer-assisted analysis of the data also determines properties of
existing teeth and step (c) creates a modified. tooth set-up using a set of rules which
makeuse ofthe determined facial properties and the existing teeth of the patient.

5, A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein step (c)

comprises generating a three-dimensional model of the area to be treated from the
obtained data and creating a modified tooth set-up on the model.

6. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the step of

performing a computer-assisted analysis of the data comprises prompting a user to
indicate the position of anatomical points on a two-dimensional or three-dimensional

representation ofthe face of the patient and automatically determining facial properties

based on inputs received from a user.
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7, A method according to any oneofthe preceding claims wherein the analysis at

step (b) comprises determining a shape of the patient’s face and step (c) comprises

selecting a shape of prosthetic teeth on the basis of the determined shape.

8. A method according to any oneof the preceding claims wherein the analysis at

step (b) comprises determining distance between features of the patient’s face or an

alignmentof features of the patient’s face and step (c) comprises modifying the tooth

set-up based on the determined distance or alignment.

9. A method according to claim 8 wherein the analysis at step (b) comprises

determining the interpupillary line and step (c) comprises reconstructing teeth, or

correcting the position of the teeth, so that the occlusal plane orthe line connecting the

cusps ofthe maxillar caninesis parallel to the determined interpupillary line.

10. A method according to any one ofthe preceding claims wherein the analysis at

step (b) comprises determining the position of the patient’s lip and step (c) comprises

modifying the tooth set-up based on the determined position.

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein the facial analysis at step (b)

comprises determining the position of the upper lip while smiling and step (c)

comprises positioning the frontal maxillar teeth so that only one quarter oftheir height

is covered by the upperlip while smiling.

12, A method according to any one of the preceding claims further comprising

determining functional data ofthe area to be treated or the modified set-up andstep (c)

uses the functional data.

13. A method according to claim 12 wherein the functional data concerns the

occlusion orarticulation of the area to be treated or the modified tooth set-up.

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein the step of determining functional

data comprises determining optimum tooth contact points and step (c) comprises
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modifying the tooth set-up to optimise the tooth contact points.

15.|A method according to claim 14 wherein the data obtained at step (a) is used to

generate a three-dimensional model of the patient and the determination of tooth

contact points uses the model.

16. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the data

obtained at step (a) is used to generate a three-dimensional modelofthe patient and the

facial analysis of step (b) uses the model.

17. A methodaccording to any oneof the preceding claims wherein the set of rules

used in step (c) are weighted.

18. A method according to claim 17 wherein the set of rules used in step (c) are

weighted accordingto their relative importance for optimizing the tooth set-up.

19. A method accordingto any oneofthe preceding claims wherein the data about

a face of a patient comprises one or more of: a 2D photograph; a 3D photograph; an

optical scan of the external surface ofat least part of the patient’s head.

20. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein the data about

an area to be treated comprises data acquired using a plurality of different imaging

techniques.

21. A method according to claim 20 wherein the imaging techniques comprise: a

2D photograph; a 3D photograph; an intra-oral optical scan, an X-ray; a computed

tomography scan.

22. A method according to claim 20 or 21 wherein step (c) comprises correlating

the data acquired using different imaging techniques to generate a three-dimensional

modelofthe patient’s jaw and existing teeth.

23. A method according to any one of the preceding claims wherein step (c) further
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comprises allowing a user to manipulate the modified tooth set-up via a graphical user
interface.

24. A methodaccording to claim 23 whereinstep (c) further comprises accessing a

library of elements and usingthe library to create the modified tooth set-up.

25. A computer program product comprising code which, when executed by a

processor, performs the method according to any one of the preceding claims.

26. Apparatus for automatic, or semi-automatic, planning of dental treatmentfor a

patient, the apparatus comprising:

an input for receiving data about an area whichis to be treated and data about a

face of a patient; and

a processor whichis arranged to:

perform a computer-assisted analysis of the data to determine

properties of at least the face ofthe patient,

create a modified tooth set-up using a set of stored rules which

makeuseof the determined facial properties.

27. Apparatus according to claim 26 wherein the processor is further arranged to

generate a three-dimensional representation which simulates the appearanceofat least
the treatment area with the modified tooth set-up.

28. Apparatus according to claim 27 wherein the processor is further arranged to

generate a three-dimensional representation which also simulates the appearance of the

patient’s face surroundingthe treatmentarea.
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METHODSFOR DESIGNING A CUSTOMIZED DENTAL PROSTHESIS

USING DIGITAL IMAGESOF A PATIENT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

(0001] The invention relates generally to methods for designing customized dental

restorations and prostheses and particularly dentures. The methods involve taking digital

photographsofthe patient to be fitted with the restoration or prosthesis and transferring the

photographs to a computer software program, The software program uses the photographs to

make certain calculations that are translated into their corresponding anterior maxillary tooth

mould forms, The program prompts the dental professional to select the desired materials

and structure for the denture, such as denture tooth shade, tooth arrangement, patient ridge

condition, occlusal scheme, and denture base. This information is used to.generate a

customized prescription for the denture. The resulting prescription is sent to a dental

laboratory that manufactures the denture.

Brief Description of the Related Art

[0002] Dental professionals use different dental prostheses or appliances to treat patients
29 66 99 66

with lost teeth or tooth structure. By the terms,“prosthesis,” “restoration” “and “appliance”

as used herein, it is meant a dental productthat replaces or restores lost tooth structure, teeth,

or oral tissue including, but not limited to, fillings, inlays, onlays, veneers, crowns, bridges,

full dentures, removable partial dentures, relines of full and partial dentures, nightguards,

occlusalsplints, and the like., Common dental prostheses for full or partially edentulous

patients include, for example, full dentures and partial dentures. The dentures are used to

restore or replace the lost teeth. In general, removable partial dentures are used to replace

some, but notall, of the patient’s natural teeth. The partial denture includes a base having a

partial set of embeddedartificial teeth which rests in the edentulous space and is coupled to
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abutmentteeth by clasps or other connectors, Full dentures, on the other hand, are used to

replace all of the patient’s natural teeth. A full denture includes a base having a full set of

embedded artificial teeth which fits over either the upper gum tissue or lower gum tissue.

Partial dentures are designed to preserve any remaining teeth along with hard and soft oral

tissue. The dentures must be functional. Furthermore, the denture should enhance the dental

and facial aesthetics of the patient. The denture teeth should appear natural. However,it is

often difficult to make form-fitting and comfortable dentures. The process is time-consuming

requiring the patient to make several dentaloffice visits. In many instance, the dentist must

reshape and adjust the denture several times before the patientis satisfied.

(0003} Today, a variety of methods are used to make dentures. In onetraditional method, a

dentist first takes impressions of a patient’s dental anatomy. A paste-like material, such as an

alginate, is placed in a standard or custom-made impression tray. The dentist inserts the tray

in the mouth ofa patient and he/she bites down into the tray. Separate impression trays for

the upper and lower dental arches are used. The dentist allows the impression material to

harden and then removesthe trays from the patient’s mouth. The hardened impressionsare

finally sent to a dental laboratory. There, a dental technician prepares modelsof the

upper/lower dental arches by pouring dental stone into the hardened impressions. After a

release coating is applied to the dental models, they are placed in a conditioning oven and

‘warmed. A polymerizable resin used to form the baseplate is molded over the warm models.

Then, the resin-coated models are placed in a light-curing unit and irradiated with light to

hardenthe baseplate resin. After the light-curing cycle has been completed, the models are

removed from the unit and allowed to cool, The hardened baseplates are removed from the

respective models. It is customary for the technician to mount wax occlusal rims over the

baseplates. The resulting wax rim baseplates are returnedto the dentist so they can be

evaluated for fit and comfort in the patient’s mouth. Then, the completed occlusal

registration is articulated.

[0004] Next, artificial teeth are built on the processed baseplate and wax rims usinga “‘lost

wax”process. In this method, waxis applied to the baseplate and a setofartificial teeth is

positioned in the wax. The processed baseplate, with completed tooth arrangement, is placed

ina flask containing an investing material. Then, the flask is heated to eliminate the wax.

Upon melting, the wax flowsoutof the flask. Removing the wax from inside ofthe flask

leaves an interior cavity having the shape of the denture. In a next step, a polymerizable

2
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acrylic composition is “(packed into”into the interior cavity of the flask. The acrylic

composition is heated so that it bonds to the teeth and baseplate. When this acrylic

composition cures and hardens,it will hold theartificial teeth in position.

(0005] Designing and fabricating dentures is a complex process. Many time-consuming

steps must be followed to prepare a denture having good aesthetics and mechanical

properties. Artificial teeth having the proper color, shade, translucency, length, width, and

geometry must be selected and incorporated into the baseplate. The process involves

numerous dental professionals including dentists, dental assistants, and laboratory technicians
and their work must be carefully coordinated to produce an aesthetically-pleasing and

functional denture.

[0006] In recent years, computer-based systems using digital images have been developed so
that certain dental prostheses can be made moreefficiently in a time-saving manner. For

example, Lehmann, USPatent 6,786,726 discloses a computer network system for making

prostheses such as caps, crowns, bridges, fillings, and the like. In this method, the dental

practitioner takes a digital image ofthe patient's tooth (resulting in a real image). A reference

tooth shade (resulting in a reference image) imageis also taken, The real and reference

images are correlated to find a composite match number having an associated shade. The

images are forwarded via computer network to a dental laboratory giving a dental technician

access to the images. This allows both the dentist and technician to have simultaneous

access to the images- they are able to evaluatethe patient’s case and develop a treatment

plan together using the interactive network.

{0007] Jelonek, US Patent 7,035,702 discloses a method for making dentalrestorations

involving the steps of determining the geometrical and aesthetic constraints of the restoration.

These constraints are inputted into a computer to mathematically select a recipe for’ producing

the dental restoration. A database of materials and procedures for preparing the dental

restoration is compiled, Then, a recipe for making the restoration is produced from the

database based on inputted data,

[0008] Taub, US Patent 7,33,874 discloses methods for designing and producing dental

prostheses using a communication network between a dentalclinic and dental laboratory.

The system also includes a dental service center which is a separate entity from the dental

3
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laboratory. The service center generates a virtual 3D modelofthe patient’s dentition from

data obtained by scanning the teeth directly or by scanning a physical model of the teeth. The

manufacturing of the prosthesis is shared between the service center and dental lab. The

clinic sends instructions to the dental laboratory and service center. In one example, the data

needed to produce the virtual 3D modelis transmitted from the dental clinic or laboratory to

the dental service center. A prescription specifying the teeth that are to be movedin the

dental treatmentas well as the final position of the teeth is sent to the service center. Then,

the service center uses software to make a virtual 3D model, which is used to determine the

dental appliance needed. Finally, this information is sent to the dental lab which makes the

appliance.

[0009] The above-described systems may provide some advantages, but they are not used for

designing and making dentures for edentulous patients, which present particular problems.

As described above, in a conventional denture-making process, the dentist must manually

measure the facial and oral dimensionsofthe patient, and selects artificial tooth colors,
shades, and dimensions using manualtools such as tooth indicators, shade guides, and mould

guides. Based onthis information, the dentist sends a prescription for the denture to a dental

laboratory. There are many variablesto this process and the resulting prescription for the

denture depends upon the techniques, skills, and experience level of the dental professionals.

Someprescriptions will provide detailed information about the requested denture including

patient’s dental anatomy, baseplate materials, tooth dimensions and shapes, tooth color and

shades, and the like. Other prescriptions will simply request the denture be madeas the

laboratory sees fit and will only provide information on the tooth shade.

[0010]The methods and system ofthe present invention provides the dental professional with

a new chair-side method for writing denture prescriptions. The dentist can use the system to

generate detailed digital prescriptions including information on facial dimensionsof the

patient, tooth length, width and geometry, requested compositionoftheartificial teeth,

edentulousridge condition and occlusal registration of the patient, denture base materials, and

color and shadeofthe artificial teeth. The resulting prescription can be sent by e-mail, paper

mail, or facsimile to a dental laboratory that will manufacture the denture. This system is

easy-to-use, consistent, and time-saving for the dentist.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011}The novel features that are characteristic of the present invention are set forth in the

appended claims. However, the preferred embodimentsof the invention, together with

further objects and attendant advantages, are best understood by reference to the following

detailed description in connection with the accompanying drawings in which:

[0012] FIG. 1 is a block functional diagram showing the general steps of preparing a denture

in accordance with one embodimentofthis invention;

{0013}FIG.2 is a schematic diagram showing a digital imaging system that can be used to

prepare a denture in accordance with one embodimentof this invention;
‘

[0014] FIG.3 is a perspective frontal view of a patient ready to be photographed with the

digital imaging system ofthis invention;

[0015}FIG. 4A is a perspective view of a mouth shield for placing in the mouth ofa patient

to be photographed with the digital imaging system of this invention,

[0016] FIG. 4B is a perspective view of a referencesticker for placing on the forehead of a

patient to photographed with the digital imaging system ofthis invention;

[0017] FIG. 5 is a perspective view ofa digital image of a patient showing facial contours

marked with reference lines;

[0018] FIG.6 is a computer screen shot showing different dental shade guides that can be

used in accordancewith this invention;

|0019]FIG.7 is a computerscreen shot showing different tooth mould forms that can be used

in accordance with this invention;
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(0020]FIG.8 is a computer screen shot showing different edentulous ridge conditions of a

patient to be fitted with a denture that can be usedin accordancewith this invention;

[0021] FIG.9 is a computer screen shot showing different occlusal schemesfora patient to be

fitted with a denture that can be used in accordance with this invention;

[0022] FIG. 10 is a computer screen shot showing different denture base materials and

baseplate colors for a patient to be fitted with a denture that can be used in accordance with

this invention; and

[0023]FIG.11 is a schematic diagram showing the general steps of designing and making a

denture in accordance with one embodiment of this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0024] The present invention provides different methods for designing customized dental

restorations and prostheses, particularly dentures,using digital images. Although the
methods described herein primarily refer to dentures, it should be understood that other dental
restorations and prostheses can be designed in accordance with the invention, Referring to

FIG.1, the functional steps for designing and preparing a denture in accordance with one

version of the invention are generally shown. Particularly, in Step 1, the dental practitioner

takes at least one digital photograph of a patient’s face and transfers the photographto a

computer software program.

[0025] Referring to FIG, 2, a digital imaging system, which can be used in the system and

method,is generally indicated at (10). Ordinary digital cameras (12) can be used to take

color digital photographs of a patient (14). Preferably, only one color digital photograph of

the patient’s face is taken, the photograph being a frontal view (16). Additional color digital

photographs, however, can be taken if needed. For example,a profile or side view

photograph ofthe patient could be taken. The digital photographs are loaded in a software

program which is loaded in a computer (20) that includes a userinterface system such as

keyboard and/or mouse (22). The software can be packaged in any conventional way,for

example, as a compact disc (CD). The software provides the user with interface tools such as

6
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graphic icons, images, text, windows, menus,and other screen displays so he/she can

navigate their way through the program and complete the steps required to generate a denture

prescription.

(0026]Prior to taking the digital photographs, a grey screen reference sticker” (24) is placed

on the forehead ofthe patient and a grey screen mouth shield" (26) is positioned inside the

mouth ofthe patient. The sticker (24) and mouth shield (26) are used so that a grey screening

and color balancing procedure can be performed as described further below. In FIG.3, a

frontal view of a patient (14) wearing reference sticker (24) and mouth shield (26) is shown.

Referring to FIG.4A, the mouth shield (26) hasa ribbon-like structure with notched portions
(27a, 27b), The mouth shield (26) is made from a thin, soft, and flexible material. The

‘mouth shield should have good dimensional stability and be sufficiently rigid so that it retains

its position onceit is placed inside of the mouth Suitable materials for making the mouth

shield (26) include,butare not limited, to urethane foam and flexible wax-based sheets. The

mouth shield (26) is designed to fit most patients and hag a length in the range of about 70 to

about 90 mm; width of about 25 to about 50 mm; and thickness of about 0.25 to about 3 mm.

The mouth shield (26) is placed in the mouth ofthe patient (14) and folded over at notched

portions (27a, 27b) so thatit is tightly secured between the gumsandlips. To adjust the fit of

the mouth shield (26) for a given patient, scissors can be usedto trim excess portions. As

‘shownin FIG.3, the mouth shield (26) resembles an athletic mouth guard when positioned in

the mouth of the patient (14). As shown in FIG.4B, the removable reference sticker (24)is a

paperorfilm material having an adhesive coated on its backside. The square-shaped sticker

(24) generally measures about 1 cm x about 1 cm. Thesticker (24) can be placed on the

forehead of the patient and removed after the photographs have been taken.

[0027]The color grey preferably is used for the reference sticker (24) and mouth shield (26),

becauseit contrasts sharply with other skin colors and the patient would not normally be

wearing any other grey object on his/her face when taking the photographs.In “grey

screening,” the system checksto see whichpixels in the input image (digital color

photograph) are not grey and labels those pixels as "target" pixels. The software then blends

the “input image"(patient's facial image, whichis a collection ofall target pixels) into a

“destination image" that will appear on the computer monitor screen (21). The pixels in the

grey areas are not labeled as target pixels and thus will not be blended in with the rest of the

pixels constituting the facial features.
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'(0028]This technique of blending two imagestogether after a color has been removed from
one of the imagescan be referred to as chroma keying. This results in the input image (facial

image) having “color voids"or “color removal points” (where pixels are missing) upon being ,
blended into the destination image. Particularly, voids will appear in the area of the forehead

(where the grey screen sticker has been placed) and area of the mouth (where the grey screen
mouth shield has been inserted).

[0029]The software program first looks to the forehead area. Because the software knowsthe

relative dimensions of the grey sticker (24), it can use this information to make key

measurements of the forehead and other facial contours. In addition, the softwarefills in the

voided mouth area with selected tooth shades and tooth forms per the methods discussed

further below. Thatis, the practitioner can select a particulardenture structure with artificial —

teeth and "drop"this picture into the open mouth area of the digital image. The resulting

destination image with selected denture is shownto the patient. Thus, the patient can see the

results of selecting a specific denture before the treatmentplanis finalized. The patient can

see how a particular denture structure will affect their overall appearance. The system is

beneficial to the practitioner and patient, because it can simulate different treatment plans

using different sets ofartificial teeth.

[0030]Uponreceiving the digital image, the software automatically engages in color

balancing to adjust the color of the captured digital image and generate a color balanced

reproduction. Color balancing techniques are knownin the digital imaging industry. Color

balancing is needed, because colors in the captured digital image can shift resulting in an off-

color image of the subject. Color shifting can be due to a variety of reasons, for example,

shadows,lighting, and backdrops used when the digital image was taken. In the method of
this invention, the colors of the facial image of the patient can becomedistorted; thus, color

balancing of the image is needed. Oncethe digital image has been properly color balanced, a

selectedartificial tooth set can be ‘dropped’ into the image and a denture préscription can be

generated as described in more detail below. In the color balanced digital image, the color of

the selected “dropped in” tooth set is perceived correctly. That is, the color, shade, hue,

brilliance, intensity, RGB values, and other characteristics of the tooth set and facialdigital

image match-up properly. This benefits the dental practitioner, because he/she is better able
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to select the most appropriate tooth shade with input from the patient. The practitioner and

patient can better visualize which tooth shade is the most natural looking.

[0031]It is recognized that other imaging techniques can be used in accordance withthis

invention. For example, a “‘green-screening” system can be used, wherein the reference

sticker (24) and mouth shield (26) are green colored. However, a “green-screening” system

is less preferred, because there can be problems with color balancing and the captured digital

image may beoff-color.

[0032]In addition to the color balancingstep, the software automatically formats the digital

image to the correct size, and the formatted, color-balanced image appears on the monitor

screen (21) so that the practitioner can view it easily. The software program then identifies

the key facial contours, for example, chin, temple, vertical midline, and horizontal plane

across the pupils. It is important that vertical and horizontal reference planes of the patient’s

face be considered so that an aesthetically-pleasing denture with artificial teeth having proper

occlusion can be made. The program identifies the vertical midline and horizontal plane

across the pupils as shown in FIG. 5. The dental practitioner can use the reference lines

automatically provided by the program if they are acceptable. Alternatively, the practitioner
can override the recommendations made by the program and mark key facial landmarksthat

they believe are more accurate. The program then provides a recommended face shape that

the practitioner again has the ability to accept or override with his/her own selection. In some

instances, the program can include a “default” face shape. For example, the face shape,

“square tapering” could be used as the default and this shape would be automatically entered

if the user did not enter otherwise. Once the facial contours and face shape have been entered

and accepted by the practitioner, the software automatically determines the width and length

of the central incisorartificial teeth that will be used in the denture. The practitioner also has

the ability to acceptor decline these measurements and enter his/her own measurements.

Afterall of the requested information has been entered and accepted, the program will

provide the recommended maxillary anterior denture tooth mould formsto be used for

makingthe artificial teeth as discussed further below.

|[0033]Referring back to the block diagram in FIG,1, the dental practitioner next enters the

color shade guide that will be used for determining the color and shadeoftheartificial teeth

to be used in the finished denture. Standard dental shade guides are knownin the dental

9
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industry and these guides can be used in the system of this invention. For example,

Portrait™ IPN™, Trubyte Bioform™IPN™,or Bioblend™IPN™, shade guides available

from Dentsply International (York, PA) can be used. Other suitable shade guides include

Vita Classical™and Vita 3-D™ shade guides available from Vita Zahnfabrik H. Rauter

GmbH & Co. KG (Germany). The software can provide the practitioner with at least two,

and more preferably three shade guide options, to select there from. For example, the

software can be programmedsothatthe text and/or graphic icons of the shade guides:

Portrait IPN, Bioform IPN, and Bioblend IPN appear on the computer monitor screen, For

example, referring to FIG. 6, a screen shot showsthree possible shade guide select options.

The user can enterthe desired shade guide by “clicking” on the mouse andselecting a shade

guide from this predetermined set. In some instances, the program can further include a
default shade guide. So, if the user does nothing, the default shade guide is automatically

selected. In FIG,6, the first shade guide option (Portrait IPN) is designated as the default

selection for illustration purposes.

[0034]In accordance with this invention, the dental practitioner uses a tangible, hand-held

shade guide (not shown)to select the most appropriate tooth color and shade. As noted

above, shade guides are well knownin the dental industry. The shade guides include
removable colored tabs. The colored tabs comein a variety of shades resembling the

appearanceofnatural teeth. Each shade provides a unique enamel translucency, color

blending, and contrasting colors between neck and body ofthe artificial tooth. To determine

the appropriate tooth shade for a given patient, the practitioner removes one of the tabs and

holdsit up in the mouth of the patient. Together, the practitioner and patient decide upon the

appropriate tooth shade. In making this decision, the practitioner and patient address such

questions as: Which tooth shadeis the mostnatural looking? Which tooth shade will

complementthe patient’s natural features? And, which tooth shade will enhance cosmetic

appearance? Theselected tooth shade from the given tooth shade guide is then entered. The

software program may provide a drop-down menuon the monitor screen (21) listing each of

the predetermined tooth shades for a given shade guide. Thepractitioner can enter the

desired shade by simply scrolling down the menuand clicking on the shade guide in this

predetermined set. For example, the Portrait IPN dental shade guide includes 27 translucent

shades ranging from shades designated as “P1 to P81.” If the practitioner and patient decide

that “P2” tooth shade is the best match, the practitioner can enter this shade into the program.

In turn, the program can generate an image simulating a denture with the selected tooth

10
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shade. Thus, the patient can see theeffect of selecting a specific tooth shade and how this

shade will impact their appearance. The program also can provide side-by-side comparisons

of a denture made with a first tooth shade against a denture made with a second and different

tooth shade. These images should be used for comparison references only. In considering

which tooth shade would provide the best aesthetics for a given patient, the practitioner

should use an actual hand-held tooth shade guide as described above.

[0035}Next, the program recommendsa denture tooth mould form that will be used for

making the denture, The mould form is chosen based on facial contours, tooth

measurements, patients ridge condition, and tooth shades entered according to the steps

described above. Moulds for making teeth are well known and include the Bioform® mould

system; and Biostabil®, Monoline®, Anatoline®, and Euroline® posterior mould forms,
available from Dentsply. As indicated, the moulds are available in anterior and posterior

forms. The anterior moulds are used for producing the anterior teeth (central incisors, lateral

incisors, and canines), while the posterior moulds are used for producing the posterior teeth

(premolars and molars). For example,if the Portrait IPN tooth shade guide (as discussed

above) is used, there are 62 anterior mould and 27 posterior occlusal mould forms available

based on the Bioform mould system (tapered at angles of 0, 10, 20, 22, 33, and 40 degrees)

that can be used. On the other hand,if the Bioblend IPN tooth shade guide (as discussed

above) is used, there are 58 upper and loweranterior mould form options and 4 posterior

occlusal mould forms available. The appropriate artificial tooth mould form for making the

denture can be recommended from these sets and displayed on the computer screen allowing

the practitioner to select there from.

(0036]In one preferred embodiment, in the anterior region, at least two, and more preferably,

three tooth mould form options are provided by the software program. The user can enter the

desired anterior mould form based on these predetermined select options, Referring to FIG,

7, a screen shot of the monitor showsthree possible anterior mould form options. The user

can simply click on the mouse, thereby selecting an anterior mould form from this

predetermined set. In some instances, the program can further include a default anterior

mould form. For example, in FIG.7, the first mould form is designated as the default

selection. Alternatively, if the practitioner wishes, he/she can decide to over-ride the given

options and enter a different tooth mould form. In addition, the practitioner, in consultation

with the patient, enters the appropriate anterior tooth arrangementthat will provide the

I
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desired aesthetics and function in the finished denture. In one preferred embodiment, the

program can provide three anterior tooth arrangements as options, and the practitioner can

select any one of these arrangements,

[0037]Following the functional steps illustrated in FIG.1, the practitioner next evaluates the

edentulous ridge condition of the patient and enters this information. The edentulousridge

refers to the remaining portion of the alveolar ridge and soft tissue after the teeth have been

removed. Thepractitioner evaluates and generally characterizes the ridge condition as being

either poor, average, or good. The program can provide these three options for selection as

shown in the computer screen shot of FIG. 8. The practitioner enters the ridge condition that

most closely resembles the patient’s actual condition. Based on the edentulous ridge

condition, suitable posterior denture tooth mould form options are provided as shownin FIG.

8. The practitioner can select the desired mould form from the set displayed on the computer

screen, For example,if the patient has an average ridge condition, then the posterior mould

form options: Biostabil® (tapered at 22°); (tapered at 20°) and Anatoline® (tapered at 10°),

are displayed, and the practitioner selects one of these mould forms.

(0038]In addition, the practitioner enters the desired occlusal scheme for the patient. Several

occlusal schemeselect options can be provided by the software as shown in the computer

screen shot of FIG. 9. For example, the occlusal schemes can be classified as: a) bilateral

balanced, b) lingualized, or c) linear, and the practitioner can select from one of these

options. In FIG, 9, the bilateral balanced option is designated as the default occlusal scheme

for illustration purposes. If the practitioner wishes, he/she can accept this default option.

[0039]The material that will be used to make the denture is also entered. The practitioner can

work with the patient in making this decision or accept the default selections made by the

program.Aset of predetermined denture base materials preferably is loaded in the software

program and appearasselect options on the computer screen as shown in FIG. 10. For

example, denture bases made from such materials as Lucitone 199® acrylic resin or Eclipse®

baseplate resin which is a wax-like polymerizable material, both available from Dentsply can

be added as predetermined selections. In this example, the user can enter the desired denture

base material by clicking on the mouse andselecting either Lucitone 199® acrylic resin or

Eclipse® baseplate resin. The desired color of the baseplate also needsto be entered. The
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baseplate color can be entered by selecting a color from a wide variety of select color options

provided by the program. As also shown in FIG. 10, several color options intended to

resemble healthy gum tissue can be provided including light pink;light reddish pink; and

dark pink. Alternatively, the baseplate can be clear and transparent. Eclipse® baseplatesare

available in a clear version. Desired denture base materials and colors can be selected from

the automatically programmedsets. In preferred cases, the program includes default select

denture base materials and colors. For example, in FIG. 10, Lucitone 199® acrylic resin in

its original color is designated as the default selection.

(0040]It should be understood that the functional steps shown in the block diagram of FIG. 1

are for illustrative purposes only and are not meantto be restrictive. In other versions, it is

contemplated that some of the steps could be eliminated to expedite the method for

generating the customized prescription. Also, it is anticipated that the sequence of steps

could be changed in some instances depending upon the needs ofthe practitioner and patient. -

As shown in FIG.1, the output of the system, based on the input of data and other

information as described above, is a digital prescription for making a denture for the given

patient. The customized digital prescription includes detailed information on facial

dimensionsofthe patient, tooth length, width and geometry, requested composition of the

artificial teeth, edentulous ridge condition and occlusal scheme, denture base materials, and

color and shadeoftheartificial teeth. In addition, the digital prescription is HIPAA-

compliant. One example of such a digital prescription is shown below.

[0041|Example of Digital Prescription

Facial Classification: Square tapering
Tooth Length: 9.60

Width ofthe anteriorteeth: 8.60

Denture tooth composition: Premium IPN

Ridge condition: Average

Occlusal scheme:Bilateral balanced

Denture base material: Lucitone 199® acrylic resin

Denture base color: Original

Shade guide: Portrait™

Anterior shade: P2

Posterior shade: P2
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Maxillary

Anterior Teeth: Shade P2, Mould 22G Posterior Teeth: Shade P2, Mould 31M

Mandibular

Anterior Teeth: Shade P2, Mould P Posterior Teeth: Shade P2, Mould 31M

[0042]The resulting customized digital prescription can be sent by e-mail, facsimile, paper

mail, or other means to a dental faboratory that will manufacture the denture. In addition, a

copy ofthe digital prescription can be provided to the patient for his/her records, The dental

laboratory can use conventional techniques to fabricate the denture as prescribed. In FIG.

11, a schematic diagram showingthe basic steps of generating a customized digital

prescription and transmitting the prescription to a dental laboratory in accordance with this

invention are shown.

[0043]The methodsand systemsofthis invention provide the dental practitioner with a new

tool for designing and making dentures. As described above,the dentist can use the system

to generate customizeddigital prescriptions. In addition, the system can be used asatutorial

for patients and staff in the dental! office. For practitioners, the system offers many benefits

including a quick and accurate meansfor prescribing dentures and recording the

ptescriptions. The system helps the practitioner by providing a step-by-step guide to

designing a customized denture for a given patient. The practitioner is led step-by-step

through the procedure.

(0044]Particularly, the system provides reference points acrossthe facial digital image(s) of

the patient so that the dentist can more accurately identify facial contours. Based on this

information, the system automatically provides facial and tooth measurements and provides

suggestions for tooth shade and denture base shade. Furthermore, the system promptsthe

practitioner by asking key questions such as: Whatis the edentulousridge condition of

patient? Whatis the occlusal scheme? Whatis the desired tooth arrangement? This helps

the practitioner design a close fitting and comfortable denture. The resulting denture helps

enhance the appearance ofthe patient and is fully functional. The system also helps facilitate

two-way communication between the practitioner and patient. Rather than the practitioner

deciding on the makeandstyle of the denture and dictating this to the patient one-way,the

14
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patient is invited to participate in the process. The patient is asked for input on the desired

tooth shade and denture base shade along with other decision points. Thus, the system is

more interactive — the practitioner and patient are more engaged in the process. Each person

feels that he/she has more input and control over the design and fabrication of the denture.

{0045]Personsskilled in the art will appreciate that various modifications can be made to the

illustrated embodiments and description herein without departing from the spirit and scope of

the present invention. It is intended that all such modifications within the spirit and scope of

the present invention be covered by the appended claims.
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Whatis claimedis:

Methodfor generating the prescription by entering information into the software program.

1. A method for producing customized denture prescriptions, comprising the stepsof:

a) taking at least one digital photograph of a patient’s face and transferring the

photograph to a computer software program, wherein the program identifies and measures

facial contours of the patient;
b) entering desired materials and structure for making the denture, in

consultation with the patient, including a desired tooth shade guide and tooth shade, the tooth

shade being selected from the entered tooth shade guide, using the software program so that

the program automatically produces a prescription for the denture based on the entered

materials and structure; and

c) transmitting the prescription to a dental laboratory for making the denture.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein one photograph ofthe patient’s face is taken, the

photograph being a frontal view.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the tooth shade guide includes removable shade tabs.

4, The methodof claim 1, wherein the facial contours of the patient are used to determine the

length, width, and shapeofartificial teeth used in the denture.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein entering the desired materials of the denture includes

entering tooth mould formsfor the artificial teeth used in the denture,

5a. The method of claim 5, wherein anterior tooth mould formsare entered.

5b, The method of claim 5, wherein posterior tooth mould formsare entered.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein entering the desired structure of the denture includes

entering an edentulousridge structure.

6a. The methodofclaim 6, wherein the entered edentulous ridge structure is based on the

dental health of the patient.
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7. The method of claim 1, wherein entering the desired structure of the denture includes

entering an occlusal schemeof the patient.

7a. The method of claim 7, wherein the entered occlusal schemeis based on the dental health
of the patient.

8. The method of claim 1, whereinentering the desired materials for making the denture
includes entering a denture baseplate material.

8a. The method of claim 8, wherein the denture baseplate material has a color and shade

matching the color and shade of the gum tissue ofthe patient.

8b. The method of claim 8, wherein the denture baseplate material is substantially

transparent.

8c, The method of claim 8, wherein the denture baseplate material is made from an acrylic

polymer.

8d. The method of claim 8, wherein the denture baseplate material is made from a wax-like

polymerizable material.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the prescription is transmitted to the dental laboratory via

e-mail, paper mail, or facsimile.

9a. The method of claim 9, wherein-the prescription is also provided to the patient.

Methodsfor generating the prescription by entering informationinto the software program

using predetermined options provided by the program.

10. A method for producing customized denture prescriptions, comprising the stepsof:

a) taking at least one digital photograph of a patient’s face and transferring the

photograph to a computer software program, wherein the program identifies and measures

facial contours of the patient;

b) selecting desired materials and structure for making the denture, in

consultation with the patient, including a desired tooth shade guide and tooth shade, the tooth
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shade being chosen from theselected tooth shade guide, from a set of predetermined

materials and structures provided by the software program so that the program automatically

produces a prescription for the denture based on the selected materials and structure; and

c) transmitting the prescription to a dental laboratory for making the denture.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the set of predetermined structures and materials

includes at least two options for selecting the dental shade guide.

lla. The method of claim 11, wherein one shade guide option is set as a default option.

-12, The method of claim 10, wherein the set of predetermined structures and materials

includes at least two options for selecting a tooth mould form forartificial teeth used in the

denture.

12a. The method of claim 12, wherein the tooth mould form optionsare for anterior teeth.

12b. The method of claim 12, wherein the tooth mould form options are for posterior teeth.

12c. The method of claim 12; wherein one mould form option is set as a default option.

13. The method of claim 10, wherein the set of predetermined structures and materials

includesat least two options for selecting an edentulousridge structureof the patient.

14. The method of claim 10, wherein the set of predetermined structures and materials

includesat least two options for selecting an occlusal schemeof the patient.

14a. The method of claim 14, wherein one occlusal schemeoptionis set as a default option.

15. The method ofclaim 10, wherein the set of predetermined structures and materials

includes at least two options for selecting a denture base material and at least two options for

selecting denture base color.

15a. The method of claim 15, wherein one denture base material option is set as a default

option and one denture basecoloris set as a default option.
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16. The method of claim 10, wherein the prescription is transmitted to the dental laboratory

via e-mail, paper mail, or facsimile.

16a. The method ofclaim 16, wherein the prescription is also provided to the patient.
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FIGURE 9
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Form PCTASAN/210 (patent family annex) (April 2006)
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Patent- og
Varernaerkestyrelsen

3Shape AIS Helgesha| Allé 84
Holmens Kanal 7, 4 2630 Taastrup
1060 Kgbenhavn K Tle —-: 4350.80.00Fax; 43508001

Danmark TANG E-mail : pys@dkpto.dkWOD HET Web : www.dkpto.dkJ FAB, 20 CVRnt : 170394 15

. Gkonomi- og
MOD i AGE] h | FEB, 2011 Erhvervsministeriet

Sy Partner
(fojdic patent institute

Vores reference PA 2010 00568 28. januar 2011
Din reference P2010011 - 2D image arrangement

Ansgger/patenthaver 3Shape A/S
CVR-/P-nummer 25553489
Din frist 28, juli 2011

Reply to your patent application of 29/06/2010.

1st technical examination of your patent application

1. Conclusion
Weare of the opinion that you will not be able to obtain a patent for your invention, When youfiled
your application, part of your invention was already known, and the new part of the invention does not
differ significantly over the prior art, as stipulated in Section 2(1) of the Danish Patent Act. Below,
please find an explanation of our conclusion.

2, Our evaluation of your invention
The relevant prior art is described in the following documents:

(D1) BP 1124487 B1 (CADENT LTD) 23.05.2007,sec [0009], [0010], [0020], [0032], [0034],
[0036], fig 1A, 1B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B.

(D2) US 6068482 A (SNOW) 30.05.2000,col 1, line 38-44, col 2, line 59-67 to col 3, line 2,
col 3, line 28-65,all figures.

(D3) US 2003/0163291 Al JORDAN etal) 28.08.2003, sec [0080]-[0087], fig. 4A.
(D4) US 6261248 B1 (TAKAISHI etal) 17.07.2001, col2, line 10-20, fig 1 and 3.
(DS) WO 2010/008435 Al (DENTSPLY INTERNATIONALINC.) 21.01.2010, sec [0029]

D1 describes a computer-implemented method ofvisualizing, designing and modelling a set of teeth
for a patient (see section [0009], [0010)):
- providing one or more 2D digital images;
- providing a 3D virtual model ofat least part of the patient’s oral cavity (see section [0010], [0032],
fig 1A, 1B, 4A, 4B);
- arrangingat least one of the one or more 2D digital images relative to the 3D virtual model in a 3D
space such that the at least one 2D digital image and the 3D virtual model are aligned when viewed
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from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D virtual model and the at least one 2D digital image are both visual-
ized in the 3D space (see section [0034], [0036] fig 2, 3A, 3B, 5);
-the one or more 2D image comprises a patient-specific image;
-the 2D image canbe a picture showing the patient’s lips (fig 3A, 3B);
-the 2D imageandthe 3D image can be scaledto fit each other (sec [0020])

D2 and D3 describe a technique similar to D1. D4 and D5 describe a computer implemented method
where a 2D imageofa setofteeth is placed behind the lips of a patient on a 2D photograph,in order
to get an aesthetic impression.

The subject matter of claims 1 and 2 is described in D1-D3. These claims are, therefore, not pat-
entable.

The subject matter of claims 3-6 differs from D1 in that a generic image, a template, a photograph
showinglips and teeth seen from the front, and a photograph where a part of the teeth has been cut
out, respectively, are chosen as 2D images. The problem addressed by the inventionis to obtain differ-
entpossibilities or targets in the modelling process.

Weconsiderthat the person skilled in the art, computer aided modelling of teeth, would be inspired by
his specialist knowledgeto use different 2D images in order to enable a suitable guide for the model-
ling process, and thereby suggest the solution mentioned in claims 3-6 of your application. We cannot
see that your invention presents a surprising effect. Therefore, the subject matter of claims 3-6 does
not differ significantly from the prior art. Thus you will not be able to obtain a patent for this inven-
tion.

mM ehDK ©
The subject matter of claims 7 and 8 differs from D1 in that the 3D image,i.e. the teeth, is visible be-
hind the lips. The addressed problem is to obtain a virtual impression ofthefinal result,He: the, patientwith his new set of teeth. It is, however, common knowledge within the field that nD thodel ofa set
of teeth can be superposed on the teeth of a photograph of a patent’s face, or that the teeth can be
dropped into the open mouth area ofa digital image (see for example D4 and D5).

Weconsider that the skilled person would be inspired by his specialist knowledge to suggest the in-
vention according to claims 7-8. The invention according to claims 7-8 lacks an inventive step and is
therefore not patentable.

The subject matter of claim 9 differs from D1 in that the imagesare scaledto fit. However, it is com-
mon knowledge within the field that the 3D and 2D imagescan be scaled to fit each other (see for
example D1 to D3). We consider that a skilled person within the field would be inspired by his spe-
cialist knowledge to suggest the invention according to claim 9. The invention accordingto claim 9 is
not patentable dueto lack of an inventive step.

The subject matter of claim 10 differs from D1 in that the modelling process is performed automati-
cally, However,it is common knowledge to automate processes in order to reduce the overall process
time, The invention according to claim 10 does notdiffer significantly from D1 andis not patentable.

3. What happensnext
We welcome any comments you may have to our letter. We must receive them within the time limit
mentioned at the top of this letter, You can send us comments and/or new documents by post, e-mail
or via IP Client. If you do not reply within the time limit, your application will be temporarily shelved,
i.e. we will discontinue examination of the application. :
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If you exceedthe time limit, it will still be possible for you to reply within an extended timelimit of 4
months.

An extension of time limit requires that you pay a resumption fee of DKK 700 to resume the
examination of your application. The fee must be paid when you send us your reply,

If you exceed the extended time limit, your application will be finally shelved.

4, Search report
For your information, we have enclosed a search report. The report shows the documents retrieved in
our search.

Wehave enclosed a copy of the documents.

Yours sincerely

aes fodj
Perth, CHES
Lennart Bitsch

MSc, PhD,Senior Examiner

Encl.:

Search report
Copies: 5 documents
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Hanign Puraay Ano TRAP

SEARCH REPORT

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

A61C 7/00 (2006.01)

B. FIELDS SEARCHED

TPC; A6LC; ECLA: A61C; ICO; A61C
  

Electronic data base consulted during the international scarch (nameof data base and, where practicable, search terms used)
EPODOC, WPI, TXTE

Cc. CLAIMS SEARCHED1-10

dD. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

 

 

According to International Patent Classification (IPC)orto both nationalclassification and IPC

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followedby classification symbols)

Se
Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are includedin the fields searched

 

 Application No.
PA 2010 00568

 
Category” Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevantto claim No.

EP 1124487 B1 (CADENT LTD) 23.05.2007, sec [0009], [0010], [0020], [0032],
[0034], [0036], fig 1A, 1B, 3A, 3B, 4A,4B.

US 6068482 A (SNOW) 30.05.2000,cal 1, line 38-44, col 2, line 59-67 to col 3,
line 2, col 3, line 28-65,all figures.

US 2003/0163291 Al (JORDAN et al) 28.08.2003, sec [0080]-[0087],fig. 4A.

US 6261248 B1 (TAKAISHI etal) 17.07.2001, col 2, line 10-20, fig 1 and 3.

WO 2010/008435 Al (DENTSPLY INTERNATIONALINC.) 21.01.2010,ec [0
029]

* Special categories ofcited documents:

PA” documentdefining the generalstate of the art which is not consi-
dered to be of'particular relevance.

»p” document cited in the application.

"EB" earlier application or patent but published onorafter the filing date,

“LY document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or which
is cited to establish the publication dute ofanother citation or other
special reason (as specified),

documentreferring to an aral disclosure, use, exhibition or othermeans.

document published priorto thefilling date but later than the
priority date claimed.

documentnotin conflict with the application but cited to understand
the principle ortheory underlying the invention.

document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannat be
considered novel ar cannot be considered to involve an inventive

step when the documentis taken alone.

documentofparticular relevance;the claimed invention cannot be
considered to involve an inventive step when the document is com-
bined with one or more other such decuments, such combination
being obvious to a personskilled inthe art.

document memberofthe same patent family.

Danish Patent and Trademark Office Date of completion of the search report
Helgeshoj Allé 812630 Taastrup 27.01.2011
Denmark

Authorized officer

TIE: +45 4350 8000 Lennart Bitsch

 
Fax: +45 4350 8001

October 09
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

From the INTERNATIONAL SEARCINNG AUTHORITY

—
To: p2 “
H@IBERG A/S

St. Kongensgade 59A NOTIFICATION OF TRANSMITTAL OF
DK-1264 Copenhagen K THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND
Denmark THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL

SEARCHING ACTHORITY, OR THE DECLARATION

(PCT Rule 44.1)

Date of mailing 97/09/2011
(eymonty, ar)

 
Applicant's or agent’sfile reference

P2638PC00

International application No. International filing date 99/96/2041 4
PCTIDK2011/050246 (dayimonthivear)

FOR FURTHER ACTION—See paragraphs | and 4 below

Applica’ 3Shape A/S,etal

The applicantis hereby notified that the international search report and the written opinionofthe International Searching
Authority have been cstablished and are transmitted herewith.

filing of amendments and statement under Article 19:
The applicant is entitled, if he so wishes, to amend the claims of the international upplication (see Rule 46):

When? The time limit for fling such amendments is normally two months from the date of transmittal of the
international seacch report,

Where? Directly to the International Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombeites
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Facsimile No; +41 22 338 82 70

For more detailed instructions, see PCT Applicant's Guide, International Phase, paragraphs 9,004 ~ y.011.

The applicant is hereby notified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration under
Article 17(2)}{a) to that offect and the written opinion ofthe International Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

With regard to any protest against payment of (an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40,2, the applicantis notified that:

C] the protest together with the decision thereon has ben transmitted to the International Bureau together vith any
request to forward the texts ofboth the protest and the decision thureonto the designated Offices.

C] no decision has been made yzt on the protest; the applicant will be notified as soon as a decision is made.
4, Reminders

The applicant may 3ubmit comments on an inforrnal basis on the written opinion of the International Searching Authority to the
hiermational Bureau, The International Bureau will send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an
international preliminary examination report has beon or is to be established, Following the expiration of 30 months from the
ariority date. these comments will also be madeavailable to the public.
Shorily afier the expiration of {8 months from the priority date, the international application will be published by the
International Bureau, If the applicant wishes to avoid or pocipone publication, a notice of withdrawal of the intemational
pplication, or of the priority claim, must reach the International Bureau bcfore tie vomptetion of the tachnical preparations for
international publication (Rules 902s.1 «nd 906is,3),

‘Vithin 19 months from the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a dumand for internationalpreliminary
sxamination must be filed if the applicant wishes to postponethe entry into the nationa! pha: until 30 months fromthe priority
date (in some Offices even later): otherwise. the applicant must, within 20 months trom the priority date. perform the prescribed
acts ior entry into the national phase before those designated Offices,
In respect of other designated Offices, the time limit of 30 months (or later) will apply evenif no demand is filed within 19
iaonths.

For details about the applicable time limits. Office by Office, cee www.wipo.int/pet/en/texts/time_limits.html and the
PCTApplicant's Guide, National Chapters,

Nameand mniling address of the [SA/ Authorized orficer
Nordic Patent Institute Inge Estvan
Helgeshgj Allé 41, 2630 Taastrup, Denmark

Facsimile No. Telephone No.

 
Form PCT/SA/220 July 2010)
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PATENT COGPERATION TREATY

Te mrs
PC

INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCT Article 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicant's or agent's file reforence FOR FURTHER seo Form PCTASA/220
P2638PC00 ACTION as well ds, where applicable, itn 5 below.

International application Mo. International filing date (ay/month/vcar) (Earliest) Priority Date (dawnonth/year)

PCT/DK201 1/050246 29/06/2011 29/06/2010

Applicant 36HAPE A/S

This international seurch report has been prepared by this [nternatiunal Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant
according to Article 18, A copy is being transimitted to the International Bureau.

shects,

_] It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art documentcited in this report.

{. Basis of the report

1. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out onthe basis of:

xX tho international applicationin the language in whichit wa. filed,

Cl a translution of the international application into which is (he language of
4 translation [ienished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1(b)),

b. [] Thiv international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 43,6és(a)).

c, J With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed inthe international application, see Box No, {,

C] Certain claims were found unsearchable (see Box No.11).

_] Unity of inventionis lacking (see Box No. {I},

With regard to the title, —
be the text is approved aa submitted by the applicant.
[J the text has been ustablished by this Authority to read as follows:

. With regard to the shstract,

| the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority a it appears in Box No, LV, ‘The applicant may,
within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

. With regard to the drawings,

a. tho figure of the drawings to bo published with the abstract i. Figure No. 11k

Xx] as suggested by the applicant,
[| as selected by this Authority, because the epplicantfailed to suggest a figure.
] as selected by this Authority, because this tigure better characterizes the invention.

b. CI none of the figures is to be published with the abstract.

 
Form PCT/S/v2 LO (sirst sheet) (Jitly 2009)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT Intemational epplication No.
PCT/DK201 1/050246

Gay Na lV lexi uf the abstract (Continuation ofitem 5 of the first sheet)

2d image arrangement

Abstract

Disclosed is a method of designing a dental restoration (1140) for a patient, wherein the method
comprises:

-providing one or more 2D images (1101), where at least one 2D image (1101) comprises atleast
one facial feature (1103);
-providing a 3D virtual model (1102) of at least part of the patient's oral cavity;
-arranging atleast one of the one or more 2D images (1101) relative to the 3D virtual model!
(1102)in a virtual 3D space suchthat the 2D image (1101) and the 3D virtual model (1102) are
aligned when viewed from a viewpoint, whereby the 3D virtual model (1102) and the 2D image
(1101) are both visualized in the 3D space; and
-modeling a restoration (1140) on the 3D virtual model (1102), where the restoration is designed
to fit the facial feature (1103)of the at least one 2D image (1101).

| figure 11k

Kare PUTASAIL jumtisniion of first sheet (3)) July 2069)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT {ternational application No.

PCT/DK201 1/050246

A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

AG1IC 7/00 (2006.01), A61C 13/00 (2006.01)

According to International Patent Cluszification (IPC) or to both nutional ylassification anc 1PC
B, FIELDS SEARCHED

* finimum documentation searched(classification een followed byclaszification symbols}IPC: A61C; ECLA: A61C; ICO: K61

Documentation «sarehed ober than minimum documentationto the extent tat such docuniums are included in the ficids cearched

Electronic data bese consulted during the intemational seurch (nameofduta base and, where practicable, search terms used)
EPODOC, WPI, TXTE

C, DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVAMT

Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

1-16, 22, 24-36,
38-95, 97, 99-109

 
 
 
 

    
 

WO 2008/128700 A1 (MATERIALISE DENTALN V [BE])
30.10.2008,p. 2 line 15 to p. 3 line 19, p. 4 line 31 to p. 7 line 13, p.
7 line 19 to p. 8 line 16,p. 9 line 8-20, p. 15 line 4 to p. 16 line 12,p.
17 line 21-31, p. 18 line 14 to p. 19 line 10,all figures.

 
 

 
 
 

96, 98

 
 

  

 
 
 
 

 
 

EP 1124487 B1 (CADENTLTD) 23.05.2007, sec [0009], [0010],
(0013]-[0016}, [0019}-[0023], [0029], [0032]-[0037}, [0043], all figures.

1-3, 5, 7-25,
28-36, 38-61,
67-95, 97-109 
 

  WO 2010/008435 A1 (DENTSPLY INTERNATIONALINC.)
21.01.2010, sec [0010], [0027], [0029], [0032]

96, 98 

  CJ Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C. xX See patent family annex,  
  

  
  

Seecial categories of cited documents: ‘T* tater documyni published afterthe international filingdale or priority
“a” document detinity the pencral uiate of the art which is not considered date and not in conflict with the application but citvd to understand

vo be of particular relevance the principle or tieory underlying ths invention
“BY varller application or patzne but publich.d on or aiter the intnaionzl +X documentof particular raleysnee: the claimed invention cannot be

tiling date cunsidyred novel or canmot tz considered to involve an inventive
~L”  -locument which may throw doubts on priorityeluim(s) or whiet is sip when the dociun.ntis taken alonesi the publication dai ann pital OhEL regres eer : ' : .

citedjoSslablish weanye n dase of anther citation or other ays decuaent of putivuler celuyance;tue claimed invention cannat be
sp Ve . a considered to involve an inyantive step when the document is«Q” document referring to an oral cisclovwe., we, exhibition or other combined with one or more otner such documents, such combination

 

  wiegos bzing ubvious to a person skilled in the art
Pp" decument publishedprior to the intrmasional filing date but later than.

the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion ofthe international search
02/09/2011

    document metuber ofthe .ame patent family  
 
 

  
 

 
  

Date of mailing of the international search report
07/09/2011
 

 
 

 Authorizedofficer 
 
 

Raaangtue ifingadress ofthe ISA/
Heigesho} Allé 81, 2530 Taastrup, Denmark

Facsimile No. +45 43 50 80 08

 
 
 

Kristian Grenland Woller

Telsphone No, +45 43 §0 81 38  

rorm PCTASA/210 (cond sheet) (July 2009)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

 
  

 Intemational application No.

PCT/DK2011/050246

Rclevant to claim No.

 
 © (Continuation).=DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

 
 

Category” Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages  
 US 6068482 A (SNOW) 30.05.2000, col 1, line 38-44, col 2, line

59-67 to col 3, line 2, col 3, line 28-65, col. 5, line 26-36, all figures. 
 US 2003/0163291 A1 (JORDAN etal) 28.08.2003, sec [0080]-

[0087], fig. 4A. 
 

if

  US 6261248 B1 (TAKAISHIet al) 17.07.2001, col 2, line 10-20,fig
1 and 3.

 
Form PCTAS 4/210 (continuation of second cheet) (iuly 2009)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT ; ae
. . os Trternational application No.

litormation on patent family members
PCT/DK2011/050246

 
Patent document Publication Patent family Publication date
Cited In search report date member(s)

W0O2008128700 Ai 20081030 US2010145898 A1 20100610
JP2010524529 A 20100722
W02008128700 A1 20081030
EP2134290 A1 20091223

enemaetmepenendGPtcIATOHAAESDIEBNEPEATisnrmct

EP1124487 B1 20070523 US2003169913 A1 20030911
JP2002528215 A 20020903
W00025677 A1 2000051 1
DE69936145T T2 20080124
AU6486699 A 20000522
AT362732T T 20070615
iL126838 A 20030410

US6068482 A 20000530 NONE

US20030163291 A1 20030828 W003073382 A1 20030904
JP2005518263 A 20050623
EP1483743 A1 20041208
AU2002360711 A1 20030909
AT434236T T 20090715
US2003163291 A1 20030828

US6261248 B1 20010717 US6261248 B1 20010717
CA2302725 A1 20000929
JP3040997B1 B1 20000515

WO2010008435 A1 20100121 JP2011521767 A 20110728
EP2282697 A1 20110216
WO2010008435 A1 20100121
US2010076581 At 20100325
CA2725818 A1 20100121

eenTANNSERPS SOMEhySESOSLi

 
Porm PC TASA/2I0 Fgnluat family annex) (July 2009)
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

Fromthe
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

 

  
 

Byrne
To: pad
H@IBERG A/S

St. Kangensgade 59A
WRITTEN OPINION OF THE 

 DK-1264 Copenhagen K
Denmark

 
 

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY
 

 
 

 
(PCT Rule 43dis. 1)

Date of mailing 07/09/2011
(davimonth/yeari

FOR FURTHER ACTION

See paragraph 2 below 

  
 
 

Applicant's or agent’s file reference
P2638PC00

{nternational application No. International filing dute (daymonthyear)

PCT/DK2011/050246 29/06/2014
Intemational Patent Classification (IPC) or both national classification and (PC

A61C 7/00 (2006.01), A61C 13/00 (2006.01)

Applicant

 

 
 
 

Priority date (day/mouth/yyar)

29/06/2010
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
3SHAPE A/S 
 

  1. This opinion contains indications relating ta the following items:

 Box No. { Basis ofthe opinion 
 

 

  Box No. {If Priority

  Box No. IT Non-establishmentof opinion with regard (o novelty, inventive stop and industrial applicability

  Box No. IV Cack of unity of invention

  Box ivo, V Reasoned statement under Rule 435/s, 1(a)(1) with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such utatement  
 Box No, VI Certain documents cited

   Box No, VII Certain defects in the international application

  

KOOXOOOWN
 
 

 

Box No. VIII Curtain observations onthe international application

 
 

. FURTHER ACTION

if a demand for international preliminary examination is mads, this opinion will be considered to be a written opinion of the
Intemational Preliminary Examining Authority “IPEA”) exceptthat this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen [PEA hasnotified the International Bureau under Rule 66.1 6/s(b) that written
opinions of thiy International Searching Authority will not be so considercd,

If this opinionis, as provided above, considered to be a written opinion of the IPEA,the applicantis invited to submitto the IPEA
a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3 months fromthe date of mailing of Form
PCTASA/220 or before the expiration of 22 months fromthe priority date, whichever expires later,
For further options, see Form PCT/ISA/220,

  
  

  
 Authorized officer  

 

Date of completion of this opinion

02/09/2011

 nua PekanHaaeadress oF the [SA/
Helgeshaj Allé 81, 2630 Taastrup
Denmark

Facsimile No. +45 43 50 80 08

Form PCT/ISA/237 (cover «heet) (Aly 2011)

 

 
 

 

 
 

 Kristian Grenland Woller

Telephone No. +45 43 50 81 38 
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WRETTEN OPINION OF THE intermational application io,
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/DK2011/050246

Box No. I Basis of this opinion

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of:

4 the intsrnational application jn the language in which it wasfiled.
C] a translation ofthe international avplication intoChich is the languace of a

trsnslation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23, Ub).

2, Cc] Thiv opinion has been established taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistakeauthorized by ur notified
to this Authority under Rule 91 (Rule 430fs.1(a))

i
With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the International application, this opinion has bcun
astablished onthe basis ofa sequencelisting filed or furnished:

a, (means)

on paper

in electronic form

in the international applicationas filed

together with the international applicationin electronic form

subsequently to this Authority for the purposesofsearch

in addition, in the casz that more than one version ar copy ofa sequencelisting has been tiled or furnished, the required
statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the application as filed or
docs not go beyondthe application as filed, as appropriate, wore furnished,

&, Additional comments: 
Form PCT/ISA/237 (Box No. [) July 2010)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE {nternational application Mo.
INTERNATIONALSEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/DK2011/050246

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 434is.1(a)(i) with regard to novelty, inventive step and Industrial applicability;
citations and expinnations supporting such statentent

J. Statement

Novelty (1) Claims 22, 37, 60, 69, 92-93, 96-106 YES
Cuims 1-21, 23-36, 38-59,61-68,70-91, 94-95, 107-109 No

 

 

inventive top (IS) Claims a7.YES
Claims {-36,38-109 NO

Industrial applicability (1A) Claims 1-109. ce ee, YES
Claims nee NO

Citations and explanations:

D1: WO 2008/128700 A1 (MATERIALISE DENTALN V) 30.10.2008, p. 2 line 15 to p. 3 line
19, p. 4 line 31 to p.7 line 13, p. 7 line 19 to p. 8 line 16, p. 9 line 8-20, p. 15 line 4 to p. 16
line 12, p. 17 line 21-31, p. 18 line 14 to p. 19 line 10,all figures.

D2: EP 1124487 B1 (CADENT LTD)23.05.2007, sec [0009], [0010], [0013]-{0016], [001 9]-
[0023], [0029], [0032]-[0037], [0043], all figures.

D3: WO 2010/008435 A1 (DENTSPLY INTERNATIONALINC.) 21.01.2010, sec [0010],
[0027], [0029], [0032]

NOVELTY:
D1 describes a computer implemented method for the planning of dental treatment for a
patient consisting of:

- obtaining data about the area to be treated and the face of the patient from one or more 2D
images
- creating a modified tooth setup using the above determinedfacial properties
- simulating the modified tooth setup and the patient's face surrounding the treatment area by
creating a virtual 3D modelof the modified tooth setup
- arranging the virtual 3D model andat least one of the 2D imagesto be viewed togetherin
the samevirtual 3D space

D2 describes a computer implemented method of designing a dental implant, crown or
orthodontic treatment comprising:

- providing one or more 2D imagesof the patient's face
- providing a 3D virtual modelof at least part of the patient's oral cavity
~ arranging the 2D image and the 3D virtual model so that both the 2D image and the 3D
virtual model are visualized in the same 3D virtual space
- modelling a restoration on the 3D model, wherethe restoration is designed to fit the facial
feature of the 2D image.

Therefore the subject-matter of claims 1-21, 23-36, 38-59, 61-68, 70-91, 94-95, and 107-109
is not novel, cf Article 33(2) PCT.

Continued in supplemental box.

 
Form PCT/TSA/237 (Box No. V) (July 2011)
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/DK201 1/050246 
Box No. VII Certain observations on the international application

The following observations on the clarity of the clain:s, description, and drawings or on the question whether the claims are fully
‘upported by the description, are made;

The claim set is unclear, due to the fact that most claims refer back to any of the preceding claims.
This results in some claims referring back to claims that deal with completely separate technical
issues, or refer back to contradictory claims. For example, claim 13 describes a 3D virtual model
comprising no prepared teeth, yet refers to claim 12 which describes a 3D virtual modei comprising
at least one preparedtooth,

Form PCTASA/237 (Box No. VHT (uly 2011)
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE International application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT/DK2011/050246

Supplemental Boy

In vase the space in any ofthe preceding boxes Is not sulfictent,
Continuation of:

Box No. V

2, Citations and explanations:
INVENTIVE STEP:

Claims 22, 60, 69, 92-93, 97 and 99-106 only describe technical details which are common
technical knowledge for a person skilled In the art, and the subject matter of claims 22, 60, 69,
92-93, 97 and 99-106 therefore does notinvolve an inventive step, cf Article 33(3) PCT, when
seenin relation to any of the preceding claims.

The subject matter of claim 37 differs from the subject matter in D4, in that it performs the
alignment between the 3D model and one or moreof the 2D imagesfor one or more perspective
views by means of interpolation and/or extrapolation of other perspective views. The problem to
be solvedIs to provide an intermediate perspective view utilizing the information already
supplied. The person skilled in the art would not be inspired by prior art to provide this solution to
the technical problem.

Therefore the subject matter of claim 37 involves anInventive step, cf. Article 33(3) PCT.

The subject matter of claims 96 and 98 differs from D1 in various technical details. These details
are describedin the prior art, see for example D3 fig. 5. The person skilled in the art would be
inspired to combine these two documents to arrive at the same technical solutions, and the
subject matter of claims 96 and 98 therefore does not involve an inventive step,cf Article 33(3)
PCT, when seenin relation to any of claims 1-36.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY:
The subject matterof claims 1-109 is industrially applicable, cf Article 33(4) PCT.

form PCTASA/237 (Supplemental Box) July 2011)
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An image processing methodfor use in
dentistry or orthodontic is provided. Two
images of teeth, one being a two-
dimensional image and onea three-
dimensional image are combined in a
mannerto allow the use of information
obtained from one to the other. In order to

combine the two images a set of basic
landmarks is defined in one, identified in
the other and then the two images are
registered.
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C FE HH OD a RH Ze BHA]

(0001 ]}

(HHO BS SAM i oF

CORUM-MMM RFOPRCRY. HA RLS BBERB RE LOY

— (HB) LCA MRMBPREC YL AFATCHEATSELNTHS.

{0002}

C HE KO Be Gt]

GEHNZOFPBCHABRH. V-FYELTHHSNTHS FRR C4 x

—-VYY TR) RHE SREDL OR HS. 1LOMHES (ERM MIDS

X BBY (radiographic) DH MWR (cephalometric) MH CHS. Xi

BBREORRWEKEA RRS OCHMA ERM AIBA SNS, COLIGH

MliERBO. HO. RUMPVAMM (soft tissue) MARTI IAAIZ 2-v

eyVaIvePbyI7R( ABRVURHOBSHK) ZOWTOLOOMOB ME ait

TAROWMBHANRTWS, 2ZOORRNECKERRO-RICHA SATS”

IHRM O (FFI) BRWEEMRCHY, CHUECLCRERRS TH

ASnh, EREROMMRHWREMRCHO. CHUMP BERKEL.

(0003)

HMRUWEHKMRRUAMBARORH. HH. RURPWOMRODD SBD)

Vd (HM) ERRTSOEMCKS., FOC. BRM ECKL SMADM Els

SE PERU OU tk HE (population group) ZOWTASNALERTSS.

HOARE OMRCH Se IPTOFIABRRLUAKKOBBRVAROWG

IZOWTALIMERMCHS., LEB, COLIBGMRICOVTRASNR

WER CIS NADFINE (WHOHS) BBM RMNLECTNSEMUIERYL

—A (HB) FSO ERE OPLY, MAT. BOMB (C7 2-YrVTAR?

bh) IBS MHED eS < CNPCOMORMCMSREM SE MLS CE

22S, BRMEERRC BU SZRAOMNGCHREMI TD 1 VAPORS.

MOWER E (4 77 ORVYb)ANACORBORSBAEMELY ERE LT

RES (PANDh) BMHOKRMABBRETSILERATVS, CNS

ATNRCHAMAEECPLIORAERA TS .
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(0004)

ME MMR, BEMMBRe MY SHI. HRI MBM ec oe, CNA

BEF. (BH) PERTH L ERS, EKSROEARAR ME NTWT

CHP PSRRBACHORBLEKRHRERSHRSELIELTWS. CMS

5 Zp teUE BIZ WE WO 97/03622 DE-C-414311I2MMANTWS.,. HKAROKADH

ISM MM EERMRICROBONZLOLIURCAMREEAS. ES i. MM

AWOMRIHME, REZHANMBL COW TOLKRHBR OWT EY) Ft i

BCSAZEIULTWSY,

(0005)

(CHAOMARL KI LTS Ma)

MEBBOWMNCRHOBMKRARYD, HREEVYAFALLTIVOBRKOW

POMACSAHROMOBKOMRPEBSCEMCSSHMICRARSNRK

DHS (ZHAN KVY ay) FETEBCESLIMFSIADELVOLGE

OCHMATHS.

fo0006)]

(RASA SROOFR]

CORMCESL MLVAKREYAFALBABSRTTWT, FITAHD

EER O-BRPSBONRARE FP ED MO BM HO te IRR He KO

BonRMANIZTMRS NCHA SNS. COMROBRU HH AL LSE

WHRCH LC. BEBE RHSTSRODANGY-VEREATS .

fo0007)]

CORB(CKEAL, HAMM HEPRKRSNTWT. COR RIS,

(a) SCE BIOPARHL BZD RWS EMAL CHOY SC LER

LOKBDOBIOL KERR L MODS LERAZDPHHAOBZHMEAKCREMR

LRENRENMBL, BRL CB2ZORDMUYD<S ELMAN SBE HSS

5FTSZTEL ROY,

(b) R2Z0DHRROWVTRYP-HRBKRIVEV-7OME RRL, R20~

OWMROMANICHME BV CPM E 2COMMATHBROTSOL EE HA

TWWS.
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(0008)

CORRS WOBAP SL OREL, WMRMBMY AFATH OT.

(i) d*>< LR BLOMOBRDOBIODIKEMAHRERDOSTBLOS-Y%

ERG TARONBLALA-FAVUVF AL,

(ii) PC LEBADHORDPORMEFVOBAMEARAKRRARERDT

B2NF-VRBSMRTSRMOOB2ZOA-FAVUF AL,

(iii) MMBMAADEAIY RV PRERL POTRERDTF—-F7 EER

FRRODDEVaA-WE,

(iv) WHBLEB2M2-FxAVF A BLVABMEV2A-VERMRALTWS

PaoeyPCH CC. MHBLEB2ZOF-HERHL, PO, 2ZODHROA—

FANNOHBRER2ZGOOMBROMARWRERIY RV - 7 ERDF F-FIHLY

Vy VAFAPV Ie YPERMATWSZLOMREKERTWS.,

(0009)

C FHA D XK fli O 7B HE

CORWO-KMBBILSL. CORKREEYLATFALIL, BEA (4

) BRR TedDEBERRBORMNCHEMB Re LotCmMAaNS cE

HAGRHEESD, COLIGVMBORHOL HMA SNRS, CMR HMB Mis

PLELAZDIOBROMBARESATWHC. HHUMOE FY (RB) MEK

TRRRCHAO. ERMARIKREMRCHO. ALAS AMEKARTHS.

Eki, MOMRMLMEBACICHEASA, MARV<THPOKAMO CMR

DA) EFAS evr7AMR, EMPSDEF AAT FS ev7AHRRVEMP SOR

BUECKER CHRSNTWS.,

(0010)

CORW OM KRMBMI LS’, COREE VAFARMOMOLA (FY

VAY POY) OLSURE (FZ IVY) OMNeRACMASNS. TY3

POY bREMOSUMERCTSRO I, Mo CHBR< PREF EL, HO

YPIVYPRBARONEPEIPEHR EVREHEW, HOY TIYh

DEMME MALIMHL o> CRA SNSEIRREEEW, “Red

YIP PIV AE OMOILRHIZOWTIE., HDOEFVOLKEKRAH RE RHORA
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WAM PEMACMEBACHMSH, L&R, EREBOW MM CRM RE bd

(EAURSHRS, CNPHOORRBAR RAY TIYEERZANSLOVHEH

MizPass.

foo11)

Me. CORO HA BEBEORH ANION TORRE RI SRL Tit

WMSSOCL RA. LOL, CORMUBBSREEMATHOTYTIYhD

WMOLCRHOBMAOBAKALCLMA SNAIL CS ES.

foo012]

B-OMMI XMMP RRL<S | HRIX MR BR He ko CRORE

RAHEEM RP LY. COXMHRRRAMHRM LOS, Beebo cls

DHRZALZRERAALDORMOMNMPSODLOCI LY, HRA eee

Clk, HDARMOWR (FA71V) OMMLHBLERSNRSECLIESES. LO

L—izts, MABEBWI. BIOBOMROWME 2 — DX MR be wy OF eH

CRAMP RBORROLACHAAPSLSALIMLENRS. CMKRWO Rie ww

PESZEL TOLIYBIDHRCHOMMBOH<S LLILOMOMRBEBATWS

LOBBENT, COKMOKRRMHCHASNS, COMMUARIA CRE

FAMMM RRC koCHSCEBPTCSS., 

{oo013)

“WG=IED He HH (virtual three-dimensional teeth image) " EV)

RRMECR SRRE MERA. SRK EL SERA?Se a Bub
Tta

CR PRSL HEAD) OMTEHESLCHMSENTWS. AAW, MBSKor

LOKOMRUARET IY (BH) OHREULPOACROFCERTSES.

ig= HRS MOKRWIC bo THON, MAW, LHOSS Mle MWS

REEEATHS. ESM, HRKUERMHMRIZW0 97/03622ic a RON TOSH

KizkoCHOR, COMMBIIC. CORMOHFKEYAFAL THATS S

PON=RKRECRRMREBSHREOME LTCBSIMANRS, COAL

(READ LS RM OT ERM ko TRONS REBA OM RICMESNS &

DCHWLEMMMSRZUNRRZSEW, MAW = Hi Riso MORES

ti

RTC

fe RA ho CHA CERMCESDTHOT. CHOMRMICILE RABE
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(NMI), BYU a- PREF IIA (CT) . SHO RARE RR HSS

ENS, ALES. HKTOMMOHARAAAT HL SNASRO PRE HON

TRPLVWISEDCHALTEBCHRT, FOHIIMMOSS CMC SNT

WAKDLL OM. HHBVU-F, FHEOFRRHEBILO. ERTU-T

FASC HALoCHMMERSNRARMHEVAENRTWS,

(0014)

CU CMASHAS “Mim (image) ” EWI HMMA CRA SRE ES

HACWEBILOLMLTREST, ULADNHARUM, AZLHRADuh

RMATV xr 7AhOBAREERTSZOLCERALCMARAMOMREOKNLAR

BELTED. Lewot, AB “MR” A. AAR. HL. BOON

DAVEDELIR ATV aAIPPOBRROOTO, MH LRMRE BIL TIE

_RREMYIUAATWS.

(0015)

LE LI CORMIZGE SHAREL MARL PRI OMRERATS OE BS Y

HAS EMALEUMBRCH ORD, HABER TEMES TSORARS

nea poiechonyhe. Liot. WELTR. RBRLONM
MAO (MAR) ORCBACH OO. MRR IOMRMLROMAM LMHS

RIXEMOXMLEL<SUEF AT Ie yAHRO-HEL<S RMF CHOTHN

(0016)

BROY EV? (HRA) CHMOQZME MBA (CLYAY) FEROK

M@ARAS.OlU, —RKASMOBRUNRMDN-APHROVFTRPORE

LCHRSNS. ALMA (incisor) PEM (molar) RHUNS. COLI

REEIOY EVA PHA Pi koCTHURTENL, VAFADTFRE YH

kot, BMLERESNKIVA (MM) CHOOT, BHM BBATIN,

KRSY ECHO PRIBAC. HRDLODOHCIY EV KH Z7VHF7ENNRE

I. CODY EVKZ7UMOBROHCR-J7AHVSHRT. MAOHKK UE

AUEBCEZLIMLS. AM “MBA (registering) ” L20MDHROD

Mmte wee pee GSS Ld RRLTHAT. VLATMBRE1LOMHRHOD
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Kw DHL LOOHCOMBTSRBANO VY EY (FR) CHS. COL

Se BAC ORBI. —HOMBRZONTLE MS PORE HADHRAT

OMISSSREREP SOLES. MLW. LTL-HOMMBH1LWDHERH

(displace, HEERLAREBOR) CLOTRHSNSLTSL, HOMRD

HCOMUL RICHEST SEE (Bi) EELSHS CEES.

(o017)

Bicik, -~HOMWARBRBSRRAZV-YECOMMRE Wed veoWwk Hes

RAD EDAS,. BSBSHREVRESAZV2AVEOHRBRMERSIAT—

L (BETH) CHRARTEVNOC, COYAFAKREOTESNSETCEMH

BLESS MMA, —HOHROAZT-—VEMAKPMDLET, 20OHRA

DEAD Y RVA-POKRBM CHARM OMBSEATENERLIZETHS
~LeLexsso, BRAMROMBATUGT LI BRERRLES TES. U

LABIZI. 20OOMESDYSHALRMEOMMK. ALRMBALRERINT

BLW., MESH (VY APVYS) OMKOBRBLMRIZ, MROD-FOET

DRE MMAIOWTERRBBEFATWSIETHS.

[0018]

DLE CIE, CORMIS <i HSRMBBCOWTRMENTHS BH, AR

fT CUD LOBES AMM CRM CH OY. RRB 20my He 2 A = Kc

Mohs, COMEOSRBAICORMPONCRMESNS LEVI RRC S

RTRROBW, MIC, COMMO-MNLAREMATSIOLicLOT. HH

DORR Iho CHSNRRARA CEMA NEATHS.,

(0019)

SORMBO-KMBBMICkSL. GYR VO APREKEKEiBa We

HRC OHCHRSENR Rie, RMI KEHOE FVOELWHMAPRESNT

_2nic dh OM MWR BRL tH R—-RBR (conformity) FLOCERTES

BEA LEWRREORV, COLEUMCEPLYORAGCHARE EBEE

+R. LP LEDS 2ZOOHKOMEBAEDTOLALP EY METSECED

Att po CW. Sn iclese WM ee woHao RREAKCHOH KORO(

nid palatal plane) EMRSLIMERMTSCEMAS DH, THELOTM
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BO SnrA,. METAL, WRN CKM RIM ORM LCE PNReaLivreHR

Sh. RAMA ECEM RIT OCHMHMA NT. BRIYV EVP RARE KT

HROAMGTSERIY ER V-J7OPMOBMALNORHBL-MRBSSS CH

HeSnS,

(0020]

CORR RRURHORSKOGROWVME CORDED MRO Ht bd

WR CTS. ALY, MISMO EFVAORBARTHRETHMSENRTES. z&

APUOAIWIHEBBeTeIRiey 7h sanearmRense catekS, LR

BoC. MAW. BMWSNKRMROWTEBDIY EV -Z7eEV-A7HWIL, &

RAR EEEP VACHE IY EV -ZEVPHP7ANLAVER EHP OCKE

LeQvTSzceEML OC. MHOMREF ec vA7LC, BERBER HAS RANT

He TVA BAT SMRE BRIT SPLEIAY, HSEWVICALIBZINACE

RI SISEARRRSTNRS PEAS, MLATLLBECMA2 LARA CE

@(WbDOSHOREROWMRA ERMA CHAS) CHORE CADMADMR

BRAORBREBALTWREWEP SE, MMA KTHMEF NRROTL YS

aborova Yee Ll. CNP CW MH CRM RELICMRE VY FT SZFOIE

eTSOLIAWHCHS .

(0021}

AeBIFS&. LOOMROPCAHLHER ORME BRT SRO, KES

REATVxrPAbhERMRALTWIZHSZIYVEVHFEYIKFSCEBRIZHS

BADY E VOTER SH. RECALL ARP HOMME RR ons.

(0022}

CMEIBVS abr-vavicho CHIC EPCS SRO 1OM Fe iS

PER OMM. SCH ORMOMMETCHOCOALIZEBOMRe His

ZBLECHS.,. CHIUMAMLAF FAiv7 (RH) WHROWTORERED

BRO Hse eM HITS,

(0023]}

COMRBOYSa2b—-Yavk, tHRE< DAM CKEMEN OBA BR

ERETDELIRSMOBRACOVLILRPEMFANZASWVUANSHSHNS
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(43))02-528215 (P2002-528215A)

ROKR HSPLIMeAHMTSCEMPCSESLICGS. BERECO HL

PHOZOWT OHM MCS AWY 7hOMS RULO ee ED

StpPhaey,

{0024}

CORWMILHASHEOL RET SOCLELSWRMAM OWT, ERRNO

Bie SwLewo. ewens.

(0025)

SR Hie Bil

CHRBMICESo, MAO MBSR, TOI  LEILOAL KATO

Me. PCR LODE KAOHOMREPEENTOC,. MHPHASK, &

AAWILSMOANDIX-PIOWCMEREBOMRE TAT SHREMBN ARO BEA

EMARPTSTCELENS, COHATIHERR RI Lo CHER EO th Rie

WCE OBOAMMOARS EPRNKESTSECEBTESZEIUFS., CHET

5. MW ERM RE CTE ODNSARRIT CRB ERA Rice o CHATS

HOY —-NMIZEMTSOCEMCEE POR, CHUEKTOBDEF NTH

SRREP VCHoOR, MKRBIL, BERN REL CERT OKOD

EFUVERASC SOC PSRBONKARIS MM REM RIT CARR CES

por, MS SOMARUR<M6nrTWS HIM, MKHOSRURESKRKH

AOR eFL. RAP CECE, BORMHRO2ZOMDBACRIOVNR EE

“HRP DP OOAGS OLB TES,

{0026}

ieR BARC REE SRAM ICMKMiLoTMAL SHS,

{0027}

Hl, ~-ERGSHTHRRRRARCOBRICRMSANSL. RHEUED

CRAZLICED. AAG AKPORLACHa RED ORASZBRRERUT SC

LILO EHRMBCES, HRWECEHRLAFORRACOMEAM AS Boon

SEIML, MACHSEMFSHLE SURE MNNDRA-PLBRACTLATT 4

YIKRGRA-PHIOWTCHEOMMRE RAT S72 OIA TSS. LOLEMS

SLUR ARBBEELTWCT. EN COMPRMPEKTROREGRRBI CAI
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(14) )02-528215 (P2002-528215A)

HBTSOCEPBPTREWVITETHS., TCORMIZBROBRUOMRO HY & i

eR. HSWIECDEDICRUEPREGKRICMREF A TWSRIZOWNT

—BOMMRA CR SEATS,

(0028)

KT. MLALI BEE SRT oR, COMMUTNERHAMACEX Rik w

aK RBOROMRe RLTWS., RROMOMRCHMIBieRELTTHSS

OW, BARORDEP NY (BH) EWMeTRHENRTWS, MOHSRBAK SL

CHWS PMS NRZCLEEGSEIAM. CNRURI ACH PT. THEBL

SU RMR SKM ORIN SP ORCHRHSNHTIELIN,

(0029)

COBMMOMI. CIV DRARSMROSRRPMMRBRARTWR, =

RRM RAARBEP VEL TH. HSWVISHRABRRA CE KTRBRHL

LORHSENRTWK, CMHMZLS4, 2OMReSMHRIL, —HPALWH

MCE XRMRBSER CHAS I RCM RCHO,. CHPLKTRHOHRL MAD

SRTWS.,. 2ZONAZMHLIVMHRMBSAPAELTCM22RSENTWS,. HT

FSALICMRN CREM RUE KTORBOROMREMASHT. THHEK

CAOKHOMOMRODM OBA LICEPNTWS, 2ZOOHRONN HN SHE

BEE SNRT. 2ZOMHMRHCHEHRENKREBKIVEV-Z7B-RTSEIUS

RTEWSA, TMHTEUMRICHMTS.,

(0030)

CORWMOML RMB RISMICHRASALCBSIBECHSETERCESES, CF

RoHAMTCI. =ARKRCOKROHOHASMADHAMEEL< PAZ 4 (Be

Bh) MR ERBSHNTTWS, MAZALEBBEDFAOZA AVM THRENRED

SORLARMPSDLOCHAYD. LRAoOTHIBKRBNSRBAKTAHOD

EF VERB ZBARBHZEFVONMMICHLTHRL TNS,

[0031]

RW ERM REE RTRRB ET VEMAULS ROI, BRKIY RV HAH

HHROWMMACHERERTI-7HUPSRARLEEW, CHEBKIY EV

—F7UL—PF i koCFRECANSHRTINAS, No tHRRe LO CEH
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(@15))02-528215 (P2002-528215A)

ERSNTH< . CHICMREN SRB RHR CBOSD. Ale LRAA-

AKAIHOSCPICESERBSENS. —Ml, COLIDRZBRIY EV 7 is

fEBOADY EV -7CHSD. BEWNFSRBIY RV 7 ePCTHMOTE SD

YR VO ZiERMCCR CZ OROMRZVANS TCE BTE

SBINADAL Veo CMPRCMASHRS, (MHKI(2 OVT ld Rediog

raphic Cephalometry, From Basics to Video imaging, Jocobson A.et al., Qu

intessence Publishing Co., Inc., Chicago, Berlin, 1995%# HE).

{0032]

HMMA XRRBERLERKTIUOEFVECH-HARPSDLOUPRMAA

SABEWMENTWS, TROEAMTHIVOBRIY EV -A7BV-7EN

TWCLLIEL2Z ER 9DTWS. CIAWDRIYV ERP KH ABVHFERKREM

_ 20OPOMRPMEAUSHRT. COMBA S CHS CE MPCSESZLILBES

SHE (MUEL2Z290ADYRV-FLIELZEBPTTOCCEHLASZ)., BAA, 4

BRUSCRLEP OF COMBAUILZDDPRHLA IY EVO-Z7EAWTR

WSR’, Homie, HMRUbL®Pt SSC DIVEVHFRCMRNORORA

LEMBAKOR REBT OCEMMHTHAS.

(0033)

HRMS MMS SOI. (RAO REC) CRW EKMRCPRM

RBS CLR EOC. XMRBSRPAKTRAOMOBRLEMASHTVS.,

MOLES ORHIZ2Z2TOHBROAT-VISMMANRIHESSF. EO

Biz-HOMEBMMAICAL TY PRERNRT., HMOECFVHLRTRRHROE

RIYEV-Z7OPHMARHNORBO MMM RKMANOMOTSIY ER

PEMOBALSHRZETYTIbhSNS.

{0034)]

COCHALRAMMWEEXRRBEALCMMWEE ET ATI TIAA LE

RH hLotTMBSHRRBRCHS. LOLEMS, RieHRORB

2, MAN CMO OHBAAT VY APAhORROFFEANERES ES

DREMACHS. MAW, CECH RMWCRMRCIE< TC. HSERSAH

EWS OPO. ALZRBLER2ZON MEM HM ORRE TA CTHSRE CHS
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CIV ORELMO MI ARERR TORO RES HCHO. TO

HIE OME SIR HLH COORMIRE AWD STHS. SHE, OHS

ABAMBISMORMRLOEREDATF 4A y7RBOMBCMAt SHOES

SOMREMRLASWIMWETSRONBRZVY—-A-THS.

(0035)

HSMROD. FS BRM ERM RO, BFOMMIZONTOFGCAVAB

SH SOCLUEOHAN COMMPRBEUMOBWICE oO CHM AA THO. SF

hizkoC., —~MCKAMIMoEnHTWSZHEIAMCBBNE LS IHOLATF 4

YIRNGIR-PWMOWCOHMBOMRERATSLIVTS.,

{0036}

CORA OR MAIZE AYAFAURMECCHACEMCES, THIZDDA

ABR-FAVF*A22, 24, 2OVPLOPRPARMWMr ry bh 208 fiz T

WC, CHRBEVYa2-V2ZSAAMC—-HLENTWS, CROEDA-TFAVUF

44k, SMICHAMMSNRTWSHKIM. FO-VLYRV*R-hEBRBEA

RAF-PMRVIKVAP RE RLSOCEBMCES, FHl2, F-HPLYbV 4

K-hePLTF-PEEDAWLONTHES. CIV ®RA-FAVUFANOD

FOP WRB ARLHS UPA RAMEE HF AAZAMPEMOA

HALCEBCESA, MimS OMMRMSNRSLIM. EVa-N28lxrHReeR

SEAR PEMALSZCLELYL, BRARMBAAA De HATH.

{0037}

CAVAFAWUERSHAIWEVY A-NBORMATWT. CHPA-VAAA

YI-FPRr-AZA2CTHS. MLZGHONY BEL A-HVVE DANS R BSN

TWH, A YPHPR-ABA*AMHEVT. AVUIYEV-F7RRRTSESL

 HbSWVIZLSMOBTE-RICVLAFAPBASLICBHBECS. CHE-KFAW

COMI L Pie MH SNS,

{003 8]

EVa2-NMZO0LA-FAVF¢A28EUMRMMBARHITAOeyPAOK

HMSN AARP MSN LIM2ZOMOMHBREMATS LISS.

Poe yPAOMEAPSOMBMTSACEMCET. ERMORRFR. MZ
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WAVY PS IRRBSNTHKN.

(0039)

ERERBOHDEF VE ARH REM REOMOUVY RY AOHEAOR ht

OWTARNRMAM7TALETBEMRENRTWS, BIAWIA-VHMR CAA

EFA) BEBRIZOW CORREA CHO. ERAT BI 2ZODMREMALS OOK

ZOWTAYIbKVATRHERNM CHAS. BLORM LOOT. CHOYA

FINS ZRETBRBOHDOEFVERDSF-FOKASZASTS. KicRw 1 1

OCI, BRIYEVO7TRHRIIINGRDSRTTWSGELILNAKURAOD

HOECF VA THR THAT Y z7bhECV- 7 (BH) SNS, CDLIS

BADYKVO7ik, ARH LPORIONHMOMREOR (R111

AFYRVY-F71~4) THY, EFOR YR DN (POR) OB MEE HE (

MALL INAYRY-75~8) LARCHS. FYE VOHF7ALEAL ERD

YRVOZ7SESIMRMOBBLENMEBEVY-A7LTWS, RROHKROVE

ICDEAREFVCIRSECEBCERWA, BRERA RIDERBOWTIE

RATER CHOOHRIRB eV -7CES.,

fo0040]

RORM 1 20CK, A-BAOR MW ERHARD CO OMREICAN SENT,

ALARA YRBSSCCV—-7ENS (CLZBLERL) . Ke. 2OMHRD

BAe onc. EKMELALIAMHBRLoOCBASH. AAVU-YEMENS

RbHENSM, —FHOMMADSMHERMHOBRELCSMECSRS NS hO

HRE2LoCBASHS.,

fo0041)

RORMLAOCHSE REEF VUADOMEHATCEUEKREFVELOCKE (BR

(1) SHCTMADBREZIS,. COCHTBieeRmLA LID. VIbDAzT is

ROAR150, LOOCHHBRE MEE THENHRPTIOLE, 2A-FRE

RERBOMOMOEFVECHALRHS RHO TL TEI. Rice1 7 OC

RWB OBES nk (RRO) ARM CKMRELCTEICERS

SC. MPHOULAM ER CDELILMORE (KR) CHECERPLIPD. b

AVIA SPORWMREBSNRIZRZEEWPLIMPERECER ES.
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(0042)

BRIEOMAY-FTYAL. TebobARWEKHAP SLOSS AEA KARBEFT

wizmitTFeavryvyeyvIA7 (FR) UMSALEBBECHS OLE ACESS. BS

ALSBETCH,. SBRM200~270UM7TALTBORM1O00~1700

#2 RMIGPENTWS, CHPRRVMCHRM EEA RADE REA KTK

BOKAEFVONABETSAMEBN Vy PE YALTHOMBRECRTASRREMUE

BALANERMTSSEIWUWLTTWS.

{ Bl ii © fH BAH

(1)

(A) UXME RAMU ERM RE RL. CB) HORBEKRMRE. A

BOAKRDEF VICWMtRPORCRDLERM.

(B12)

SREMHOEP VERRAN CKEHRORBE RTA.

{B13 ]

(A) E(B) EREREREF VERS TAR CKO ROBBED MEAT

Ba

(4 ]

(A) SMH RRM RERL, COLMA FORRKRIY FV -K7RYO-7!

MRETBO. (B) UW (CA) OMMMEKRMBRIRLAEDOEALHOLKARKS
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